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Resumo
Atenção seletiva auditiva e desempenho em treino fonético de alta variabilidade: A perceção das
oclusivas do Português Europeu por aprendentes chineses
A melhoria da perceção de sons de uma segunda língua (L2) na sequência de treino percetivo é um
efeito bem documentado na literatura (Bohn, 2018; Sakai & Moorman, 2017). São conhecidas as dificuldades
sentidas por aprendentes chineses na perceção e produção de sons oclusivos do Português Europeu (PE)
(Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu, Rato, & Flores, 2015). No entanto, o impacto do treino percetivo na identificação
destes sons por falantes nativos de Mandarim ainda não foi testado. Além disso, tem sido demonstrado que,
de entre as diversas especificações do treino, a utilização de realizações variáveis dos sons-alvo (high

variability phonetic training – HVPT) é eficaz na produção de conhecimento fonológico robusto (Bradlow,
Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997; Lively, Pisoni, Yamada, Tohkura, & Yamada, 1994). Alega-se
frequentemente que a eficácia do HVPT se deve ao facto de a variação nas características irrelevantes dos
sons-alvo estimular o aprendente a concentrar a atenção nas propriedades acústicas com função fonológica
(Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991). A ser válido, este argumento implica que mecanismos de atenção seletiva
sejam particularmente ativados no processamento dos estímulos neste tipo de treino. Contudo, a relação
entre a capacidade de atenção seletiva auditiva e o desempenho em treino HVPT não está atestada (Kim &
Hazan, 2010). Assim, foram definidos como objetivos do presente estudo: 1) avaliar o efeito de treino HVPT
na perceção das oclusivas bilabiais do PE (/p, b/) por aprendentes chineses; 2) analisar a relação entre o
desempenho no treino percetivo e a capacidade de atenção seletiva auditiva. Trinta e quatro participantes
chineses, aprendentes de PE-L2 com um nível intermédio de proficiência, foram recrutados. Os elementos
do grupo experimental (n=17) realizaram uma sessão de treino HVPT, tendo a sua perceção das oclusivas
bilabiais do PE sido testada antes e depois da intervenção, por meio de uma tarefa de identificação. Foi,
ainda, administrada, uma tarefa de escuta dicótica para avaliação da capacidade de atenção seletiva auditiva
dos participantes. Os resultados revelam que o grupo experimental melhorou significativamente a
percentagem de acerto na identificação das oclusivas bilabiais do PE e manifestou capacidade de generalizar
a aprendizagem a contextos vocálicos e vozes não treinados, ainda que a generalização só se tenha verificado
para a oclusiva sonora, /b/. Fundamentalmente, os dados indicam que os participantes com uma capacidade
de atenção seletiva auditiva mais eficiente obtiveram ganhos maiores no treino. Conclui-se que a atenção
seletiva auditiva desempenha um papel importante na execução do treino HVPT de sons da L2.
Palavras-chave: atenção seletiva auditiva; Mandarim L1; perceção da L2; Português L2; treino fonético de alta
variabilidade
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Abstract
Auditory selective attention and performance in high variability phonetic training: The perception
of Portuguese stops by Chinese L2 learners
Improvement in the perception of second-language (L2) sounds as a result of perceptual training
is a well-documented effect in L2 speech learning literature (Bohn, 2018; Sakai & Moorman, 2017).
Chinese learners of European Portuguese (EP) are known to struggle with L2 stops, in both perception
and production (Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu et al., 2015). No study has yet tested the effect of perceptual
training on the identification accuracy of EP stops by native speakers of Mandarin. Additionally, perceptual
training with highly variable stimuli (high-variability phonetic training – HVPT) has been repeatedly shown
to produce robust phonological learning (Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997; Lively,
Pisoni, Yamada, Tohkura, & Yamada, 1994). It is claimed that variation in irrelevant features for sound
identification compels learners to focus attention on the phonologically functional dimensions of the target
segment(s) (Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991). The implication is that mechanisms of selective attention are
especially active under high variability perception conditions. However, no study has evidenced the link
between selective attention ability, in the auditory domain, and performance in HVPT (Kim & Hazan,
2010). Thus, the following goals were defined for the present study: 1) examine the effect of HVPT on the
perception of EP bilabial stops (/p, b/) by Chinese L2 learners; 2) investigate the relationship between
performance in HVPT and auditory selective attention. Thirty-four Chinese intermediate learners of EP-L2
were recruited. Participants in the trained group ( n=17) underwent a one-session high-variability training
program on the perception of L2 bilabial stops and were tested in the identification of the target sounds
before and after intervention. Participants were also assessed for their auditory selective attention ability
via a dichotic listening experiment. Results reveal that the trained group significantly improved their
accuracy in the identification of EP bilabial stops as a result of training and that learning with the voiced
stop (/b/) generalized to novel stimulus features (phonetic contexts and voices). Crucially, data suggest
that individuals with a more efficient selective attention capacity showed greater gains in identification
accuracy from pretest to posttest. It thus appears that auditory selective attention plays a relevant role in
the execution of L2 perceptual training programs with highly variable stimuli.

Keywords: auditory selective attention; high-variability phonetic training; L2 speech perception; Mandarin
L1; Portuguese L2
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INTRODUCTION
Chinese learners of European Portuguese (EP)1 are known to struggle with accurate perception
and production of second-language (L2) stops, specifically with the voicing distinction among these
sounds (Batalha, 1995; Martins, 2008; Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu et al., 2015). There is evidence that
such difficulties often emerge due to influence from the native language (L1) in the phonological
development of L2 speech. In the case of stop voicing distinctions, such influence is particularly
manifested when there is a phonological-phonetic mismatch between the native and non-native languages
in the voice-onset-time (VOT) implementation of the stop system, which is the case for Portuguese and
Mandarin (Antoniou, Tyler, & Best, 2012; Gong, Lecumberri, & Cooke, 2017; Holliday, 2015; Oliveira &
Rato, 2019). Perceptual training is known to induce robust learning of L2 phonological structures
(segments, clusters, tones), especially under the high-variability phonetic training (HVPT) paradigm
(Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Hazan & Kim, 2010; Iverson, Pinet, & Evans, 2012; Logan et al.,
1991; Rato, 2014; Rochet, 1995; Sakai & Moorman, 2017). However, benefits from training vary greatly
across L2 learners (Bradlow et al., 1997; Hazan & Kim, 2010; Strange, 1992). Individual differences in
cognitive ability might help explain such variation (Darcy, Mora, & Daidone, 2014; Kim & Hazan, 2010;
Safronova, 2016), specifically auditory selective attention may play a role in the more or less successful
completion of a high-variability phonetic training program. Thus, the current research established two
main goals: 1) examining the effect of HVPT on the perception of EP bilabial stops (/p, b/) by Chinese
L2 learners; 2) investigating the relationship between performance in training with highly variable stimuli
and the auditory selective attention ability. The study conducted to pursue these objectives is described
in the present thesis, whose structure is outlined next.
In the first chapter – Literature review – the theoretical framework of the study is introduced. A
brief overview of L2 speech learning as a field of scientific inquiry is presented and major lines of
investigation are identified. The presentation is then narrowed down to the topics of interest for the
purposes of this thesis: on the one hand, cross-linguistic influence (CLI) and perceptual training of L2
stops and, on the other, individual differences in cognitive ability, specifically in attentional functions. The
chapter also includes information on the phonology and phonetics of stops cross-linguistically and a
comparative analysis of stop systems in European Portuguese and in Mandarin.
The second chapter – The present study – synthesizes the relevant theoretical notions and
experimental findings sustaining the rationale behind the study and presents the research hypotheses.

1

Unless otherwise stated, throughout this document, Portuguese refers to the European Portuguese variety.

1

In the third chapter – Method –, the methodological architecture of the research is laid out. A
general outline of the study design and timeline is presented and, then, the chapter is divided into two
major sections: one dedicated to perception tasks and stimuli; the other presenting cognitive tasks and
stimuli. All procedures adopted in stimulus design, elicitation, edition and validation as well as practice
followed in task conception, implementation and administration are described. In the end, data analysis
options are provided.
The fourth chapter – Results and discussion – reports the results obtained from the data
collected. Presentation is organized in two main parts, following the goals enunciated above: 1) analysis
of the effect of the perceptual training program; 2) examination of the relationship between performance
in training and individual differences in selective attention, in the auditory modality. Both descriptive and
inferential statistical analyses are reported and results are discussed locally. A summary of results is
presented after each of the two main parts in the chapter and, in the end, a general and detailed
discussion is provided, articulating all analyses, results and interpretations. Research hypotheses are
assessed.
In the final part of the thesis – Conclusion – an overview of the study is presented in a brief
summary articulating the theoretical rationale behind the research goals and hypotheses, the methods
adopted, the results obtained and the interpretation offered. Limitations of the study are discussed and
future research directions are suggested.

2

1 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the field of study in which the present work is
situated along with topics of investigation and key theoretical concepts that have shaped research in the
field. As such, the first section presents an overview of L2 speech learning as a disciplinary field of
research, briefly discussing major lines of inquiry. Presentation is then focused on themes of particular
interest for the development of the present work. Thus, the topics of cross-linguistic influence and
perceptual training are explored, considering L2 speech perception in general. In the second section of
the chapter, emphasis is given to the perception of L2 stops. In order to do so, the section starts by
describing the phonological and phonetic aspects of stops cross-linguistically and, then, in the European
Portuguese and in the Mandarin languages. Next, cross-linguistic influence and perceptual training are
discussed regarding specifically L2 stops and the main results of perception studies combining MandarinL1 and EP-L2 are presented. The last section of the chapter is focused on the topic of individual
differences. Particular emphasis is given to how attention, as a cognitive function, has been approached
in the L2 speech perception literature, which leads, finally, to the presentation of (auditory) selective
attention definitions and measures in the field of cognitive psychology.
1.1 Overview of Research in L2 Speech Learning
Second language speech learning is a field of research concerned with the phonological
development of learners in two dimensions: perception and production. It investigates L2 performance in
speech, exploring the linguistic and non-linguistic factors behind the processes and time course of
learning. Informed by the joint contributions of phonetics, phonology, applied linguistics, cognitive
psychology, L1 acquisition and other disciplines, L2 speech learning is an interdisciplinary field of inquiry
with a solid tradition of research going back to the 1960s.2 In this first section, an outline of major topics
of research in the field is provided. The approach is then narrowed down to the two lines of inquiry which
are of particular interest to the present work: cross-linguistic influence in L2 perception and perceptual
training.

2

At this point, two terminology options must be explained. The recent emergence of third language phonology acquisition as an independent discipline

(Wrembel, 2015) imposes a clarification of the definition of second language adopted in this work. Traditionally, research within L2 speech learning has not
distinguished L2 and L3 acquisition, defining second language as any language learnt after the first language, usually after completion of the native language
acquisition process, that is, in post-childhood stages. The current study situates L2 speech learning within this affiliation tradition. Similarly, in line with
common practice in the field (Colantoni et al., 2015) and following Leather (1999), the designations L2 speech learning and L2 speech acquisition are used
interchangeably throughout this work, since this terminology distinction is not paramount for the present purposes.
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1.1.1 Research Topics
Major lines of research in the field of L2 speech acquisition have explored factors that impact
learning and that might be broadly grouped in three categories based on the scope of the L2 learners
considered. Indeed, linguistic and non-linguistic variables have been studied that are observable either in
all L2 learners, in specific groups of L2 learners or in the L2 learner individually.
Considering aspects that tend to manifest across learners, a key topic is concerned with
developmental factors, specifically universal stages and patterns of L2 phonetic and phonological
acquisition. For instance, Simon (2010) suggested that the fact that native Dutch speakers tended to
devoice coda voiced fricatives to a greater extent than coda voiced stops when speaking English L2 was
evidence of universal principles of markedness, a theory proposing that typologically marked structures
that are absent from a learner’s L1 are more difficult to acquire (Eckman, 1977). Also, in a longitudinal
study, Munro and Derwing (2008) found that adult L2 learners, from different L1 backgrounds, recently
arrived in Canada, exhibited a rapid initial phonetic learning of English vowels that tended to plateau
within a few months, which suggested the existence of cross-linguistic trends in the time course of
progression through the developmental stages of acquisition. Universal perceptual biases are also
believed to shape L2 perception, such as, for example, the preference for: 1) certain acoustic dimensions
(e.g., resorting to temporal cues, irrespective of the phonological status of duration in the learner’s L1,
when spectral data are uninformative – desensitization hypothesis [Bohn, 1995]); 2) segments with
certain properties (e.g., the privileged role of peripheral vowels in L2 perception – natural referent vowel
hypothesis [Polka & Bohn, 2011]). There is also evidence that non-native speech perception is affected
by higher order generalizations about the role of certain features across segments (e.g., sensitivity to lip
rounding provided by L1 experience might enhance perception of unfamiliar L2 contrasts between
rounded and unrounded vowels [Bohn & Best, 2012]).
A second group of factors that have received extensive investigation are those that aggregate L2
learners according to their L1 background. Cross-linguistic influence is one of the terms used to designate
the interaction between the learner’s L1 and the target language and its effects on the relative ease or
difficulty of L2 phonological learning. Cross-linguistic influence emerged as a structured line of inquiry
from the observation that the same L2 structure tended to be perceived and/or produced differently by
learners from diverse native languages. Rochet (1995), for instance, found that the French vowel [y] was
produced differently by native speakers of Portuguese and by participants whose native language was
English: while the former tended to realize the target vowel as an [i]-like sound, the latter would produce
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the same category in a way that resembled the vowel [u], and the same patterns were found in perception.
The author concluded that, at least in initial stages of learning, L2 learners tended to perceive non-native
sounds as versions of L1 phonological categories and that this perceptual bias could be the cause of
inaccurate production. Cross-linguistic influence is possibly the most productive and solid line of research
within the field and is the concept at the core of widely tested and influential theoretical models of L2
speech learning.
Regarding the L2 learner as an individual, studies have shown that, among other factors such as
musical ability, motivation, personality traits, etc., age at onset of acquisition (AOA), quality and quantity
of L2 input, and individual differences in cognitive ability correlate with L2 phonological performance
(Darcy et al., 2014; Flege & Liu, 2001; Flege & Mackay, 2011; Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995; Safronova,
2016). While divergence persists as to what the causes of age-related effects are, it is widely accepted
that the older the individual is at onset of learning the more difficult it becomes to master L2 phonology.
Flege, Munro, and MacKay (1995) found that AOA accounted for 59% of variance in the ratings of
perceived foreign accent in the production of English sentences by 240 native Italian speakers who had
begun learning English between the ages of 2 and 23 years. However, AOA does not tell it all: its effect
on L2 phonological performance might be mediated by other variables, such as the quantity and quality
of input to which L2 learners are exposed to. In a study with Chinese learners of English differing in length
of residence (LOR) in the United States and their occupational status (students vs. non-students), Flege
and Liu (2001) discovered that L2 speech performance was significantly better for the long-LOR students
compared to the short-LOR students, whereas the same difference was not found between the two nonstudent subgroups. The authors concluded that L2 phonological performance may improve substantially
with LOR, but only for learners receiving a significant amount of native-speaker input. More recently, a
line of inquiry has developed to investigate how cognitive abilities associate with L2 speech outcomes. It
is situated within research on individual differences in L2 acquisition more generally and, in terms of
phonological learning, it has included the inspection of the effect of variables such as phonological
memory, phonological awareness and attention. Such is the case of a study by Safronova (2016), who
tested a group of 45 Catalan-Spanish bilingual learners of English on their perceptual ability to
discriminate five L2 vowel contrasts and found that attention control significantly predicted L2 learners’
accuracy in the discrimination of contrasting L2 sounds.
Besides the factors that were grouped in three categories, based on the scope of the L2 learners
considered, a parallel but dominant line of research in the field concerns the effects of computer-based
perceptual training on L2 perception and pronunciation. It stemmed from the so-called plasticity issue
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(Bohn, 2018), opposing views on whether adult learners retain the neural plasticity presumably required
for forming new perceptual categories for L2 sounds (long-term memory representations – Flege, 1995a)
or for accommodating non-native phones into pre-existent phonological units. The topic was also built on
the assumption that the perception and production modalities were connected in that pronunciation
reflected the perceptual representations of L2 sounds (Flege, 1995a), which led to the inspection of
whether improvement in perceptual accuracy potentially obtained via training would transfer to
production. Several studies have indeed reported gains in pronunciation accuracy as a result of perceptual
training (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1997; Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997; Hazan, Sennema, Iba, & Faulkner, 2005;
Iverson et al., 2012; Rato, 2014; Reis & Nobre-Oliveira, 2007; Rochet, 1995; Shinohara & Iverson, 2018).
In their meta-analysis of training studies, Sakai and Moorman (2017) confirm that perceptual training
leads to medium-sized gains in perception and small, but robust gains in production. However, Chang
(2019) adverts that the perception-production link in L2 phonological development is mediated by a
complex combination of varied factors and Nagle (2018) emphasizes the temporal dynamics of the
relationship, considering, for instance, the possibility that production might improve only once perception
has reached a certain level of accuracy.
The research topics presented above have been addressed from multiple perspectives (biological,
linguistic, psychological, sociological, pedagogical – cf. Stölten, Abrahamsson, & Hyltenstam, 2014, vs.
Schwartzhaupt, Alves, & Fontes, 2015, for instance), considering the featural (e.g. de Jong & Hao, 2018),
segmental (e.g. Levy & Strange, 2008) and suprasegmental (e.g. Hao, 2018) levels of analysis.
In summary, four major lines of inquiry have shaped research in L2 speech learning: developmental
factors and stages of acquisition, cross-linguistic influence, learner-related variables and the perceptual
training of non-native sounds. In the following sections, particular attention will be given to the influence
of the learner’s L1 in shaping the way that L2 sounds are perceived and to the role of perceptual training
in laboratory as a means to enhance perceptual accuracy and potentially mitigate L1-motivated biases.

1.1.1.1 Cross-linguistic influence in L2 perception.
Cross-linguistic influence has been a topic of active research in L2 speech learning (Colantoni,
Steele, & Escudero, 2015). It refers to the interaction between the learner’s L1 and L2 and its effects on
non-native speech perception and production.
As children engage in the phonemic and phonetic learning of their L1, they start developing a
perceptual preference for the speech sounds of the ambient language, which results in the perceptual
enhancement of the phonetic dimensions that are functional in the native language and progressively
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determines a perceptual desensitization for L1-irrelevant phonetic details (Flege, 2008; Kuhl et al., 2006;
Strange, 1995; Werker & Tees, 1984). When the L2 learner is faced with the sound system of the
nonnative language, they are in possession of well-established L1-attuned perceptual mechanisms that
are not predisposed to recognize the existence or the phonological function of certain phonetic details in
L2 speech. Therefore, experience with native phonology tends to hinder accurate perception of L2 input,
particularly in initial stages of learning, that is, non-native speech structures are not perceived for what
they physically are but for what the learner’s native language renders them to be, in a phenomenon
designated by Strange (1995, p. 22) as accented perception.
Investigating the limitations imposed by the L1 on the acquisition of non-native consonant
contrasts, Brown (1998) tested the perceptual performance of 10 Chinese and 10 Japanese L2 learners
on the English /r-l/ contrast. Japanese speakers were unable to accurately discriminate the L2 contrast
whereas Chinese learners showed native-like performance. The author argued that inter-group differences
resulted from the presence in Chinese, and absence in Japanese, of the phonological feature ( coronal)
that distinguishes the English approximants /l/ and /r/, thus concluding that the successful acquisition
of non-native contrasts was constrained by the phonology of the learner’s L1. Regarding L2 vowel
acquisition, Flege, Bohn, and Jang (1997) assessed the perception of English vowels by German, Spanish,
Mandarin and Korean speakers and also found that accuracy varied as a function of the participants’ L1
in a way that appeared to be related to the perceived relation between L1 and L2 vowels. For instance,
in the perception of a bat-bet continuum the authors predicted that Spanish speakers would categorize
English /æ/ and /ɛ/ in a native-like fashion whereas Korean learners would not, since the latter group
would rely less on spectral cues than both Spanish and native English speakers. Their hypotheses had
been based on the predicted perceptual association between L2 and L1 vowels for each language group:
Korean has a single phoneme implemented phonetically with both [æ] and [ɛ]-quality variants which
would probably obfuscate the perception of the L2 vowel contrast; on the other hand, if Spanish speakers
associated L2 /æ/ and /ɛ/ to native phonemes /a/ and /e/ respectively, then they might be better
prepared to perceive spectral differences between the target phonemes. Flege, Bohn and Jang’s
hypotheses were confirmed. These and a substantial number of other studies (e.g., Elvin & Escudero,
2014; Iverson et al., 2003; McAllister, Flege, & Piske, 2002; Rato, 2018; Reis, 2010; Souza & Carlet,
2014) have demonstrated over and over again that the L1 distorts the perception of L2 sounds at least
in initial stages of learning (but, cf. Bohn, 1995, and Iverson & Evans, 2007, for complementary
perspectives). This effect has not only been documented for segments (consonants and vowels), but also
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for segment sequences (e.g., Cardoso, 2011; Lee & Cho, 2014) and prosody (e.g., Dupoux, Pallier,
Sebastian-Gallés, & Mehler, 1997; Swerts & Zerbian, 2010; Wu, Munro, & Wang, 2011).
Cross-linguistic influence might be addressed from different angles, but in L2 speech learning it
has been primarily formulated as the phonetic-phonological similarity between the L1 and the L2: at least
in early stages of learning, “L2 words are mistakenly heard as consisting of the most similar L1
phonemes, even when the constituent L2 phonemes do not exist in the L1 or are produced in a
phonetically different way” (Flege, 2008, p. 176). All sorts of terms have been used to describe this
phenomenon: magnet effect (Kuhl & Iverson, 1995), L1-L2 mapping (Bohn, 2018), equivalence

classification (Flege, 1995a), perceptual assimilation (Best & Tyler, 2007), perceptual attunement
(Strange, 2011), and so forth. What they all have in common is the assumption that L2 segments are
perceived as phonetic variants of the L1 phonemes and that the degree of perceived similarity will render
some L2 sounds or contrasts more difficult to perceive and to learn than others. This consideration raises
two important questions: how perceptual similarity between L1 and L2 categories is established by the
learner and how it might be measured by researchers.
Discussing the processes by which a given L2 sound is perceived as similar to a native category
is closely tied to the more general consideration about what the units of L2 speech perception are. A
substantial amount of studies indicate that L2 perception occurs at the phonetic level of context-sensitive
units (Bohn, 2018; Flege, 1995a). For instance, Levy and Strange (2008) found that experienced
American English learners of L2 French showed a 30%-error rate in the discrimination of the Parisian
French vowels /y/ and /u/ and while the high back rounded vowel is a match to English-L1 /u/ in terms
of phonemic representation, the high front rounded vowel is a mismatch, meaning that, at a purely
phonological level, no perceptual approximation between the two sounds could have been predicted (and
yet it is a well-documented confusion – cf., for example, Flege, 1987; Rochet, 1995). The authors also
reported that inexperienced listeners confused the non-native pair /y-u/ more often in an alveolar context
than in a bilabial context. Indeed, there is accumulated evidence that the rate and extent of learning of
an L2 sound depends on the word position it occurs and/or on its phonetic environment, suggesting that
phonetic material, rather than phonemic knowledge, is at the core of non-native segmental perception,
and, consequently, informs perceptual similarity judgements, at least partially (de Jong & Hao, 2018;
Lively et al., 1993; Rato, 2014; Strange, 1992; Strange et al., 2007). Furthermore, it has also been
shown that native and non-native listeners differ on the treatment of the phonetic data that inform L2
perception. If, for example, the perception of a given L2 vowel is cued by both spectral and temporal
properties, the relative weight attributed to each property or set of properties by L2 learners might be
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different from that of native speakers of the target language and this non-target-like perceptual weighting
is also thought to be conditioned by the learner’s L1 (Escudero, Benders, & Lipski, 2009; Kondaurova &
Francis, 2008). To give an example, Iverson et al. (2003) tested the perception of the English /r/-/l/
contrast by Japanese and German learners and results indicated that Japanese adults were most sensitive
to an acoustic cue, F2, that was irrelevant to the identification of the L2 consonants; on the contrary,
German adults showed relatively high sensitivity to more critical acoustic cues. This study demonstrates
how L1-based acoustic weighting might alter the relative salience of acoustic parameters and, thus,
impede accurate perception of L2 segments.
Despite the fact that raw phonetic data seem to be at the heart of perceptual judgements, Chang
(2019) observes that L2 learners might integrate metalinguistic information, such as abstract knowledge
of phonological units, phonotactic rules, or orthographic representations, when judging L1-L2 similarity.
In fact, it is the access to higher-level knowledge of the target language that singularizes L2 learners
among non-native listeners. All these sources of information might be expected to play a role when the
learner establishes similarity relationships between L1 and L2 sounds. To prove his point, the author
presents the case of English learners of Mandarin vowels /y/ and /u/ and, assuming that production of
an L2 segment reflects its perceptual representation, reports the results of a previous study with
colleagues (Chang, Yao, Haynes, & Rhodes, 2011): production patterns of Mandarin /u/ indicated that
the L2 sound had probably been mapped to native English /u/, which is the closest L1 match in terms
of phonemic representation (both sounds are high back rounded vowels), despite the fact that Mandarin
/y/ is closer to English /u/ than is Mandarin /u/ regarding acoustic properties. Chang concludes that
sometimes phonemic considerations precede acoustic factors in L1-L2 mapping. There is also evidence
that phonotactic constraints in the L1 influence perception of non-native sounds (e.g., Davidson & Shaw,
2012; Dupoux, Parlato, Frota, Hirose, & Peperkamp, 2011; Martinez-Garcia & Tremblay, 2013). For
instance, epenthesis is a well-documented phenomenon in the perception of L2 consonant clusters that
are illicit in the listener’s L1. As an example, Brazilian learners of English tend to perceive an illusory final
vowel ([i]) after syllable-final stops in order to bring L2 forms in line with the phonotactics of Brazilian
Portuguese (Cardoso, 2011). Orthography has also been shown to affect L2 segmental perception
(Escudero, Simon, & Mulak, 2014; Nimz & Khattab, 2019; Showalter & Hayes-Harb, 2015). Escudero
and Wanrooij (2010) asked Spanish learners of Dutch to classify L2 vowels by using either auditory or
orthographic representations and found that the pairing of auditory stimuli with orthographic labels could
help or hinder perceptual performance, depending on the specific L2 contrast.
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Thus, when the L2 learner forms precepts of L2 sounds and maps them onto native categories
a complex interaction of factors is at play. The relative importance of each factor at a given moment and
how the dynamics of their interaction might change over the course of learning remain open questions at
the heart of L2 speech learning research, which lead to the second issue of how researchers measure
L1-L2 similarity.
In this context, it is not surprising that (phonemic or phonetic) symbol-based or acoustic
comparisons between the sounds of interest in two languages are considered insufficient methods to
assess L2-to-L1 mapping. Firstly, phonemic symbols do not capture cross-linguistic differences in the
phonetic implementation of linguistic sounds and phonetic labels are not detailed enough as to represent
all forms of contextual-induced variation of segments. Secondly, acoustic comparisons do not provide
information as to the weighing of acoustic parameters in L2 learners’ similarity judgements (cf. Bohn,
2018, and Flege, 2008, for reviews). In order to overcome the limitations of the methods mentioned
above, researchers have been seeking insight into L1-L2 similarity by asking listeners to label a non-native
sound with an orthographic symbol of their L1 and to rate the goodness of fit of the L1-L2 match on a
Likert scale. Such approach has been used in numerous studies (Bohn & Best, 2012; Guion, Flege,
Akahane-Yamada, & Pruitt, 2000; Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Rato, 2018). For instance,
Cebrian, Mora, and Aliaga-Garcia (2011) implemented a perceptual assimilation task which revealed that
Catalan learners of English strongly assimilated some L2 vowels to native categories: English /i/, /æ/
and /ɛ/ were associated to Catalan /i/, /a/ and /ɛ/ more than 90% of the time with goodness of fit
ratings of 4.6 out of 7 or higher. Although this kind of task raises questions regarding the type and amount
of labels available to the listener, studies using this approach seem to capture more reliably the learner’s
mapping of L2 sounds to L1 categories than symbol- or acoustic-based comparisons.
Major theoretical models of L2 speech perception operationalize the notion of CLI as perceived
similarity between non-native segments and L1 categories and use the type (and quality) of this L1-L2
association to predict which sounds of the target language will be difficult to perceive and to learn.
The Perceptual Assimilation Model extended to L2 learning (PAM-L2 – Best, 1995; Best & Tyler,
2007) posits that there are three general modes of assimilation of L2 sounds to native L1 phonological
categories: the L2 segment is either 1) categorized – that is, it is perceived as a phonetic exemplar of a
native phoneme –, 2) uncategorized – that is, the L2 phone is not a (near-)perfect match to an L1
phoneme and, instead, resembles the phonetic representations of two or more native categories –, or 3)
non-assimilable, when an L2 phone is so dissimilar from any category in the L1 inventory that it is
interpreted as non-speech. The way these three modes of assimilation combine and the degree of
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goodness of fit of the categorized sounds give rise to several assimilation patterns which, in turn, lead to
differential success in the discriminability and learnability of L2 contrasts (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Assimilation patterns and predicted discriminability of L2 contrasts, according to PAM-L2.
Considering the patterns in which both members of the L2 contrast are categorized, singlecategory assimilation (SC) occurs when contrasting sounds are both assimilated to the same L1 phoneme
and are perceived as equally good exemplars of that native category; unable to recognize relevant phonetic
differences between the two non-native phones, learners will perceive minimally contrasting L2 words as
homophones and little improvement is expected throughout the course of learning. If, however, two L2
phones are identified as instances of the same native category but with different degrees of phonetic fit
to that category (category goodness assimilation – CG), then discrimination of the L2 contrast should be
good and it is possible that the deviant L2 phone will form a new L2 category over the course of learning.
In two-category assimilation (TC), two non-native sounds are assimilated to two different native categories
and, thus, the L2 contrast should be quite easily discriminated. However, it is quite unlikely that these
phones should evolve to constitute new L2 categories given the phonological and phonetic equivalence
established between them and the L1 categories they were assimilated to. A study by Best, McRoberts
and Goodell (2001) showed, indeed, that American listeners discriminated Zulu contrasting pairs with
different accuracy rates, depending on the predicted assimilation pattern: lateral fricatives (TC) were more
easily distinguished than velar stops (CG) which, in turn, had higher discrimination accuracy than bilabial
stops (SC). For the three remaining patterns, predicted discriminability ranges from poor to excellent and,
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in general terms, will vary as a function of the greater or smaller perceptual proximity between the L2
sounds and the closest L1 phones (see, for example, Faris, Best, & Tyler, 2016).
The Speech Learning Model (SLM – Flege, 1995a), although originally conceived as a model of
L2 speech production, due to its core assumption that production is fundamentally guided by the
perceptual representations of non-native sounds, has been primarily addressed and used as a theoretical
framework for L2 perception. Within this model, L2 sounds can be classified as identical, similar or new,
according to their degree of perceived similarity to L1 categories. This spectrum of similarity is equated
with differential degrees of learnability. Thus, identical sounds are easy to learn because in all relevant
properties they are the same as their closest L1 counterpart, leading to unproblematic direct transfer.
Similar phones, however, differ from native categories to the extent that they are not perceived as identical
to L1 sounds but resemble them sufficiently enough to be considered equivalent, which means that L2
listeners perceive these L2 sounds as behaving similarly to a given L1 category, although phonetic
differences between them can be discerned. For adult learners, similar phones will be difficult to master.
New sounds do not closely resemble any L1 category and, over the course of learning, they will be
successfully acquired. Though not as easy as identical phones, by all means new sounds will be easier
to perceive and learn than similar phones because they do not undergo equivalence classification. Indeed,
Horslund, Ellegaard and Bohn (2015) assessed the perceptual assimilation and identification accuracy
of English consonants by Danish learners and found that, for instance: English /p/ was uniquely
assimilated to Danish counterpart /p/ (identical sounds) and no perceptual difficulties were found in the
identification of this L2 consonant; English /θ/, however, with no identical counterpart in the subjects’
L1, was consistently assimilated to Danish /f/ (equivalence classification of similar sounds) and thus its
identification accuracy was reduced; English /ð/ was not consistently associated to a single L1 category
(new sound) and its identification accuracy (85%) was higher than that of /θ/, suggesting that the voiced
dental fricative, which did not undergo equivalence classification, was easier to perceive and presumably
to learn for Danish participants.
The Speech Learning Model and PAM(-L2) differ in some notable aspects, particularly in their
considerations about the information privileged by the L2 learner when forming precepts of L2 sounds
(articulatory gestures for PAM and position-sensitive allophones for SLM). Nonetheless, they share the
basic tenet which motivated the discussion of these models in the first place: both formulate CLI in terms
of perceived similarity between L2 phones and L1 categories and both advocate that, in principle, the
less similar an L2 sound is perceived to be when compared to an L1 category the more learnable it will
be.
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As a final remark, it should be noted that CLI does not always result in difficulty (e.g., Chang &
Mishler, 2012) nor is it unidirectional (e.g., Flege, 1995c; Liu, 2016).
In summary, a large body of research, including experimental studies and theoretical frameworks,
subscribes the notion that native categories tend to hinder the acquisition of L2 phonemes, that is,
perception of L2 sounds is biased by native-language experience, which makes mastering second
language speech a difficult undertaking. General support is found for the claim that the more similar
learners recognize L1 and L2 categories to be the more difficult it will be to overcome L1-based biases
and attain accurate and native-like perceptual performance. Debate still exists as to whether perceptual
judgements establishing similarity between L2 sounds and native categories are essentially motivated by
phonological or phonetic information or both and regarding the relative importance of these sources of
information over the course of learning.

1.1.1.2 Perceptual training.
Motivated by the hypothesized production-perception link, researchers have explored the effects
of perceptual training for almost four decades now: if production was, indeed, guided by the perceptual
representations of L2 phones, then improvement in production accuracy should be obtained by
manipulating perception. The premise stimulated a substantial amount of research on the efficacy of
training procedures.
A typical perceptual training program (also called computer-based training or laboratory training)
includes participants who share some key linguistic background characteristics and undergo training of
the target sound(s) in identification (ID) and/or discrimination (DIS) tasks. Training is preceded and
followed by a test, following the pretest-treatment-posttest experimental design; a control group might be
included and usually serves a two-fold purpose: establish baseline performance and control for test-retest
effects (Bohn, 2018; Christensen, Johnson, & Turner, 2011). The number of sessions and duration of
training programs vary widely across studies. In a meta-analysis of perceptual training studies which
tested for production gains, Sakai and Moorman (2017) state that the average time spent training is five
hours over the course of eight sessions within a one-month time span. The typical performance measure
in training studies is a gain score operationalized as the percentage-point difference between the posttest
and the pretest correct scores (Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Flege, 1995c; Kim & Hazan, 2010;
Logan & Pruitt, 1995). Flege (1995c) states that gain scores of about 10% are common. Indeed,
improvement in the perception of trained segments has been documented in numerous studies, both for
vowels (Aliaga-Garcia & Mora, 2009; Carlet, 2017; Iverson et al., 2012; Jongman & Wade, 2007;
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Lengeris, 2008; Rato, 2014) and consonants (Bradlow et al., 1997; Iverson, Hazan, & Bannister, 2005;
Lively et al., 1993; Logan et al., 1991; Reis & Nobre-Oliveira, 2007; Rochet, 1995). In their meta-analysis,
Sakai and Moorman (2017) confirm that training leads to medium-sized gains in perception.
Besides the accuracy gains from pretest to posttest, researchers have also examined whether
learning obtained via training is robust. Three measures of learning robustness have been used: 1)
generalization to untrained items or talkers; 2) retention of learning over time; 3) transfer to production
(Bohn, 2018; Logan & Pruitt, 1995). Regarding generalization of learning, Logan and Pruitt (1995) state
that this is probably the most important criterion in assessing training techniques and that it might be
operationalized in multiple ways, such as transfer of learning to trained items produced by novel talkers,
to novel items produced by untrained talkers, to items in which trained phones are embedded in different
phonetic contexts, to stimuli with novel phonetic categories that share acoustic/phonetic features with
the trained phones, and so forth. For instance, Carlet (2017) implemented four different training regimens
to train Spanish-Catalan bilingual learners of English on the perception of a subset of five L2 vowels, using
CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) nonwords. The trainees’ perceptual performance improved
significantly after training and there was evidence of generalization of learning to real words, to novel
nonwords, to novel talkers (untrained but pretested) and to some absolute novel talkers (neither trained
nor pretested), although degree of generalization was mediated by the type of training task used or the
specific type of segment trained. Furthermore, Carlet found that training effects were observed two
months after the intervention, indicating that retention of learning was obtained, and that transfer to
production had also occurred, at least for one of the experimental groups. Several other training
experiments, targeting both L2 vowels and L2 consonants, have reported the efficacy of training
procedures, as assessed by one or more of the robustness measures indicated above (Bradlow et al.,
1997; Herd, Jongman, & Sereno, 2013; Iverson et al., 2012; Lively et al., 1994; Rato, 2014; Reis &
Nobre-Oliveira, 2007; Rochet, 1995; Shinohara & Iverson, 2018).
To achieve robust perceptual learning, it is important that the optimal training conditions are
established. Thus, stimulus and procedural manipulations that optimize learning have been examined.
Variations in stimulus quality (natural vs. synthetic) and format (audio vs. audio-visual) and in amount of
stimulus variability (high vs. low variability) have been compared and, regarding procedural options,
different types of feedback (e.g., trial by trial vs. distributional learning) and training tasks (identification
vs. discrimination tasks) have been scrutinized.
In recent years there has been a preference for training procedures that make use of naturally
produced stimuli (Beddor & Gottfried, 1995; Colantoni et al., 2015), namely for ecological validity
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concerns. However, synthetic or modified stimuli have also been used, especially when training targets
the perception of specific acoustic cues. For example, Kondaurova and Francis (2010) suggest that cueenhancement or cue-inhibition training with modified stimuli is more effective than natural cue distribution
stimuli in training Spanish learners of American English to rely more on spectrum properties than duration
when perceiving L2 vowel contrasts (see also Iverson et al., 2005).
As to stimulus format, although the vast majority of studies fall within the auditory training
modality, there has been some research on the relative efficacy of audio-visual training (e.g., AliagaGarcia, 2017; Hardison, 2003). For instance, Hazan, Sennema, Iba, and Faulkner (2005) claim that
audiovisual training might be more effective than auditory training for contrasts implemented with salient
visual cues, such as labial/labiodental contrasts.
The amount of stimulus variability in training tasks might be manipulated by varying the phonetic
context of the target segments and/or by having one or multiple talker(s) producing the stimuli trainees
are exposed to. In a series of experiments, Pisoni and colleagues (Lively et al., 1993, 1994; Logan et al.,
1991) trained Japanese listeners on the perception of the English /l/-/ɹ/ contrast, using stimuli that
contained the target segments embedded in dozens of different phonetic contexts, in several word
positions, and produced by five different talkers. The team concluded that high variability phonetic
training, a more ecological technique than the low variability modality, was effective in producing shortterm perceptual improvement and that learning was robust (generalized and retained). From then
onwards, high variability phonetic training (HVPT) has become the preferred training paradigm amongst
L2 speech researchers interested in testing effectiveness and robustness of learning acquired via
computer-based training (Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Flege, 1995c; Herd et al., 2013; Iverson et
al., 2012; Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2007; Rato, 2014; Shinohara & Iverson, 2018). Sakai and Moorman's
(2017) meta-analysis confirms that most training programs used variability of some sort. However,
Jongman and Wade (2007) advert that low variability training might be more beneficial than HVPT when
the L2 contrast is extremely difficult for learners. Additionally, it has been reported that HVPT may present
no advantage over low variability procedures in perceptual training (e.g., Giannakopoulou, Brown,
Clayards, & Wonnacott, 2017a; Perrachione, Lee, Ha, & Wong, 2011).
Moving to procedural manipulations, the use of feedback is deemed essential in time-constrained
training programs. Presented on a trial-by-trial basis, feedback provides the learner with timely information
about their performance, allowing them to adjust inadequate responses. Immediate feedback is
considered critical for effective learning whereas block-by-block or post-session feedback, which span
larger numbers of trials and are, therefore, forms of cumulative feedback, are mainly motivational (Logan
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& Pruitt, 1995). Trial-by-trial feedback is probably the most used type of feedback in training studies (e.g.,
Aliaga-Garcia, 2017; Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Rato, 2014; Reis & Nobre-Oliveira, 2007; Rochet,
1995). More recently, a type of training with no feedback has been examined. It consists in exposing
trainees to many more repetitions of tokens close to the endpoints of a continuum between two L2 sounds
than to tokens in the middle of the continuum – bimodal distributional training. The assumption is that
sensitivity to frequency distributions of speech sounds induces learning per se, thus replacing the need
of explicit feedback. In a series of experiments, Escudero and colleagues (Escudero, Hillenbrand, &
Benders, 2011; Escudero & Williams, 2014; Wanrooij, Escudero, & Raijmakers, 2013) showed that
distributional training is effective in improving perception of L2 contrasts and that learning is robust.
Regarding stimulus presentation, in ID tasks, listeners are exposed to a single stimulus and have
to choose a label (usually, keywords or orthographic symbols) to identify it. They are believed to be
adequate for training purposes, since they require the learner to categorize the sound, that is, to assign
it to a mental representation, presumably activating a phonological mode of stimulus processing by
making listeners abstract away from irrelevant acoustic properties in the signal and focus on phonetically
relevant dimensions for category identity. Identification tasks have shown to be effective in inducing robust
learning (e.g., Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997).
In DIS tasks, listeners compare consecutive stimuli and, depending on the task format, they have
to say whether two tokens are the same or different (AX tasks), which two are the same (ABX or AXB) or
which token is the odd one (Oddity task) (Beddor & Gottfried, 1995; Logan & Pruitt, 1995). If
discrimination tasks (whether AX or other formats) include highly variable physical tokens of the same
phonetic category (e.g., produced by different talkers) they are termed categorical discrimination tasks
for they are thought to promote categorization of the L2 sound (Beddor & Gottfried, 1995; Flege, 2003;
Strange, 1992), especially if the interstimulus interval (ISI – the time lapse that mediates the presentation
of the two stimuli) is long enough (i.e. 1200ms or higher – Colantoni et al., 2015).
Some studies have suggested that identification tasks and categorical discrimination tasks are
equally effective in training listeners to perceive L2 contrasts, both inducing robust learning (Flege, 1995d;
Sakai & Moorman, 2017), at least when the target segments are consonants (Carlet, 2017; Nozawa,
2015). However, Iverson, Pinet, and Evans (2012) suggest that categorical discrimination tasks assess
perception differently than identification tasks and that possibly the former tap into low levels of phonetic
processing whereas the latter are more akin to phonological encoding. Additionally, Logan and Pruitt
(1995) advert that categorical discrimination tasks might be more suitable than identification tasks in
early stages of learning. It can be seen that the picture is somewhat fragmented with experiments’ results
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pointing to different, sometimes opposite, directions regarding the training characteristics that best
contribute to robust perceptual learning. Linguistic, stimulus and task variables all appear to mediate
training outcomes. Crucially, considering the purposes of the present work, more recent research
suggests that other factors besides stimulus and procedural properties need to be taken into account to
explain the relative efficacy of different training techniques. Motivated by the striking amount of individual
variation in training performance (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1997; Strange, 1992) researchers have turned to
learner-related variables to inspect how they relate to training outcomes. For instance, Perrachione et al.
(2011) found that high-variability training was beneficial for L2 learners with strong perceptual abilities
but that it hindered learning for weaker trainees compared to a low variability program, thus
demonstrating that individual differences in perceptual abilities interact with training design to determine
success of learning. Similarly, Kim and Hazan (2010) explored a series of cognitive and perceptual
capacities of 25 English learners of Korean stops and found attentional switching and allocation to be
associated with the ability to learn a novel phonetic contrast through computer-based phonetic training.
However, research on the link between performance in perceptual training of L2 sounds and cognitive
factors is still scarce.
In short, it has been shown that L2 perception improves as a result of computer-based training
and that there are three main measures of learning robustness: generalization, retention and transfer.
Several stimulus and procedural manipulations have been tested in an attempt to find the optimal training
conditions. Though using natural stimuli in ID tasks under the high-variability paradigm seems to be an
efficient technique, individual variation in training outcomes is striking and researchers have turned to the
inspection of learner-related variables, namely perceptual and cognitive abilities, to evaluate how they
interact with training design to determine outcomes.
1.2 Perception of L2 Stops
Stops have been widely investigated by L2 speech perception researchers. They are also the
target segment under analysis in the present work. Therefore, this second section presents some crosslinguistic data on the phonology and phonetics of stops and then focuses on the characterization of these
sounds in European Portuguese and in Mandarin. A comparative analysis of the stop systems in both
languages provides key instrumental concepts that will frequently occur in the following sections dealing
with how cross-linguistic influence has been evidenced and interpreted in stop perception studies and
how perceptual training of L2 stops has been implemented in different experiments. In the end, data
available on the perception of EP stops by Chinese learners are presented.
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1.2.1 Phonology and phonetics of stops.
Stops are the most frequent consonants cross-linguistically: all languages have stops. Not all
languages make use of all potential stop place contrasts and some do not oppose stops based on voicing.
Typically, languages do not have voiced stops unless voiceless stops are a part of their consonantal
inventory. Across languages, the complete range of voicing and place contrasts is more likely to occur in
syllable-initial position (Colantoni et al., 2015; Ladefoged & Disner, 2012; Ladefoged & Maddieson,
1996). According to the UPSID database3, stops can be ordered as follows based on their cross-linguistic
frequency: /k/ >/p/ > /b/ > /g/ > /t/ > /d/.
Articulatorily, stops are characterized by the ceasing of airflow emission caused by the complete
occlusion of the vocal tract (the nasal cavities are closed and in the oral cavity there is an obstruction
formed by the lips or tongue). During closure, intraoral pressure increases and, when the stop is released,
there is a burst of noise (Raphael, Borden, & Harris, 2011). Stop place of articulation (e.g., bilabial,
alveolar, velar) is determined by the point of contact between active (tongue or lower lip) and passive
articulators (a location in the vocal tract). Regarding the articulatory parameters for voicing, typically, in
phonologically voiced stops closure is accompanied with vibration of the vocal folds, which are in their
neutral position for speech (i.e., neither pushed together nor pulled apart). On the contrary, voiceless
stops are realized without vibration of the vocal folds because they are widely separated (Ladefoged &
Disner, 2012; Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). However, Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) advert that
there is a laryngeal setting in which the vocal folds are in a position appropriate for voicing, but they do
not vibrate due to the absence of active strategies to sustain vocal fold vibration, adding that some
linguists use the state of the glottis (open or closed), and not the presence or absence of vibration, as the
criterion to distinguish phonologically voiced from voiceless consonants. This means that stops produced
with vocal fold approximation, but without vibration, might be classified as phonologically voiced or
voiceless. Voiceless stops realized with glottal opening might be aspirated. In these, at the moment of
closure release, glottal opening reaches its maximum, contrary to voiceless non-aspirated stops in which
vocal folds have already returned to the voicing position at the moment of release. Aspiration describes
this moment between the release of the closure and the start of regular voicing in which the vocal folds
are still markedly further apart. Also, in aspirated stops the maximum glottal opening width is much
greater than in the unaspirated voiceless stops (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996).

3

Available at http://web.phonetik.uni-frankfurt.de/upsid.html
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Acoustically, stops are defined by the presence of a silent gap followed by a noise burst that
corresponds to the closure release. Noise bursts cover a wide range of frequencies. The rapid rise or fall
of the first formant, in initial and final stops respectively, also signals the stop manner of articulation
(Colantoni et al., 2015; Raphael et al., 2011). The acoustic correlates of stop place of articulation are the
transitions of the second and third formants (different patterns for bilabial, alveolar and velar stops) and
the intensity of the noise bursts, which tends to increase with backness (Colantoni et al., 2015; Ladefoged
& Disner, 2012; Raphael et al., 2011). Additionally, place of articulation is also signaled by voice onset
time (VOT – an acoustic parameter important for voicing distinctions among stops, which is explained in
more detail below): the further back the closure, the longer the VOT, which means that VOT is longer for
velars than for coronals or bilabials (Cho & Ladefoged, 1999; Colantoni et al., 2015; Lisker & Abramson,
1964a). Regarding voicing contrasts, voice onset time is considered a highly effective measure for
distinguishing voiced and voiceless stops cross-linguistically across manner classes, especially in wordinitial position (Abramson & Whalen, 2017; Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996; Lisker & Abramson, 1964a).
Voice onset time is the time interval, in milliseconds, between the release of the stop closure and the
start of voicing for the following sound: if voicing initiates after the stop release, VOT is positive and the
stop is characterized by voicing lag; if vocal fold pulsing starts before the stop release, that is, during
closure, then VOT is negative and the sound is said to be pre-voiced or to involve voicing lead. Unaspirated
voiceless stops have short-lag VOT whereas aspirated voiceless stops have long-lag VOT. Languages that
have a two-way VOT-based voicing contrast are often classified as voicing languages (opposing lead VOT
to short-lag VOT stops, such as Portuguese and Spanish) or aspiration languages (i.e., distinguishing
between a set of short-lag VOT stops and a set of long-lag aspirated stops, such as English). Voice onset
time allows us to recognize that, for instance, English voiced stop /b/, in word-initial position, is quite
similar to Portuguese voiceless stop /p/ – they are both produced with short-lag VOT – demonstrating
that stops with different phonological status cross-linguistically might have identical phonetic
implementation and vice-versa (Lisker & Abramson, 1964b). Voice onset time is not, however, the single
universal feature that captures stop voicing distinctions cross-linguistically. Abramson and Whalen (2017)
advert that distinctions among voiced aspirates in Hindi, for example, among pre-aspirated stops in
languages such as Swedish, and among Korean lax stops are not well captured by VOT differences.
Similarly, the authors state that, due to the existence of unreleased stops in absolute final position, VOT
might not be as useful for stops in final position as word-initially. Indeed, there are other acoustic
correlates of stop voicing: closure duration (cross-linguistically, voiceless stops are longer than voiced
consonants); duration of the preceding vowel (vowels are longer before voiced stops than before their
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voiceless counterparts); F0 movements (higher after a voiceless stop) (Colantoni et al., 2015; Raphael et
al., 2011).
As one can see, languages make use of a variety of acoustic parameters, involving spectral and
temporal dimensions (e.g., absolute and relative segmental duration), to implement stop contrasts,
whether place- or voicing-based. This means that hearers can attend to multiple cues when perceiving
speech. Nonetheless, some preferred perceptual cues have been identified cross-linguistically. According
to Colantoni et al. (2015) and Raphael et al. (2011), the main parameters that are thought to signal the
presence of a stop consonant are the oral closure and the release burst; stop place of articulation is cued
by the burst frequency and F2 formant transitions; finally, perceptual cues to stop voicing depend on the
segment position in the word (word-initially: VOT, presence/absence of phonation/aspiration; medial
position: closure and preceding vowel durations; word-final position: presence/absence of a release burst
and duration of the preceding vowel). Despite these tendencies, it should be kept in mind that perceptual
cue weighting of parameters that acoustically characterize stop voicing and place contrasts might be
diversely operationalized by users from different L1 backgrounds and might be differently applied by L2
learners compared to native hearers of the target language (Abramson & Whalen, 2017; Colantoni et al.,
2015; Williams, 1977).
In summary, the articulatory and acoustic parameters that characterize stop manner, place and
voicing cross-linguistically have been identified. Regarding articulatory behavior, two criteria are used to
classify the voicing status of a stop consonant: whether or not vocal fold vibration occurs or whether vocal
folds are pulled together or pushed apart. This double standard results in a cross-linguistic phoneticphonological mismatch: a stop produced with the vocal folds in an appropriate position for voicing but
during which vibration does not occur is considered phonologically voiced in some languages and
phonologically voiceless in others. There is, however, an acoustic parameter that helps overcome the
discrepancies arising from the articulatory-based dual criterion. Acoustically speaking, contrasts between
homorganic stops in most world languages seem to be fairly well captured by a single temporal
parameter, particularly in word-initial position: VOT. In this sense, languages that have a two-way VOTbased contrast, that is, that make use of a single boundary along the VOT continuum to distinguish two
sets of stops, typically are either voicing languages (opposing lead VOT to short-lag VOT stops) or
aspiration languages (distinguishing between short-lag and long-lag VOT stops). There are several acoustic
cues that signal the perception of stop voicing, but VOT also seems to play a fundamental role crosslinguistically.
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1.2.1.1 Stops in European Portuguese and in Mandarin.
European Portuguese consonant inventory includes six stops: /p, t, k, b, d, ɡ/. Homorganic EP
stops (bilabial, alveolar and velar) differ in voicing: the voiceless /p, t, k/ and the voiced /b, d, ɡ/. They
only occur in onset position and are phonetically implemented as [p, t, k, b, d, ɡ] (Barroso, 1999; Mateus,
Falé, & Freitas, 2005; Rodrigues & da Hora, 2016; Veloso, 1997). However, when in intervocalic position
or followed by a sonorant consonant, phonologically voiced stops often undergo fricatization (β, ð, ɣ),
which means that in these contexts the voicing contrast among stops is also implemented by a difference
in manner of articulation (Barroso, 1999; CLUP, 2012). According to Delgado-Martins (1975), voiceless
stops are more frequent than voiced stops in Portuguese. Acoustically, place of articulation in EP stops
is signaled by the intensity of the noise bursts: concentration of energy in low frequency regions for bilabial
stops (500-1500 Hz), high frequency regions for [t, d] (above 4000 Hz) and intermediate frequency
regions for velars (1500-4000 Hz) (Lousada, 2006; Lousada & Jesus, 2006). Voice onset time is also a
correlate of stop place of articulation in EP: as place moves from anterior to posterior positions in the
vocal tract, VOT increases, which means that VOT is generally shorter for bilabials than for alveolar stops,
and also shorter for the latter than for velars (Lousada, 2006; Lousada & Jesus, 2006; Lousada, Jesus,
& Hall, 2010). Regarding the acoustic correlates of stop voicing, several studies have shown that voiceless
stops in EP are longer than voiced stops, both word-initially and word-medially (Delgado-Martins, 1975;
Lousada, 2006; Veloso, 1997), following the cross-linguistic pattern identified in the previous section. In
a comprehensive study of the acoustic correlates of voicing contrasts in EP stops, Lousada et al. (2010)
analyzed a corpus of 18 CV.CV words, containing stops in different phonetic contexts and several word
positions, embedded in a carrier phrase. Besides confirming the longer duration of voiceless stops,
Lousada and her colleagues also found that closure duration was significantly longer for voiceless stops
across positions and that the duration of the following and preceding vowels was always shorter for
voiceless stops, again in line with the cross-linguistic tendencies mentioned before. In what concerns
voice onset time, data collected by Lousada and colleagues confirmed that VOT was positive for voiceless
stops whereas for (fully) voiced stops it was negative, with mean values of 33 ms and -88 ms in initial
position and of 25 ms and -59 ms in medial position. Table 1 shows the mean VOT values for the full set
of stops in word-initial position. Overall, VOT values were also found to be affected by the quality of the
following vowel: before high vowels VOT was longer than before low vowels.
Finally, Lousada et al. (2010) report occasional devoicing of voiced stops in both initial and medial
position and evidence of aspiration of voiceless stops was also found in some instances of regional speech
collected for a dialectal database of EP (CLUP, 2012).
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Table 1 Mean VOT Values for EP Stops
VOT (ms)
[p]

[t]

[k]

[b]

[d]

[ɡ]

Initial
position

20

28

51

-144

-89

-73

Medial
position

19

22

35

-102

-52

n.d.

Note. VOT = Voice onset time. Values from Lousada et al. (2010).

As to the perception of voicing contrasts among stops by native EP speakers, while Veloso (1997)
claims that stop duration seems to play a fundamental role in the perception of stop voicing contrasts in
medial, intervocalic position, Pape and Jesus (2014) sustain that, in the absence of a noise burst, vowel
duration and voicing maintenance are the cues privileged by native speakers to distinguish voiceless from
voiced stops in an intervocalic context and that stop duration is only a relevant cue for highly devoiced
stimuli. We have not come across any study focusing on the relative perceptual importance of the acoustic
correlates of voicing contrasts for EP stops in word-initial position. Other perceptual data regarding EP
stops not related with cue weighting come from two studies by Delgado-Martins and Cabral (2002). In
perceptual tasks performed by native speakers, the researchers found that velars are the EP stops with
higher percent correct scores, followed by bilabials in second place and alveolar stops last and that most
errors were triggered by inaccurate perception of the voicing feature (Cabral & Delgado-Martins, 2002).
They also discovered that [b] is particularly challenging when followed by [ɔ] and [p] is perceptually less
clear if followed by [i] (Delgado-Martins & Cabral, 2002).
The Mandarin phonological system integrates a set of six stops, contrasting unaspirated (/p, t,
k/) and aspirated (/ph, th, kh/) voiceless stops at the bilabial, alveolar and velar places of articulation. In
Mandarin, stops can only occur in syllable initial position (Duanmu, 2007; Lin, 2007) and they may
emerge in an intervocalic context when two monosyllabic words are combined in a phrase (de Jong &
Hao, 2018). According to Duanmu (2007), aspirated stops often become [px, tx, kx] before a back vowel
and unaspirated stops can become voiced [b, d, ɡ] when they occur in an unstressed syllable. Acoustic
studies have shown that homorganic stops in Mandarin are phonetically distinguished by short-lag ([p, t,
k]) versus long-lag ([ph, th, kh]) VOT (Chao & Chen, 2008; H.-M. Liu, Tseng, & Tsao, 2000; Rochet & Fei,
1991). Table 2 shows the mean VOT values reported by Chao and Chen (2008) for unaspirated and
aspirated stops produced by native Mandarin speakers in compound-word-initial position followed by two
high vowels (/i, u/) and one low vowel (/a/). As reported by both Chao and Chen (2008) and Rochet
and Fei (1991), in line with cross-linguistic trends, Mandarin velar stops have longer VOT than the other
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occlusives. However, the tendency for VOT to increase as place of articulation moves further back in the
oral tract seems to not be verified for Mandarin, as VOT for the bilabial and alveolar aspirated stops does
not differ significantly. Furthermore, according to both acoustic studies, across stops in Mandarin, VOT
tends to be longer if followed by high vowels (/i, u/) than by the low vowel /a/, which has also been
reported for other languages, namely European Portuguese (Lousada et al., 2010) and English (Klatt,
1975).
Table 2 Mean VOT Values for Mandarin Stops in Word-initial Position
VOT (ms)
[p]

[t]

[k]

[ph]

[th]

[kh]

14

16

27

82

81

92

Note. VOT = Voice onset time. Values from Chao & Chen (2008).

In short, both EP and Mandarin integrate a set of six stops in their phonological inventories across
the same three places of articulation: bilabial, alveolar and velar. Homorganic stops in both languages
are phonologically described as differing in one feature: voicing in EP and aspiration in Mandarin.
Accepting that the VOT parameter subsumes the most relevant articulatory and acoustic properties that
instantiate the distinction between homorganic stops cross-linguistically, it can be said that both EP and
Mandarin are two-category languages concerning the number of VOT-based stop categories, meaning that
both operate on a single boundary on the VOT continuum to mark the difference between two sets of
stops. That boundary, however, is set in different regions of the continuum: while EP places phonologically
voiced stops in the negative VOT area and phonologically voiceless stops are situated along the short-lag
VOT region, Mandarin has its phonologically voiceless unaspirated stops located at the short-lag VOT area
and opposes them to phonologically voiceless aspirated stops placed in the long-lag region of the
continuum. Thus, if both stop systems are to be compared based on the VOT criterion, a phoneticphonological mismatch arises: although both languages share a set of stops with similar phonetic and
phonological status (short-lag VOT voiceless units /p, t, k/), the other set of occlusives completing the
system (/b, d, ɡ/ in EP and /ph, th, kh/ in Mandarin) has a different phonological classification and
phonetic implementation in the two languages.
1.2.2 Cross-linguistic influence in L2 stop perception.
The influence of the learner’s L1 in the perception of L2 segments has also been documented
for stops. Given the phonetic differences in the way phonemic distinctions between homorganic stops are
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implemented cross-linguistically and which might be fairly objectively captured by VOT, a considerable
body of research has investigated CLI in the perception of L2 stop voicing contrasts. For example, Bond
and Fokes (1991) analyzed the perception of English word-initial voiced and voiceless stops by L2 learners
from nine different L1s that differed from English in the phonetic implementation of voicing contrasts.
The results, pointing to L1-based discrepancies in the categorization of L2 stimuli, demonstrated, for
example, that Chinese learners identified short-lag stops as voiced and long-lag stops as voiceless, while
Spanish participants, on the contrary, would perceive short-lag stops as voiceless. This inter-group
variation seemed to reflect L1 differences in the phonetic realization of stop voicing distinctions: Mandarin
exhibits a two-way contrast within the positive VOT range, whereas Spanish opposes negative and shortlag VOTs to distinguish voiced from voiceless stops. Presumably this would have led Spanish participants
to perceptually equate all instances of positive VOT to voiceless stops, contrary to the Mandarin
participants, who would have distinguished between voiced and voiceless stops by opposing short-lag and
long-lag values within the positive VOT range. This study demonstrates the influence of native language
experience in the perception of L2 stops and the perceptual relevance of VOT as an acoustic cue to stop
voicing cross-linguistically as it appears that native-language phonologically consequential boundaries in
the VOT continuum shape perception of L2 material in such a way that learners show little sensitivity to
acoustic-phonetic information at crossover regions that are unused in the L1, but functional in the L2.
Similar tendencies have been reported in several other studies investigating perception of L2 stop voicing
contrasts (e.g., Antoniou, Tyler, & Best, 2012; Caramazza, Yeni-Komshian, Zurif, & Carbone, 1973; Flege
& Eefting, 1987b, 1987a; Holliday, 2019; Z. Liu, 2016; Schwartzhaupt et al., 2015).
As seen in Section 1.1.1.1, CLI seems to trigger L2-to-L1 mappings based on perceptual similarity
judgements, which might be phonetic and/or phonologically motivated and might also integrate
information from other linguistic dimensions. According to Holliday (2015), the patterns of perceptual
assimilation of L2 stops to native categories are pretty straightforward:
“when both the L1 and L2 have a two-way stop contrast that can be differentiated by VOT alone,
[…] stop categories with the greater positive VOT values in both languages will be equated with
each other, and then likewise with the stop categories in both languages with the lesser positive
(or greater negative) VOT values”. (p. 2)
Holliday observes that these assimilation patterns might be influenced by orthography, since, for
example, voiced negative-VOT bilabial stops, in languages such as Portuguese, Spanish and French, and
voiced short-lag VOT bilabial stops, in languages such as English, for instance, are all represented
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orthographically as <b>; likewise, in this same group of languages, voiceless short-lag and long-lag bilabial
stops have a common orthographic symbol (<p>). Figure 2 presents Holliday’s view on the assimilation
of L2 stops to native units.

Figure 2. Trends in L2 stop assimilation, according to Holliday (2015). v. = voicing.
Findings by Antoniou et al. (2012) partially support Holliday’s view. By implementing a perceptual
assimilation task, the researchers investigated Greek-English early sequential bilinguals’ categorization of
stop-voicing contrasts in both languages: while English distinguishes stops in the positive VOT region
(short-lag vs. long-lag VOT stops), Greek, like many Romance languages, opposes negative to positive
short-lag VOT stops. Participants were assigned to two groups differing in the situational language used
during the experiment (the Greek-mode group or the English-mode group) and were asked to categorize
and rate CV syllables with initial bilabial and coronal stops, produced by Greek and English male native
speakers. Bilinguals in the English-mode group consistently categorized Greek lead VOT stimuli (e.g.,
/ba/) as exemplars of the English short-lag stop category (voiced), whereas Greek short-lag VOT tokens
(e.g., /pa/) were not categorized – responses were shared between the voiced and voiceless stop
categories. On the other hand, participants in the Greek-mode group consistently assimilated English
long-lag VOT stops to their short-lag category, while English short-lag stops were uncategorized. These
results suggest that, when the native and foreign languages have a two-way stop contrast based on
different VOT boundaries, it is not the L2 and L1 segments with the closest or overlapping VOT values
that are perceptually linked and judged as exemplars of the same phoneme; instead, the L2 and L1
categories at one of the extremes of the continuum will presumably be processed as equivalent while the
other L2 stop might be left with an undefined phonetic-phonological status (uncategorized). This pattern
does not totally agree with Holliday’s description of a one-to-one assimilation for both L2 homorganic
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stops based on phonological identity or function – instead it reflects a one-to-one and one-to-none
association type, in which the mapping of one stop in the L2 contrast seems to disregard the criterion of
acoustic proximity and is possibly based on the phonologically identity (voicing status) of the L2 and L1
categories (i.e., English learners associate Greek lead VOT voiced stops to their native short-lag VOT voiced
categories and, likewise, Greek listeners map English long-lag voiceless stops to their native short-lag
voiceless units) whereas the assimilation pattern (uncategorized) of the other stop in the contrast is
unclear regarding the source of information used in the perceptual similarity judgements (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Trends in L2 stop assimilation by English-Greek bilinguals in English (top diagrams) and Greek
(bottom diagrams) situational modes (Antoniou et al., 2012). v. = voicing. Solid line = Strong association
to an L1 stop; Dashed line = Association to an L1 stop; Dotted line = Shared responses between two
homorganic L1 stops.
A different scenario was found by Gong, Lecumberri and Cooke (2017), who tested the perceptual
assimilation of Spanish consonants, embedded in VCV tokens, by Chinese naïve listeners. Regarding stop
consonants, Spanish, like French, is a voicing language as opposed to Mandarin, which is an aspiration
language. The complete set of Spanish stops is similar to Mandarin voiceless unaspirated occlusives
inasmuch as all units are unaspirated and some (short-lag stops in both languages) have near or
overlapping VOT. Results showed that Spanish voiceless stops /p, t, k/ were consistently categorized as
the short-lag VOT Mandarin categories whereas L2 voiced stops /b, d, ɡ/ revealed dispersed association
to native categories, indicating uncategorized assimilation. The one-to-one and one-to-none pattern
described above is also shown in this study, but the units involved in each pairing differ: categorization of
L2 stops seems to equate units whose VOT is similar. What is interesting, though, is that these participants
underwent perceptual training of the L2 consonants (cf. Section 1.2.3) after which Spanish voiced stops
were more consistently associated with Mandarin short-lag categories, suggesting the possibility of a two26

to-one assimilation pattern presumably based on acoustic-phonetic similarity or vicinity operating for both
stops in the L2 contrast. Figure 4 illustrates the assimilation trends revealed by the participants in the
perceptual assimilation task after training.

Figure 4. Trends in Spanish L2 stop assimilation by Chinese naïve listeners after a 16-session perceptual
training program (Gong et al., 2017). v. = voicing. Solid line = Strong association to an L1 stop; Dashed
line = Association to an L1 stop.
Trend analysis in the perceptual assimilation of L2 stops reveals a complex picture in which
virtually almost all scenarios seem possible (one-to-one + one-to-one; one-to-one + one-to-none; two-to
one) – although, as pointed out by Holliday (2015), one should not expect an L2 lead VOT category to be
assimilated to a long-lag VOT stop and vice-versa. The different assimilation patterns described might
result from methodological differences between the studies. For example, Gong et al. (2017) assessed
assimilation of Spanish stops in intervocalic position and, in this context, Spanish voiced stops undergo
spirantization (Rohena-Madrazo, 2013). The diversity of patterns described might also reflect diverse
stages of L2 acquisition. Indeed, whereas Antoniou et al. (2012) tested adult early bilinguals, with
linguistic and metalinguistic knowledge of the L2, Gong et al. (2017) assessed naïve listeners aiming at
recreating the very initial stages of learning. It might be the case that perceptual assimilation exhibits
different patterns depending on the stage of acquisition and, crucially, on prior linguistic knowledge of the
target language, namely orthographic norms and phonological aspects. Importantly, it seems that, as
with other L2 sounds, the mapping of L2 stops to L1 categories results from a complex interplay of factors
whose relative importance might change over the course of learning.
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Generally speaking, results from studies on the perceptual assimilation of L2 stops that focus on
the combination of languages which differ on the regions of the VOT continuum used to define stop
categories support the notion that L1 specificities in the phonetic implementation of stop voicing contrasts
bias the perception of L2 occlusives and that VOT seems to provide insight into such patterns of
assimilation. Additional evidence comes from studies showing that when both the learner’s L1 and L2
realize voicing distinctions among stops through the implementation of the same number of VOT
boundaries at similar locations in the continuum, such as English and Dutch, which both oppose shortlag to long-lag VOT stops, then L2 stops are generally accurately perceived and produced (Horslund et
al., 2015).
Besides the evidence of perceptual association of non-native sounds to pre-existent L1 categories,
it has also been reported that L2 learners, over the course of learning, might adopt compromise VOT
values in perception and production, that is, values intermediate to those that are prototypical in the
native and in the foreign language, which implies bi-directional cross-linguistic influence and suggests that
in some cases shared L1-L2 categories for stops are developed (Caramazza et al., 1973; Flege, 1987;
Gorba, 2019; Schereschewsky, Alves, & Kupske, 2018; Williams, 1977). Nonetheless, there is also
evidence that some learners are able to perceptually differentiate L1 and L2 phonologically consequential
VOT patterns, even in cases of phonetic-phonological mismatch between the two languages regarding the
implementation of the stop system. Indeed, studies on the effect of situational language context on
bilinguals have shown perceptual shifts in phoneme boundaries due to language mode – perceptual
shifting is believed to occur when, for instance, a short-lag VOT realization of /ba/ yields more voiced
responses in the L2 language-mode than in the L1 language context; importantly, the magnitude of
perceptual shifting seems to be greater for bilinguals who are more proficient in the L2 (Antoniou et al.,
2012; Elman, Diehl, & Buchwald, 1977; Flege & Eefting, 1987b; Hazan & Boulakia, 1993; but see also
Bohn & Flege, 1993, for a possible alternative explanation for language set effects).
When using VOT to explain patterns of identification and perceptual assimilation of L2 stops,
studies point to three main scenarios: 1) the accommodation of non-native stops into stable and changereluctant L1 phonemic units, that is, the use of pre-existent categories to perceptually address native and
non-native stops; 2) the transformation of native stop categories to accommodate L2 segments and the
subsequent emergence of compromise units, reflecting the properties of stops in the L1 and in the L2;
and 3) the formation of L2 sound categories which are kept distinct from L1 units. These diverse trends
might derive from differences in the studies’ goals and methods, including L1-L2 combinations,
participant variables and so forth. They might also reflect different stages in the acquisition of L2 stops
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and need not be mutually exclusive. It could be that the three scenarios make up a developmental path
in the process of learning non-native stops which might be followed through in its entirety or only partially,
in the order presented above or in a different sequence. Longitudinal data from studies specifically
designed to address this issue are needed to complement existing literature.
Despite the fact that VOT has become an essential parameter when analyzing cross-language
and L2 stop perception, the notion of cue weighting presented in Section 1.1.1.1 can also be found for
stops. Indeed, even when L2 learners succeed in recognizing the different phonetic features used to
realize non-native stop contrasts, they might still differ from native speakers of the target language in the
relative perceptual weight attributed to the different phonetic details involved in the distinction. To give an
example, Schwartzhaupt et al. (2015) found that Brazilian advanced learners of English generally
categorized short-lag L2 stops in word-initial position in naturally produced stimuli as voiced segments;
however, when they were presented with manipulated words beginning with aspirated stops whose VOT
had been artificially reduced to the short-lag prototypical values for English while keeping all other acoustic
cues characteristic of aspirated stops (e.g., burst intensity, f0 of the following vowel), participants would
shift their answers to a voiceless response. The authors interpreted the results to mean that Brazilian
learners primarily used acoustic cues in the distinction of voiceless and voiced stops that were
perceptually secondary to native speakers, that is, VOT was not their preferred cue contrary to the norm
in the target language (indeed, native English speakers categorized the same artificial zero VOT stimuli
as voiced). Other studies have reported that learners may overweight secondary cues to distinguish
between two L2 stops that are assimilated to the same L1 category on the basis of a primary cue (Llanos,
Dmitrieva, Shultz, & Francis, 2013). Indeed, whereas English distinguishes stops on the positive range of
the VOT continuum, the Brazilian Portuguese variety spoken by the participants in the study by
Schwartzhaupt and colleagues (2015) has a two-way stop contrast between short-lag and negative VOTs,
which means that, based on VOT alone, all English stops could have been associated to the native shortlag categories, which might have made these learners resort to other more informative cues. Analyzing
the relative importance of spectral information at vowel onset, which is a stronger cue to the stop voicing
contrasts in English than in French, among French-English bilinguals differing in their primary language
under an order-of-acquisition criterion, Hazan and Boulakia (1993) found that differential patterns in cue
weighting were affected by language dominance: in conflicting conditions, the English-dominant group
showed a greater effect of vowel onset characteristics than the bilingual participants with French as their
primary language. Schertz, Cho, Lotto and Warner (2015) found evidence of individual cue-weighting
strategies in the identification of English stops by Korean learners. It has also been reported that
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experience with second language affects cue weighting in the L1 stop voicing distinctions and that L2 cue
weighting is learnable (Dmitrieva, 2019).
It should be noted, as a final consideration, that place of articulation and following vowel effects
have been reported for stops, in line with the general trends in L2 speech perception studies (e.g., Bond
& Fokes, 1991; Holliday, 2014).
In summary, there is a great amount of research on the perception of L2 stop voicing contrasts,
a fertile ground for the study of CLI due to the cross-language differences in the phonetic implementation
of the distinction between homorganic stops. Studies on the perceptual assimilation of L2 stop voicing
contrasts reveal different patterns of L2-to-L1 mapping: homorganic L2 stops might be both linked to a
single native unit; each stop in a homorganic L2 pair might be perceptually associated to a different L1
category; one L2 stop might be perceived as an exemplar of a native phoneme whereas the other is
perceived as a sound different from any L1 category. Diversity of patterns might simply reflect different
stages of acquisition and, ultimately, they shed light into the nature of the information (phonological,
phonetic or other) used by learners in the creation of L2 precepts at a given point of their learning path.
However, it is not always the case that L2 learners perceptually accommodate non-native stops into native
categories: evidence has been found for the creation of compromise units that reflect the properties of
stops in both languages and some studies suggest that learners are able to create new categories for L2
stops. Non-target-like cue weighting has also been found to occur in the perception of stops, especially in
cases when the use of VOT as a primary perceptual cue highlights a phonetic-phonological mismatch
between L2 and L1 stops.
1.2.3 Perceptual training of L2 stops.
Effects of perceptual training on L2 stops have also been investigated, mainly when the learner’s
L1 and the target language differ in the phonetic realization of stop contrasts, particularly voicing
distinctions, which typically causes perception and/or production difficulties. Rochet (1995) trained 12
Mandarin-speaking learners of French on the perception of labial stops /p, b/ followed by the vowel /u/.
Stimuli were CV tokens synthetically produced, varying in VOT duration from -60 to +90 ms in 10-ms
steps, and were presented in audio format with a modified fading technique (stimuli were divided into
seven sets and presentation order determined that the VOT gap between the voicing lead and lag VOT
exemplars would gradually reduce, decreasing the magnitude of the perceptual contrast). Participants
had to label stimuli as voiced or voiceless (ID task) and received immediate correct/incorrect feedback,
being encouraged to replay a stimulus as many times as they wished. Trainees worked at their own pace
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for six 30-minute sessions and they could only proceed to the next set of stimuli upon successful
identification of stops in the previous set (95% percent correct score or higher). Before and after training,
learners performed an ID test with synthetic CV stimuli varying in VOT from -60 to +130ms in 10-ms
steps and in which C was a labial followed by the vowels /u, a, i/ or a dental or a velar followed by /u/.
Production was also tested. Results revealed a reduction in the VOT boundary between /bu/ and /pu/
to a location closer to the French crossover value. The effect of training transferred to untrained phonetic
contexts (trained /b, p/ followed by /a, i/) and to untrained places of articulation (dental and velar stops
/t, d, k, ɡ/ followed by /u/). As to the transfer of learning to natural stimuli, the perception of voiceless
stops in word-initial position improved by 32%. However, there were no gains in the identification of voiced
word-initial stops in natural stimuli. The production of voiceless and voiced stops improved from pretest
to posttest, although improvement in the former consonants was more robust.
Adopting the high-variability paradigm, Gong, Lecumberri and Cooke (2017) trained 20 Chinese
naïve listeners (native speakers of Mandarin) on the perception of the full consonant-inventory of Spanish,
aiming at assessing L2 phonological learning under the challenging ab initio circumstances, where
learners are exposed to all foreign language categories simultaneously. Both Spanish and Mandarin have
a two-way stop voicing contrast, but the former opposes lead VOT to short-lag VOT stops whereas the
latter is an aspiration language. Twenty native Mandarin Chinese participants, with no prior experience
with any Romance language, were trained on Spanish consonants, including stops, through ID tasks,
integrating VCV tokens in which 18 consonants were combined with three vowels in initial and final
positions (/a, i, u/), with both initial and final vowel stress. Stimuli were produced by 16 native Spanish
speakers: tokens from 10 talkers were used in training and items produced by the remaining six talkers
were used in perception ID tests (pre-test, mid-test and post-test) and perceptual assimilation tasks (prior
to training, halfway through training, and following training). Thus, effect of training on both assimilation
of non-native sounds to L1 categories and L2 category identification accuracy was assessed. The
assimilation tasks revealed that Spanish voiceless stops /p, t, k/ were consistently categorized as the
short-lag Mandarin categories and no effect of training was observed, indicating that Chinese listeners
perceived these sounds as being virtually the same as the selected native categories. High-variability
phonetic training had, however, a significant effect on the assimilation of the L2 voiced stops /b, d, ɡ/:
from dispersed assimilation patterns before training (association to two or more L1 phonemes), these
sounds were more consistently associated with native short-lag stops after training. Correct identification
scores also improved from pretest to posttest for all stops, except for /b/, but, in general terms,
improvement was more substantial and consistent for voiceless than for voiced stops, the former
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obtaining accuracy scores around 80% or higher at posttest, whereas the latter were identified at chance
level after training and seemed to be heard as exemplars of the voiced and voiceless Spanish categories.4
Carlet (2017) tested 40 Catalan/Spanish bilinguals on the perception of English initial and final
stops (/p, t, k, b, d, ɡ/) before and after a perceptual training program. As previously described,
concerning stop voicing distinctions, Spanish is a voicing lead language whereas English is an aspiration
language. Trainees were exposed to naturally produced CVC nonwords, covering the full set of English
stops in two word-positions and featuring four different talkers and multiple phonetic contexts (highvariability phonetic training). They had to either identify (ID group) or discriminate (DIS group) L2 stops
and received trial-by-trial feedback. Training took place in five 35-minute sessions spanned through five
weeks, with a total duration of approximately three hours. Pre- and posttest ID tasks included a subset of
trained nonwords and a set of (untrained) real words, all produced by two untrained talkers. Additionally,
Carlet implemented a generalization test including untrained nonwords produced by trained talkers and
trained nonwords realized by absolute novel talkers (i.e., never heard before). Production of trainees was
also assessed and a delayed posttest was implemented two months after training. The study design
allowed the researcher to evaluate the three measures of learning robustness discussed in Section
1.1.1.2: 1) generalization to untrained (non)-words or talkers; 2) retention of learning; and 3) transfer to
production. Perception of initial voiced stops improved from pretest to posttest by approximately 29%
whereas no substantial improvement was found for initial voiceless stops since trainees had performed
at ceiling in the pretest. Identification scores of final stops generally improved, but gains were not
significant. Regarding initial stops, both training tasks were found equally effective in inducing learning,
as no significant differences in perceptual gains were found between groups after training. Learning for
initial stops generalized to untrained talkers and untrained nonwords. Generalization of learning to
absolute novel talkers was weak and transfer of training effects to real words was not achieved. Post-test
scores were maintained two months after training, which was seen as evidence of retention of learning,
but production did not improve as a result of training. According to the author, generalization of learning
to the perception of real words and transfer to production might not have been achieved because of
insufficient training time.
Kim and Hazan (2010) trained 25 English naïve listeners to perceive a Korean stop contrast,
whose voicing distinctions involve three ranges of VOT values in the positive side of the continuum and
4

Duration of training was not mentioned because the number and quality of the L2 segments trained (full L2 consonantal inventory) impede direct comparisons

to the other L2 stop training studies under review. Furthermore, regarding the limits of inter-study comparisons, it should be noted that Spanish voiced stops
undergo lenition in intervocalic environment, which means that in this context they are often realized as fricatives [β, ð, ɣ] or approximants [β̞, ð̞, ɣ̞ ] (RohenaMadrazo, 2013).
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other relevant acoustic cues besides VOT: lenis (intermediate-lag VOT) and aspirated (long-lag VOT)
Korean stops are difficult for English learners as they tend to be both assimilated to the English long-lag
category. Both training and testing (pretest and posttest) were composed of ID tasks in which trainees
had to identify the alveolar lenis (/t/) and aspirated (/t h/) stops followed by the vowels /a, i, u/ in CV
syllables. Training stimuli were produced by six talkers whereas testing tokens were obtained from another
four talkers. Participants attended four training sessions and received trial-by-trial feedback. Before and
after training, a generalization test was implemented to assess transfer to real Korean words with the
alveolar lenis and aspirated stops in initial position, produced by speakers different from those of the
syllable test and training materials. Results revealed that participants improved their performance in
identifying Korean stops by 11% in syllables and by 7% in real words from pretest to posttest, which
attested the efficacy of the training program in inducing immediate learning, but also robust learning as
measured by transfer of training effects to untrained stimuli.
Reviewing these training experiments on the perception of L2 stops served the purpose of
presenting an overview of habitual training procedures and expectable outcomes. The studies selected
are by no means thought to be representative of all training studies on non-native stops. They were chosen
based first on the intention to cover a wide range of L1-L2 combinations in terms of the VOT-based stop
voicing distinctions; therefore, studies described include the scenarios in which both the L1 and the L2
have a two-way stop contrast and learners are either VOT-lead acquainted and have to accommodate an
aspiration-based stop contrast or, on the contrary, have L1 experience with the short-lag versus long-lag
distinction and are faced with the challenge of learning a negative-VOT L2; the transition from a two-way
to a three-way stop contrast system through perceptual training is also included. Secondly, the inclusion
of experiments that tested at least one measure of learning robustness was also a criterion.
Altogether, the four studies presented above followed the high-variability paradigm by having
multiple talkers producing natural stimuli in which L2 stops were embedded in multiple phonetic contexts.
Identification tasks were the preferred method for both training tasks and tests and training duration was
variable: from four to six sessions spanned over a time period which was not always mentioned but that
went up to at least five weeks. It should be noted, however, that training duration across studies should
not be directly compared without considering the number of trained segments/contrasts. All experiments
reported pretest to posttest improvement in the perception of the target sounds, which suggests that the
parameters high variability and ID tasks are efficient techniques. Regarding robustness of learning, results
are quite diverse. When tested, transfer to new phonetic contexts (Carlet, 2017; Rochet, 1995) and to
new talkers (Carlet, 2017; Gong et al., 2017; Kim & Hazan, 2010) is achieved. Transfer of training effects
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to production (cf. Carlet, 2017, and Rochet, 1995) or from nonwords to real words (cf. Carlet, 2017, and
Kim & Hazan, 2010) seems less predictable.
1.2.4 Perception of EP stops by Chinese learners.
To our knowledge, only two studies tested the perceptual assimilation and categorization of EP
stops by Chinese learners. Those two studies will be reviewed next.
Oliveira and Rato (2019) assessed the perceptual assimilation of Portuguese stops by native
speakers of Cantonese, elementary learners of EP, with an average of 10 months of formal instruction in
the L2, who had just arrived in Portugal for a one-month period of immersive learning. Cantonese, like
Mandarin, contrasts short-lag VOT stops with long-lag VOT aspirated stops. Participants heard CV stimuli,
composed by one of the six EP stops followed by either /a/ or /i/, and had to select the native Cantonese
category that the stop heard was most similar to (the option No fit was also available) and rate the
goodness of fit of that match, that is, on a seven-point Likert scale, indicate how good an exemplar was
the stop heard of the L1 sound selected. The authors found that, in general, participants tended to
assimilate each pair of homorganic EP stops to a single native phoneme: the short-lag stop. Portuguese
/b/ (78%) and /p/ (72%) were consistently associated with Cantonese /p/; EP /d/ (85%) and /t/ (63%)
were assimilated to L1 /t/; voiced velar stop /ɡ/ (59%) was associated to native /k/ whereas the voiceless
EP counterpart /k/ was uncategorized, with shared responses between L1 /k/ and /k h/. Combining
modal identification percentages with category goodness ratings, a fit index 5 was calculated which allowed
to use the patterns of assimilation defined in PAM-L2 to describe the (dis)similarity between L2 and L1
stops as perceived by the participants in the study. Fit indexes revealed that both bilabial EP stops were
heard as equally good exemplars of the native short-lag category /p/ (single-category assimilation); the
alveolar EP stops /t, d/ were associated to a single native phoneme, but the voiced stop was perceived
as a good exemplar of native /t/ whereas its voiceless counterpart /t/ was perceived as a deviant
realization of L1 /t/ (category-goodness assimilation); the velar voiced stop /ɡ/ was categorized as a
phonetic realization of L1 /k/, although participants recognized it as a deviant exemplar of the native
category, while EP /k/ was uncategorized, that is, it was perceived as non-existent in Cantonese, despite
being close to both the short-lag and long-lag L1 phonemes, /k/ and /kh/ respectively (categorizeduncategorized assimilation). The researchers concluded that EP stops should be difficult for Cantonese

5

According to Guion et al. (2000), the fit index serves to “raise the scores of those identifications that were indeed considered good tokens of the category

and to lower the scores of those identifications that were selected because they had no good competitors” (p. 2723).
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native speakers to identify and discriminate and highlighted the following trends in the data: as stop place
of articulation moved from the front to the back in the vocal tract, learners seemed to detect more easily
phonetic differences between L2 stops and the L1 categories they were assimilated to (considering all
categorized L2 stops, percentage of association and goodness of fit rating decreases from the bilabial to
the velar place of articulation); voiced EP stops were consistently perceived as a better fit to native shortlag categories, whereas the voiceless L2 sounds were heard as more deviant exemplars of the same L1
categories. In general, results from Oliveira and Rato (2019) disclose the two-to-one and one-to-one +
one-to-none patterns (cf. Section 1.2.2) and suggest a tendency to equate L2 stops and L1 categories
based on phonological or other metalinguistic considerations, since voiced L2 units are consistently
perceived as a better fit to short-lag native units than non-native voiceless phones, which actually seem
to deflect away from the short-lag L1 unit, particularly in more posterior places of articulation (Figure 5).
A similar trend (voicing-lead L2 stops being more strongly associated to L1 short-lag categories and a
fuzzier identity of non-native short-lag VOT segments) was revealed by the English-Greek bilinguals tested
by Antoniou et al. (2012), in the English-mode assimilation task.

Figure 5. European Portuguese stop assimilation by Chinese L2 learners. v. = voicing. Solid line = Strong
association to an L1 stop; Dashed line = Association to an L1 stop; Dotted line = Shared responses
between two homorganic L1 stops.
Shu et al. (2015) tested the perception of EP stops by 36 Chinese learners divided into two
groups: one with formal instruction in the L2 and roughly a year of immersive learning in a European
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Portuguese-speaking country (G1) and another composed of participants who had only received
classroom instruction in Portuguese (G2). In identification and AX discrimination tasks, participants heard
two-syllable stimuli (both real words and nonwords), featuring the target sounds in two word-positions
(word-initial and medial intervocalic positions). In CV.CV stimuli designed to test the target sounds in wordinitial position, if the first syllable was stressed the following vowels would be either /a/ or /o/; if the first
syllable was not stressed then stops would be followed by /ɐ/ or /u/. Stops in medial position were
preceded by /a/ or /o/ and followed by /ɐ/ or /u/. Results from the identification tests revealed that
participants in Group 2 (with no immersion experience) identified EP stops just above chance level,
confirming that these L2 sounds are perceptually challenging for Chinese learners. Furthermore,
identification patterns showed that most responses were shared between the voiced and voiceless
homorganic stops in EP, which means that, for instance, the sound /p/ was labelled as either /p/ or
/b/. Crucially, no significant difference was found in the response patterns of participants in G1,
suggesting that a year of learning in an immersion context did not produce noticeable improvement in
the identification of EP stops. Discrimination data demonstrated the same trends. A closer look at ID
percent correct scores by position in the word (Shu, 2014) revealed that, in word-initial position, voiced
EP stops were easier to identify than their voiceless counterparts, except for the alveolar pair (/t-d/); on
the other hand, in intervocalic position, voiceless stops had higher accuracy rates, except for the velar
pair (/k-ɡ/). This trend was evidenced in a similar fashion in both groups of participants. Gong et al.
(2017), who tested the assimilation and categorization of intervocalic Spanish stops by Mandarin learners,
also found that, in intervocalic position, voiceless plosives had higher accuracy scores than their voiced
counterparts.
In short, data available indicate that EP-L2 stop voicing contrasts are perceptually challenging for
Chinese learners. The study by Oliveira and Rato (2019) suggests that bilabial and alveolar L2 stops
follow a two-to-one assimilation pattern, that is, both voiced and voiceless homorganic stops tend to be
perceptually linked to a single L1 category, the short-lag VOT stops in Mandarin, and that more posterior
places of articulation seem to facilitate the recognition of phonetic differences between the non-native and
native categories (as evidenced by the one-to-one + one-to-none assimilation pattern found for velar stops
and by the decreased fit indexes of categorized sounds as place of articulation moved further back in the
oral tract). Oliveira and Rato (2019) also found the voiced lead VOT EP stops to be more strongly equated
with the learners’ L1 short-lag category than the L2 voiceless short-lag VOT segments. Categorization
accuracy rates reported by Shu (2014) indicate that Chinese learners identified EP stops at chance level
and that a year of immersive learning did not produce a significant improvement in perceptual accuracy;
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additionally the study showed that, in word-initial position (the position tested by Oliveira and Rato, 2019),
for both groups (with and without immersion experience), voiced EP stops were generally easier to identify
than their voiceless counterparts, except for the alveolar pair. As such, Chinese learners of EP could
benefit from perceptual training programs on L2 stops. However, the effect of training has not been tested
for this L1-L2 combination. The link between individual differences in cognitive abilities, particularly
auditory selective attention, and degree of learning success in training is also an understudied topic,
which leads us to the following section.
1.3 Individual Differences in Attention
Cognitive abilities have been a topic of interest in the field of L2 speech learning. The study of
individual differences in cognitive dimensions has emerged from the observation that, even when variables
known to affect L2 perception and production were controlled for (e.g., age of onset of learning, L2
proficiency, quantity and quality of L2 input, etc.), a considerable amount of unexplained inter-individual
variation remained (Darcy & Mora, 2016). Several cognitive factors, such as working memory,
phonological short-term memory, inhibition and attention have been investigated within L2 speech
learning studies (e.g., Darcy, Mora, & Daidone, 2014, 2016; Lengeris & Nicolaidis, 2014; MacKay,
Meador, & Flege, 2011; Mokari & Werner, 2019; Safronova & Mora, 2012). This third section focuses
specifically on the cognitive capacity of attention. Firstly, a brief overview of the diverse uses of the term

attention in the field of L2 speech learning is presented and a threefold conceptualization of attention is
proposed in an attempt to organize and summarize these multiple views: 1) attention as a state; 2)
attention as an object; 3) attention as a mechanism. The following sections relate the three-dimension
characterization of attention to research questions that have been or might be explored in the field. Finally,
an overview of research on attention in the field of cognitive psychology, including definitions and
measures of auditory selective attention, is included.
1.3.1 Attention in L2 speech perception.
The term attention has been widely and sometimes vaguely used to explain several perceptual
phenomena in L2 speech perception literature, particularly in training experiments – to the point that
attention can be thought to be a ubiquitous notion referring to some abstract mechanism that ultimately

explains it all. The following quotations give but a few examples: “perceptual reorganization in speech
perception is primarily due to selective attention rather than any permanent changes in the underlying
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sensory mechanisms” (Pisoni, Lively, & Logan, 1994, p. 160); “The process of phonetic learning in both
first and second-language acquisition may be understood through the operation of mechanisms of
selective attention” (Kondaurova & Francis, 2010, p. 569); “any perceptual or learning difficulty
encountered by non-native listeners is not due to sensory loss […] but to attentional preferences” (Bohn,
2018, p. 219); “a more efficient attention control may enhance the processing of acoustic-phonetic
information in the input and lead to more accurate L2 speech perception” (Darcy & Mora, 2016, p. 251);
“there is some aspect of the focused attention to phonetic differences in an identification task that
improves L2 vowel perception” (Iverson et al., 2012, p. 13); “An important implication of the PAM-L2
view is that the perceptual objects/events of interest depend upon the perceiver's perceptual goals or
focus of attention” (Best & Tyler, 2007, p. 25); “It is widely believed that attention plays an important role
in phonetic learning. Accurate perception of at least some non-native phonemes requires reorienting of
attention” (Pederson & Guion-Anderson, 2010, p. EL54).
Strange (2011) confirms that the term attention has been used to designate different aspects of
perceptual processing in L2 speech studies, distinguishing at least four different meanings: 1) selective
attention (usually called “cue weighting” and designating the process by which certain acoustic-phonetic
features have a greater impact on response patterns without a volitional choice by the listener); 2) focused
attention (resulting from the volitional orientation of attention to a particular dimension of the input); 3)
awareness; 4) the distinction between controlled versus automatic processing of information.
For the purposes of the present work, the organization of the conceptions of attention, based on
the approaches observed in two distinct but complementary lines of investigation (L2 speech perception
development and L2 speech perception training), was felt necessary. Thus, a three-dimension
conceptualization of attention is proposed. In this conceptualization, attention is viewed as: 1) a state –
an individual capacity, possessed a priori in a certain stage of development by the learner, that per se
might explain L2 perception performance at a specific moment in the course of learning; 2) an object –

something which is subject to transformation and made to operate differently towards a specific L2
structure (a sound or contrast) after a given process, namely perceptual training; 3) a mechanism – the
instrument that might be especially relevant to execute a task under certain conditions, specifically the
(more or less) successful completion of a high variability phonetic training program.
In sum, differences between attention as mechanism and attention as object represent the
distinction between process and product as two different manifestations of the same capacity. Similarly,
the terms state and mechanism capture the same cognitive function – attention – under a different light.
When attention is referred to as a state, it is seen as an individual’s intrinsic characteristic that might be
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related to a given behavior – it is a more static view of attention as a permanent ability. On the other
hand, when looking at attention as a mechanism, the fact that some attentional processes might be
particularly active under certain circumstances is highlighted – it is a dynamic view of attention as the
appropriate skill to perform a specific task. This conceptualization is further explained next by relating it
to research questions in L2 speech perception.

1.3.1.1 Attention as a state.
Some research in L2 phonological development investigates whether the learners’ attentional
abilities are related to their level of performance in perception at a given point in the time-course of
learning. In this light, attention is viewed as an intrinsic characteristic that might be related to a given
behavior, an individual capacity that per se explains some variation in L2 speech performance, therefore
a state. The underlying premise is that enhanced perceptual performance might derive naturally from
more efficient attentional skills possessed a priori by the learners. This is not to say that an individual’s
attentional mechanisms or skills are static and immutable, but rather that they are also shaped by routine
procedures established throughout life which, at a given time, are at a given state that, for various reasons,
makes them more or less efficient. Two studies that represent this approach to attention in L2 speech
perception are reviewed next.
Operationalizing attention control as the ability to switch attention between different dimensions
involved in a task, Darcy et al. (2014) wanted to know whether more efficient attention switching was
related to better performance in L2 speech perception. Participants in the study were learners of either
English or Spanish as an L2 and realized a discrimination task which assessed their performance in
phonological processing. The attention control measure was obtained from a speeded set-switching task:
presented with auditory stimuli consisting of nonwords, beginning with either a nasal or a non-nasal sound
and recorded by Spanish-English early bilinguals with Spanish pronunciation or with an English-like
phonetics, participants had to say whether the stimulus started with a nasal sound or whether it was a
Spanish or an English nonword; in switch trials, the question was different from the previous trial, requiring
learners to refocus their attention onto a different dimension in order to provide an answer. Results
indicated that attention was implicated in L2 phonological development since a more efficient attention
control was associated with more accurate perceptual performance for the English learners.
Safronova (2016) tested a group of 45 Catalan-Spanish bilingual learners of English on their
ability to discriminate five L2 vowel contrasts and to perceive phonetic distance between six English vowels
and native vocalic categories. These perceptual dimensions were assessed by means of a categorical
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discrimination task and a perceptual assimilation task, respectively. Regarding the learners’ cognitive
abilities, attention control, operationalized as attention shifting, that is, the executive function that allows
us to shift back and forth between multiple tasks or task dimensions, was measured in an attentionshifting task which required participants to rapidly and accurately reallocate the focus of their attention
between two speech-related dimensions – voice quality (female vs. male) and segmental duration (long
vs. short). Results suggested that the attention-shifting skill predicted L2 learners’ ability to perceive
phonetic distance between L2 and L1 sounds and their accuracy in the discrimination of contrasting L2
sounds.
In sum, the two studies found that attentional shifting is related to performance in L2 speech
perception, that is, it is a cognitive ability, possessed in a given state at a given point in time by the
learner, which partially explains inter-individual variance in L2 development.

1.3.1.2 Attention as an object.
Another conceptualization of attention found, more or less explicitly, in L2 speech literature,
especially in perceptual training studies, is one that establishes attentional mechanisms as an object, in
the sense of something that can be acted upon, manipulated, and made to operate differently in the
presence of a particular stimulus after a given process. Francis and Nusbaum (2002) state that perceptual
training in laboratory promotes the learning of non-native phonetic contrasts in one of three ways: 1) by
increasing attention to an underattended dimension of a stimulus, that is, by shifting attentional weights;
2) by inducing the perceptual integration or separation of a set of correlated stimulus dimensions; or 3)
by making trainees attend to a new stimulus dimension. Indeed, attentional preferences or mechanisms
used in the processing of L2 speech are believed to change after training and that is accomplished by
manipulating, for example: stimulus acoustic features (Jamieson & Morosan, 1986) or variability (Logan
et al., 1991); feedback (Francis, Baldwin, & Nusbaum, 2000); instructions (Guion & Pederson, 2007;
Pederson & Guion-Anderson, 2010).
One can find several training experiments which have manipulated characteristics of the stimuli
or training conditions on the assumption that such manipulation would trigger a reallocation of attention
to certain acoustic cues, and a few experiments have directly manipulated the orientation of attention
during training. Some of those studies are presented next.
Jamieson and Morosan (1986) trained Canadian French speakers to distinguish the English
contrast /ð-θ/, using the perceptual fading technique. Trainees were required to identify synthetically
produced stimuli presented in blocks, starting with the most extreme stimuli of the continuum and
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subsequently adding tokens from more medial positions, thus increasing the amount of intra-phonemic
variation. Participants improved their perception performance with both natural and synthetic stimuli
relative to control subjects. The authors argued that the training procedure was successful because it was
designed to initially focus trainees’ attention on a single acoustic distinction and only subsequently, and
in a step-by-step manner, introduced increasing amounts of irrelevant variability. Similar training
procedures have been successfully used in other experiments (Iverson et al., 2005; Kondaurova &
Francis, 2010; Rochet, 1995).
When Logan et al. (1991) tested the HVPT paradigm in training adult learners on difficult nonnative contrasts, they were building on the work on visual selective attention by Nosofsky (1986, 1987),
which had been applied to perceptual development in the auditory domain by Jusczyk (1989, as cited by
Logan et al., 1991). The team sustained that using natural stimuli produced by multiple talkers and
featuring the target sounds in several phonetic contexts was one of the key features that had contributed
to the success of the procedure. They argued that, by being exposed to highly variable stimuli, trainees
had come to realize which acoustic cues were irrelevant to the categorization task, thus validating HVPT
as a means to successfully modify the learners’ selective attention patterns.
Feedback is another task parameter that, according to Francis, Baldwin and Nusbaum (2000),
might be used to make trainees shift attention between acoustic cues. They trained two groups of subjects
on stop place of articulation, but feedback was manipulated so as to reinforce reliance on either formant
transition or on burst onset. Subjects in both groups clearly learned to respond in accordance with the
cue they had been trained on: “Subjects learned to withdraw attention from one set of cues and focus
selectively on cues that were more useful for responding based on feedback” (p. 1676). The results were
interpreted to demonstrate that training with category-level feedback redirects trainees’ attention to the
targeted acoustic cues.
The studies described thus far manipulated training conditions so that the learners’ attention
would be automatically drawn to a specific stimulus dimension. Pederson and Guion-Anderson (2010),
on the other hand, based on Posner's (1980) concept of endogenous orienting (which is the result of
directing one’s attention based on our goals), directly manipulated trainees’ attention through the use of
instructions. Forty-two English monolinguals were divided into two groups and trained on Hindi words:
participants in one group were instructed to attend to consonants more strongly (consonant-attending
group) whereas trainees in the other group were directed to attend to vowels (vowel-training group).
Posttest scores revealed that learners improved their perception of the attended sounds, but not of the
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unattended segments. The authors concluded that orienting attention through instruction manipulation
facilitates learning of the type of segment listeners are told to attend to.
Regardless of whether involuntary attention is indirectly manipulated or voluntary attention is
directly guided, Francis and Nusbaum (2002) believe that L2 speech perception theories should explicitly
incorporate models of selective attention (Francis & Nusbaum, 2002; Guion & Pederson, 2007), which
is what Strange (2011) did in the Automatic Selective Perception (ASP) model,6 presented next.

1.3.1.2.1 The Automatic Selective Perception model (ASP).
The ASP characterizes attentional processes in L1 and L2 speech perception. Key concepts in
the model are: selective perception (the detection and weighting of relevant phonetic information as
determined by the listener’s learned habits), attentional focus (the conscious decision to attend to certain
kinds of information according to the listener’s goals), automatic processes (perceptual activities that do
not implicate focusing attention or volitional control) and selective perception routines (SPRs – highly overlearned, automatic patterns of detection developed through years of exposure with the L1). An essential
distinction is the one proposed to exist between a phonological mode of perception (accomplished via
automatic SPRs, highly attuned to the most relevant information and, therefore, fast and robust, even in
degraded listening conditions; in this mode, normally used by adult L1 listeners, contextual variation is
usually ignored and perceivers focus on detecting phonologically relevant information for word
identification) and a phonetic mode of perception (hypothesized to be used at beginning stages of L2
learning and characterized by being slower and by requiring greater attentional resources than the
phonological mode). In the ASP model, during L2 phonological learning, CLI consists in the use of L1
SPRs responsive to the wrong or less relevant acoustic-phonetic information in the L2 input. Thus, within
the ASP model, “L2 learning is conceived of as the development of new Selective Perception Routines”
(p. 464), which can be achieved through perceptual training.
In sum, according to the perspective adopted in several training studies and also in the ASP
framework, performance in L2 speech perception is mediated by processes of selective attention and
those mechanisms are changeable, particularly through perceptual training, which is a premise that
synthesizes the characterization of attention as an object proposed in the present study.

6

The Native Language Magnet Model (NLM - Kuhl & Iverson, 1995) draws on the notions of shrinking and stretching of perceptual dimensions borrowed from

the work on selective attention by Nosofsky (1986), but there is no reference to any attentional mechanism in the speech perception process.
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1.3.1.3 Attention as a mechanism.
Besides being conceived as an ability that might explain level of performance at a given point in
the course of L2 speech learning (attention as a state) and besides being the capacity whose modus

operandi is made to change in face of a specific L2 structure (attention as an object), it seemed plausible
to ask whether attention (especially processes of selective attention) was a particularly operative cognitive

mechanism in programs such as the HVPT and, thus, whether learners with more efficient selective
attention skills performed better in such type of training. Hypothesizing that mechanisms of selective
attention were especially activated under high-variability training conditions was triggered by the claim
that using multiple talkers and multiple phonetic contexts was a more efficient training strategy than
presenting low-variability stimuli, presumably because, when faced with an unsurmountable amount of
irrelevant variation (speaking rate, pitch, coarticulation effects), learners were forced to concentrate their
attention on the parts of the speech signal that were constant and phonologically functional (Logan et al.,
1991). Based on this assumption, the question of how listeners resolve talker and contextual variability
in speech perception in general emerged. If dealing with speaker and contextual variation was itself an
attention-demanding process, then the ground would be set for the premise – that learners with better
selective attention skills would be more successful in HVPT conditions – to be tested.
Cognitive accounts of speech perception (as opposed to abstractionist views) propose that the
act of perceiving spoken messages is a cognitively active process that involves mechanisms of selective
attention (Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Holt & Lotto, 2008; K. Johnson, 1997). Their claim is based on two
major findings: 1) talker normalization7 is load sensitive, that is, in behavioral experiments, when talker
changes there is a processing cost, evidenced by decreased accuracy and increased response times
relative to single-talker conditions, an effect that has been documented for segments, tones and words
(K. Johnson, 2005; Wong, Nusbaum, & Small, 2004); 2) higher-order linguistic knowledge influences
phonetic perception as suggested by word recognition strategies listeners have been found to deploy to
compensate for missing or ambiguous phonemes, such as the word-superiority and word-frequency
effects (Ganong, 1980; Magnuson & Nusbaum, 2007; Nusbaum & Magnuson, 1997). Thus, cognitive
perspectives highlight that talker normalization does not necessarily imply elimination of voice-related
stimulus features and argue that any realistic model should be able to account for all sources of variability
(speaking rate, voice characteristics and coarticulation effects) and describe the attentionally-guided
7

Talker normalization refers to the way listeners accommodate talker differences in the act of perceiving speech and, in more traditional and abstractionist

views of speech perception, it means eliminating irrelevant variation in the input caused by talker identity (Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Weber & Scharenborg,
2012).
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mechanisms that listeners use to perceptually accommodate variability in the speech signal (Heald &
Nusbaum, 2014; Holt & Lotto, 2008; Scharenborg, Weber, & Janse, 2015; Wong et al., 2004), in
particular selective attention processes (Francis, Kaganovich, & Driscoll-Huber, 2008; Mullennix & Pisoni,
1990; Nusbaum & Morin, 1992).
All things considered, it seemed reasonable to assume that selective attention, in the auditory
modality, was a mechanism especially mobilized in perceptual training tasks of L2 sounds with highly
variable stimuli and that, as such, individual differences in this ability should be linked to the degree of
learning success via training. Specifically, auditory selective attention was thought to possibly operate at
two levels in HVPT, across trials, by leading participants to:
1) suppress attention to irrelevant acoustic features of the auditory stimulus (pitch and
coarticulation effects) and selectively attend to the acoustic-phonetic material of the
target segments;
2) withdraw attention from irrelevant dimensions of phonetic cues to the L2 contrast and
focus attention on more informative cues to the distinction.
It should be noted that the fact that it is possible to modify one’s patterns of selectively attending
to certain stimulus dimensions (attention as object) does not implicate that the means by which that
transformation is achieved is through one’s selective attention capacity (attention as mechanism).
However, if it is, then selective attention is simultaneously acted upon (in the sense that it comes to
operate differently in the presence of a given stimulus after a given process) and acts on the process (that
is, it is required as an instrument in a given task – attention as mechanism). If this is the case, any two
individuals might learn to selectively attend to the features of a given L2 sound in a more native-like
manner after training (attention as an object), but the one that has better selective attention skills might
accomplish learning in a faster, less effortful and, thus, more efficient way (attention as a mechanism).
There is at least one study that exemplifies this instrumental view of attention as a mechanism,
by assessing the relationship between several attentional functions and performance in high-variability
phonetic training (Kim & Hazan, 2010). Crucially, for the purposes of the present work, the study tested
specifically the correlation between the auditory selective attention capacity and performance in learning
a novel or difficult L2 contrast through computer-based training. Indeed, Kim and Hazan (2010) trained
25 English speakers to identify the Korean alveolar lenis (/t/) and aspirated stop (/t h/) and had them
perform a large battery of tests on their auditory acuity, speech processing and cognitive abilities. The
aim of the study was to investigate whether degree of learning and/or ultimate attainment in the
perception of a nonnative novel contrast could be explained by the learners’ perceptual and cognitive
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abilities. Regarding attention, a series of subtests from the Test of Everyday Attention (TEA - Robertson,
Ward, Ridgeway, & Nimmo-Smith, 1994) were administered so as to obtain measures of selective
attention, attentional switching and sustained attention. Amongst other relations in the perceptual ability
and auditory acuity domains, a significant correlation was found between attentional switching and initial
performance (pretest scores at word level) and rate of learning (performance at initial and final training
sessions). However, there were no significant correlations between any of the L2 performance measures
and measures of selective and sustained attention. Elsewhere, the researchers stated that the tasks used
may not have been sensitive enough to assess selective and sustained attention (Hazan & Kim, 2010).
The TEA integrates different subtests. The Elevator counting with distraction is used as a measure
of selective attention and it consists of having subjects hear low and high tones and counting the former
while ignoring the latter. So, stimuli in this subtest are not speech tokens and it could be the case that
mechanisms of selective attention operate differently depending on the nature of the auditory stimuli. We
had no knowledge of a study measuring auditory selective attention to verbal stimuli and relating that
ability with performance in perceptual training. Therefore, there seemed to be room for additional inquiry
through new methodological procedures into the issue of how individual differences in auditory selective
attention were linked to degree of learning in a HVPT program, which is one of the present work’s main
goals.
In summary, based on the literature available, a threefold conceptualization of how attention is
approached by L2 speech perception studies was proposed. There is a line of research exploring the
relationship between attentional abilities, as intrinsic cognitive characteristics of the learner, and
performance in the perception of L2 sounds at a given point in the time-course of learning (attention as
a state). Attention is also conceived as the ultimate target of perceptual training in the sense that changes
in attentional preferences are thought to be the transformation by which learners come to perceive L2
sounds and contrasts better after training – that is, reallocation of attention to phonetic features otherwise
unrecognized, undervalued or misrepresented perceptually brings about an increase in accuracy. In this
branch of research, perceptual training is believed to operate changes in the way trainees selectively
attend to features in the target sounds. In fact, the ASP model posits that L2 phonological learning
requires the development of new selective perception routines, meaning that it involves learning to
selectively attend to the relevant acoustic-phonetic information in L2 input, which might be acquired via
laboratory training. It was proposed that in this second perspective of attentional mechanisms in L2
speech perception, particularly in training studies, attention is viewed as an object. Thirdly, at least one
study has hypothesized that selective attention might be linked to degree of learning in high-variability
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training conditions. Despite the fact that the correlation has not yet been established, there are theoretical
and methodological reasons for further inquiry on this relationship that highlights the role of attention as
an important mechanism in HVPT programs.
1.3.2 Attention definition(s).
Considering the purposes of the present work, the need to define and operationalize the concept
of selective attention emerged. Therefore, an outline of research on attention, in the cognitive psychology
domain, is presented next. Finally, the scope of analysis is narrowed down to the concept of auditory
selective attention, the cognitive skill of interest for this study.
Attention is an object of study within cognitive psychology and neuroscience, thus it might be
studied from a behavioral standpoint or from a psychophysiological perspective (Van Gerven & Guerreiro,
2016). An often-cited definition of attention is the one by James (1890), who, in the late 19th century,
stated, in very pragmatic terms, that “every one knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by
the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or
trains of thought” (p. 404). Nobre and Kastner (2014) propose that attention might be defined as “the
prioritization of processing information that is relevant to current task goals” (p. 1204). According to
Strauss, Sherman, and Spreen (2006), “attention is a complex system of interacting components that
allows the individual to filter relevant and irrelevant information in the context of internal drives and
intentions, hold and manipulate mental representations, and monitor/modulate responses to stimuli” (p.
546). Definitions of attention could continue to be cited in what would apparently be a never-ending effort.
Indeed, Nobre and Kastner (2014) note that “across the literature, ‘attention’ can indicate prioritization,
target selection, mental effort, a mental state, the availability of resources, executive control functions,
awareness, or simply ‘thinking’” (p. 1206) and they conclude that “overall, it must be admitted that the
field of attention could do better in terms of providing explicit and consistent definitions of its topic” (p.
1206), highlighting the need for a precise terminology and an accepted taxonomy. This is a recurrent
alert in articles that attempt to provide an overview of research on attention. Chun, Golomb and TurkBrowne (2011) admit that attention has become a useless term for searches in electronic databases and
that the concept is so ubiquitous that it is unmanageable to study. Furthermore, besides the countless
definitions of the term, Strauss et al. (2006) add that some characterizations of attention overlap with
other neuropsychological concepts, such as working memory. If definitions of the concept abound,
challenging the clarity and coherence of the construct, the same could be said of models and
conceptualizations developed around the notion of attention which incorporate specific attentional
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mechanisms. Here, once again, terminology lacks uniformity. Indeed, some models divide attention into
component processes, such as alertness/arousal, focused attention, selective attention, divided attention,
and sustained attention or vigilance, but consensus on the exact meaning of these terms has not been
reached, and some designations refer to overlapping or synonymous processes (e.g., “focused attention”
and “selective attention”) (Strauss et al., 2006, p. 546).
Notwithstanding the elusiveness of the concept, an attempt of presenting a brief historical
overview of research on attention will be made, enabling contact with some core theoretical issues and
concepts, and then the taxonomy of executive functions, including selective attention, proposed by
Diamond (2013), elaborated from a behavioral standpoint, will be presented.
Early theories in the 1950s and 1960s viewed attention as a limited capacity, which imposed
restrictions on the amount of information that could be processed. As a consequence, attention had to
operate a kind of selection of relevant information, discarding unwanted or distracting data (A. Johnson
& Proctor, 2004; Leow, 2015). First theorizations proposed selection occurred at early stages of
information processing, that is, during perceptual processes (e.g., Broadbent, 1958).8 Soon after,
however, experimental research would suggest that all incoming information was processed
simultaneously, but only important information would go beyond short-term memory, which was
interpreted to mean that the filtering mechanism of attention could also operate at later post-perceptual
stages of processing (A. Johnson & Proctor, 2004; Leow, 2015). The nature and location of these
attentional filters are still an object of debate. However, it is now generally acknowledged that human
perception and cognition are highly selective and that selection of relevant information is a flexible
mechanism that operates differently under different circumstances, depending on task demands, namely
the processing cost/effort, the modality(ies) of incoming stimuli and the required response format. The
emerging consensus is that selective mechanisms of attention are flexibly activated at the perceptual level
or at the decision-making stage as a result of task demands (Nobre & Kastner, 2014). Finally, a growing
body of research has been studying the neuronal basis of attention mechanisms and there is increasing
motivation to bridge the gap between findings from neuroscience and cognitive science. One such
example, in the field of neuroscience, is the attention framework proposed by Posner and Petersen
(1990), which posits that attention is an anatomic structure divided into three networks, each representing
a different set of attentional processes: the alerting network – related to alertness and vigilance, that is,

8

Information processing regards the processes of perceiving, classifying and acting upon stimuli, that is, the processes by which information in a stimulus

leads to a response. The basic model of information processing proposed by A. Johnson and Proctor (2004) includes three main stages: 1) perceptual
processes (stimulus identification); 2) response selection (decision-making); 3) response processes (response execution).
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the ability to prepare oneself for processing stimuli; the orienting network – dealing with the prioritization
of sensory data, that is, the selection of a stimulus modality or location; the executive network – related
to target detection and often called focal attention (Petersen & Posner, 2012).
From a cognitive standpoint, Diamond (2013) defines executive functions as top-down mental
processes that allow us to pay attention, that is, that make it possible not having to rely on instinct or
intuition in several circumstances. According to Diamond, inhibition, working memory and cognitive
flexibility (also called set shifting) are the three widely accepted core executive functions (e.g., Miyake,
Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howerter, 2000). Inhibition is related to the control of one’s behavior and
attention and enables us to disregard internal urges and external lure when wanted or needed. Selective
attention is one of three major forms of inhibition in Diamond’s description (the other two being behavioral
inhibition and cognitive inhibition), occurring at the perceptual level; it might be deployed involuntarily,
driven by stimulus properties, or voluntarily, based on one’s goals, and it involves a two-fold mechanism:
focusing attention on a stimulus and suppressing attention to others. The Flanker task (B. A. Eriksen &
Eriksen, 1974a) is thought to assess visual selective attention (Diamond, 2013; Janse & Adank, 2012;
Leow, 2015; Scharenborg, Weber, & Janse, 2015b): subjects are told to attend to a centrally presented
stimulus which will be surrounded by either congruent or incongruent stimuli; in incompatible trials,
responses are slower because of the need to exercise top-down control.
In short, selective attention might be defined as a mental process that is activated to select
relevant data at perceptual or post-perceptual stages of information processing, depending on task
demands. Adopting a cognitive perspective, Diamond (2013) characterizes selective attention as a form
of inhibition that involves focusing on a stimulus or stimulus dimension while simultaneously withdrawing
attention from other stimuli or other dimensions.

1.3.2.1 Auditory selective attention.
Selective attention has been studied in both the auditory and visual domains. Of particular interest
to the present purposes is research on auditory selective attention. Though modality-specific, investigation
on the ability to selectively attend to auditory stimuli shares the general pathway described above in the
historical overview of research on attention. As such, the outbreak of the study on this topic occurred
soon after World War II, emerging from a very pragmatic concern, which was understanding why fighter
pilots sometimes misunderstood audio messages presented over headphones. Selective listening in multimessage conditions began being explored, mainly via dichotic listening tasks (Cherry, 1953), which
typically had participants probed on a message presented to one ear while a distractor message was
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simultaneously presented to their other ear over headphones (this paradigm has been used to the present
day to investigate auditory selective attention – e.g., Dundon et al., 2015; Humes, Lee, & Coughlin, 2006;
Koch, Lawo, Fels, & Vorländer, 2011; Lawo, Fels, Oberem, & Koch, 2014). First results revealed that
information on the unattended message was not processed, leading to the formulation of bottleneck
theories (Shinn-Cunningham & Best, 2015), such that of Broadbent (1958), according to which selective
attention mechanisms operated at early perceptual stages, based on basic physical characteristics of the
auditory stimulus, filtering out unwanted data and passing on relevant information to a limited-capacity
processing system. Despite the fact that in the years between the 1960s and 2000s the majority of the
research focused on the visual modality, subsequent studies, however, indicated that semantic
processing of the putatively unattended message did in fact occur, suggesting that selective mechanisms
could operate at later, post-perceptual stages (Spence & Santangelo, 2012). The growing body of evidence
pointing to both early and late selection led researchers to put forward theories and models trying to
explain why these mechanisms were sometimes deployed early and other times much later in the
information processing system. The perceptual load theory of selective attention is one such example
(Lavie & Tsal, 1994) and it proposes that the processing of unattended stimuli might occur under lowload conditions, that is, when the primary task is not overly demanding and spare attentional resources
are available. Though originally conceived to explain visual selective attention, the perceptual load theory
has also been proved useful for audition and it might be found to be a good account of selective attention
in the auditory domain as well; actually, many researchers believe that processes of selective attention in
both sensory modalities share principles and even neural mechanisms (Shinn-Cunningham, 2008;
Spence & Santangelo, 2012). Besides the understanding of when and why filtering out of irrelevant
information takes place, research in the field has also tried to identify the factors that impair or enhance
auditory selective attention mechanisms. In their historical review, Shinn-Cunningham and Best (2015)
state that performance in tasks that depend on selective attention decreases when uncertainty about the
features of the target increases, namely through unpredictable changes of voice characteristics, even if
talker identity is task irrelevant; conversely, if, under the same conditions, talker identity is maintained,
performance is enhanced.
In summary, auditory selective attention might operate at different stages of information
processing and, according to the perceptual load theory, it is a mechanism that might filter out irrelevant
information if the primary task is overly demanding. Performance in tasks requiring the activation of
auditory selective attention might be compromised if characteristics of the target are unpredictable.
Auditory selective attention is typically measured via dichotic listening tasks.
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2 THE PRESENT STUDY
Previous research has indicated that Chinese L2 learners find EP stops perceptually challenging,
particularly the voicing distinction. A perceptual assimilation study (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019)
showed that EP bilabial and alveolar stops (/p-b, t-d/) tended to be equated with a single native category,
the short-lag VOT stops in Cantonese (/p, t /), that is, the two L2 stops in each pair were mapped to the
same L1 phoneme, which means that they were perceived as more or less deviant phonetic realizations
of a single native unit (Best & Tyler, 2007). Based on fit-indexes, it was concluded that voiced L2 units
were consistently perceived as a better fit to short-lag native units than non-native voiceless phonemes,
across points of articulation. Another study on the perceptual performance of Chinese learners when
hearing EP stops (Shu, 2014; Shu et al., 2015) confirmed that these segments were difficult to categorize
and discriminate, with accuracy rates just above chance level and with no significant improvement after
a year of linguistic immersion in Portugal. Crucially, categorization patterns showed that most
identifications were shared between the voiced and voiceless homorganic stops in EP. The scenario
described in the two studies is presumably caused by the phonetic-phonological mismatch between the
L2 and the L1 regarding the implementation of the stop system. Indeed, both Portuguese and Mandarin
(and Cantonese) have two sets of stops distinguished by a single boundary on the VOT continuum. That
boundary, however, is located in different regions. Thus, while EP distinguishes between phonologically
voiced stops in the lead VOT area and phonologically voiceless stops along the short-lag VOT region
(voicing language), Mandarin has its phonologically voiceless unaspirated stops located at the short-lag
VOT area and opposes them to phonologically voiceless aspirated stops placed in the long-lag region of
the continuum (aspiration language) (Chao & Chen, 2008; Duanmu, 2007; Lousada et al., 2010; Mateus
et al., 2005). While both languages share a set of stops with similar phonetic and phonological status
(short-lag VOT voiceless units /p, t, k/), they differ on the phonological classification and phonetic
implementation of the other set of occlusives completing the stop system in each language (/b, d, ɡ/ in
EP and /ph, th, kh/ in Mandarin). What is particularly interesting for the purpose of this study is the
assumption that, in the case of Chinese learners of EP-L2, VOT differences between the negative and
short-lag regions of the Portuguese stop system, if perceptually recognized by native Mandarin speakers,
are possibly processed as allophonic or individual variations with no phonologically relevant function,
which neutralizes the L2 functional distinction.
Actually, given the well-documented effect of CLI in L2 perception, several studies have analyzed
the perceptual implications of learning an L2 which differs from the L1 in the phonetic implementation of
stop contrasts (e.g., Antoniou et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2017). Regarding two-way stop contrast languages,
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that is, considering the transition from an L1 aspiration language to an L2 voicing language or vice-versa,
in the process of learning a non-native phonological system, perceptual assimilation studies have
disclosed association patterns, either single-category assimilation or categorized-uncategorized
assimilation (Best & Tyler, 2007), that are thought to hinder accurate perception of L2 stops. Results
have also revealed that the L2 stop, in a homorganic pair, that is most strongly judged as equivalent to
an L1 unit (either by modal identifications or goodness-of-fit ratings or both) might be the most similar in
acoustic terms (Gong et al., 2017) or the one that is perceived as being phonologically equivalent
(Antoniou et al., 2012; Oliveira & Rato, 2019), suggesting that whether, how and when phonemic or other
metalinguistic considerations precede acoustic-phonetic information in perceptual similarity judgements
is not a straightforward issue in L2 (stop) perception (Best & Tyler, 2007; Bohn, 2018; Chang, 2019;
Flege, 1995a). Irrespective of the route followed by learners when perceiving similarity between L2 and
L1 stops, accurate identification of L2 stops seems to be compromised in such cases, not only for the
Mandarin-L1 and Portuguese-L2 combination (Shu et al., 2015), but also for other language pairs (e.g.,
Mandarin-L1 and Spanish-L2 – Gong et al., 2017; Brazilian Portuguese-L1 and English-L2 –
Schwartzhaupt et al., 2015).
Perceptual training has been found to produce medium-sized gains in the ability to accurately
perceive L2 sounds (Flege, 1995c; Sakai & Moorman, 2017). Gains in accuracy after training have also
been reported for stops, namely in high-variability conditions, and learning acquired this way seems to be
robust, that is, generalizable, retainable and/or transferrable (Carlet, 2017; Gong et al., 2017; Kim &
Hazan, 2010; Rochet, 1995). To our knowledge, however, effects of training on the perception of
Portuguese stops by Chinese learners, native speakers of Mandarin, has not yet been tested.
Regarding performance in training, and L2 speech development in general, researchers have
been seeking to explain individual variation with learner-related variables, namely individual differences in
cognitive abilities as, for example, attentional skills.
The role of attention has been frequently invoked to explain development in L2 speech perception
or degree of learning success in training. It can be said that, in some L2 speech studies, attention has
been conceived as a state – an individual capacity, with more or less efficient forms of operating towards
a given input established throughout the lifespan of the learner, that per se explains some variation in L2
speech performance (Darcy et al., 2014; Kim & Hazan, 2010; Safronova, 2016). For instance, Darcy et
al. (2014) found that more efficient attention switching skills were associated with more accurate
perception of Spanish L2 by English learners. Attention is also frequently perceived as an object that can
be manipulated so that the way it operates towards a given stimulus is transformed (Francis et al., 2000;
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Jamieson & Morosan, 1986; Logan et al., 1991; Pederson & Guion-Anderson, 2010). This view of
attention is particularly present in perceptual training studies. In these, attention is often conceived as the
ability to selectively attend to certain stimulus features while simultaneously ignoring others, ability which
might be manipulated to redefine what is relevant data to attend to and what is irrelevant information to
be ignored through adequate training procedures, in a process also designated as cue (re)weighting. For
instance, Francis et al. (2000) made two groups of subjects rely on different acoustic cues to stop place
of articulation only by manipulating feedback during training. Thus, the attentional weight of cues in a
given stimulus was transformed via training. A third approach to attention found in training studies is one
that highlights the role of attentional mechanisms in the process. In this light, attention is viewed as a
mechanism that might be actively deployed to execute a given task under certain circumstances, that is,
the instrument with which transformation of the object attention is achieved. An example of this
perspective is a study by Kim and Hazan (2010), which found attentional switching to correlate with rate
of learning of a novel phonetic contrast through high variability phonetic training.
It has been claimed that high variability phonetic training is more effective than low-variability
procedures in improving perception of L2 sounds (Logan et al., 1991; Sakai & Moorman, 2017), because
it makes learners withdraw attention from irrelevant variation produced by voice characteristics and
coarticulation effects and concentrate their attention on the phonologically relevant features of the
stimulus. In other words, executing training tasks under the high variability paradigm mobilizes selective
attention, as defined, for example, by Diamond (2013, p. 137): “ignore (or inhibit attention to) particular
stimuli and attend to others”. The implication is that selective attention, besides presumably being the
object that ends up being transformed in training (Francis et al., 2000; Guion & Pederson, 2007; Strange,
2011), is itself a mechanism in the process, under the high variability paradigm. Cognitive theories of
speech perception in general support the assumption by highlighting the role of selective attention
processes in the perceptual accommodation of variability in speech (Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Nusbaum
& Morin, 1992).
In the specific case of high variability perceptual training of EP stops by Chinese learners, selective
attention could be thought to operate at two levels: 1) suppressing attention to irrelevant acoustic features
of the auditory stimulus (pitch and coarticulation effects) and selectively attending to the acoustic-phonetic
material of stops; 2) withdrawing attention from irrelevant dimensions of phonetic cues to the L2 contrast
(e.g., variations of VOT along the positive range) and focusing attention on more informative cues to the
distinction (e.g., presence of prevoicing, closure duration).
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To our knowledge, only one study tested the correlation between selective attention, in the
auditory modality, and degree of learning via HVPT (Kim & Hazan, 2010). No association was found
between the variables, but the cognitive task, a subtest from the Test of Everyday Attention (TEA Robertson et al., 1994), was based on non-verbal stimuli. Thus, there seemed to be valid theoretical and
methodological reasons for further inquiry into this relationship.
All things considered, the present study set as its primary goal to implement a perceptual training
program, under the high variability paradigm, and assess its effects on the identification accuracy of EP
bilabial stops (/p, b/) by Chinese L2 learners.9 Additionally, a related objective was to produce information
that would build on the data available on non-native perception when the transition is from an aspiration
L1 to a voicing L2. The second goal was to assess whether differences in auditory selective attention
ability correlated with differential success in learning a difficult L2 contrast in a HVPT program. The
following hypotheses were established:
1) Performance of Chinese L2 learners in the identification of EP bilabial stops will
significantly improve after undergoing a high variability phonetic training program;
2) Learning obtained via training will be robust, that is, it will generalize to novel talkers and
novel phonetic contexts;
3) Perceptual gains resulting from training will be positively correlated with the trainees’
auditory selective attention ability.
The methodological framework adopted, including participants, tasks, procedures and data
analysis options, are described in the next chapter.

9

The choice of bilabial stops is explained in the section Target L2 sounds, in Chapter 3.
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3 METHOD
This chapter details the methodological options and procedures adopted. First, the study design
and timeline are introduced. Secondly, the general procedure for data collection is described. In a third
moment, participants are characterized based on the data provided by a background questionnaire. In a
fourth section, perception tasks and stimuli are explained. In fifth place, the tasks and stimuli for the
cognitive measures are presented. Finally, the last section provides information about data analysis.
3.1 Study Design and Timeline
The present study aimed at assessing modification in the perception of EP bilabial stops, as a
result of computer-based perceptual training administered to Chinese L2 learners. A second objective
was correlating performance in training with individual differences in auditory selective attention.
Therefore, the study adopted a pretest–treatment–posttest paradigm, with a control group (Christensen
et al., 2011). The study design is mixed, combining one within-subjects independent variable (Time: time
1=pretest; time 2=posttest) and a between-subjects independent variable (Group: control group=no
training; trained group=training).
Data were collected in three two-hour sessions spanned through three weeks (one session a
week). In the first session, participants were introduced to the study’s general aim ( Testing activities to

teach Portuguese phonology to L2 learners), methodology, schedule and participation conditions
(benefits, risks, anonymity) and were asked to sign a consent form, in case they agreed to participate.
Next, participants responded to a language proficiency test and filled in a biographic and linguistic
questionnaire. In the second session, the perception pretest and training tasks were administered and,
in the end, a working memory task was completed by the participants. In the last session, the perception
posttest and generalization test, an auditory selective attention task and a visual selective attention task
were performed in this order.
Table 3 presents a summary of the study’s design and timeline.10

10

Regarding perception tasks, the initial design stipulated that the perception pretest and the first set of training tasks would occur in the first session, on the

following session a second set of training tasks would take place and, finally, on the last session, the posttest and the generalization test would be administered.
This would ensure that participants in the trained group underwent two training sessions in two different weeks (due to the participants’ timetable constraints,
no additional sessions were available). However, technical problems impeded the realization of perceptual tasks in the first session, which determined that
only one training session would be administered, in week 2.
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Table 3 Study Design and Timeline
Session 1
Week 1
•
•
•

Consent form
L2 proficiency test
Background
questionnaire

Session 2
Week 2
•
•
•

Perception pretest
Training tasks
Working memory
task

Session 3
Week 3
•
•
•

•

Perception posttest
Generalization test
Auditory selective
attention task
Visual selective
attention task

The study was approved by the Subcommission of Social and Human Sciences under the Ethics
Commission of the University of Minho (CE.CSH 084/2018). General procedure for data collection,
characteristics of the participants, group assignment, tasks’ aims, specifications and stimuli and other
methodological options are detailed in the following sections.
3.2 General Procedure
Data collection activities took place in a computer lab at the University of Minho. The tasks were
performed by all learners at the same time so that participant reactivity effects were controlled for: the
experiment should appear identical to all individuals in both groups; additionally, the researcher did not
know which participants were in the control and in the experimental conditions – double-blind placebo
method (Christensen et al., 2011). The sessions were conducted by the researcher, in Portuguese.
Participants utilized a desk computer and a pair of headphones to perform all required tasks and were
given a code to use throughout the sessions, in all tasks.
The researcher started by presenting the timeline of the study, indicating when and where each
session would take place, the tasks that participants were going to perform each week and task sequence
in each session. After this general introduction, activities were conducted following the general design
and timeline presented in Table 3.
Before each activity, the researcher explained each task’s goals and procedure, aided by a
multimedia presentation with written instructions, in Portuguese, and screenshots of software interfaces.
Additionally, instructions appeared again in the computer programs’ interfaces and there was always a
set of familiarization trials before the actual experimental tasks. Whenever tasks were administered as a
group (e.g., perceptual training tasks), breaks were included in the design. The researcher was present
the whole time to help and monitor participants.
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3.3 Participants
Participants who took part in the present study were recruited via nonrandom purposive sampling
(Christensen et al., 2011). Inclusion criteria were being adult Chinese learners of European Portuguese
with a similar L2 profile regarding proficiency, age of onset of learning, years of formal instruction and
length of residence in Portugal. Exclusion criteria included having been clinically diagnosed with a learning
disability, being hearing impaired or having difficulty in differentiating between left and right (since one of
the cognitive tasks required automatic operationalization of laterality).
Recruited participants were university-level Chinese students who had all arrived in Portugal at
the same time to attend a one-year B1-level11 course in Portuguese as a Foreign Language at the University
of Minho. All participants were enrolled in the third year of a graduation program in the Portuguese
language, in China, and a year of linguistic immersion in a Portuguese-speaking country was part of their
curricular plan. By the time they participated in this study, they had been living in Portugal for three
months approximately and attending Portuguese language classes was their main occupation (14 hours
a week of classroom instruction complemented with several extra-curricular cultural activities).
Participation in the study was voluntary and a consent form was signed by all individuals (Appendix 1).
A background questionnaire, in Portuguese, was filled in by each participant (Appendix 2). The
information presented next was retrieved from that quiz. The group of Chinese learners included 34
individuals, 25 female (73.5%) and 9 male (26.5%), whose age ranged between 19 and 24 years old
(Mean=20.53 yrs; SD=0.96 yrs). Thirty-two participants (94.1%) reported that Mandarin was their mother
tongue and two (5.9%) indicated that Cantonese was their L1.12 The language all participants reported to
use in their daily interactions was Mandarin, including those whose L1 was Cantonese. Until arriving in
Portugal, all participants had learnt Portuguese in a classroom context for approximately two years
(Mean=2,09 yrs; Range=2-3 yrs; SD=0.3 yrs), as part of their graduation program. Age of onset of learning
ranged from 18 to 22 years old (Mean=18.56 yrs; SD=0.86 yrs). Thirty-one Chinese learners (91.2%)
self-assessed their proficiency level in Portuguese as B1 (i.e., independent users) and three (8.8%)
considered that their proficiency corresponded to the A2 level (basic users). Considering the order of

11

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages – CEFR (Council of Europe, 2001) establishes six foreign language proficiency levels: A1,

A2 (basic user); B1, B2 (independent user); C1, C2 (proficient user).
12

The Cantonese native speakers were not excluded for two reasons: 1) the stop system in both Mandarin and Cantonese is similar, distinguishing between

short-lag unaspirated voiceless stops (/p, t, k/) and long-lag aspirated phonemes (/p , t , k ) (cf. Bauer & Benedict, 1997, and Duanmu, 2007), with
h

h

h

approximate VOT values for the bilabial short-lag phoneme, the segment of interest in the present study (9-millisecond mean VOT for /p/ in Cantonese Lisker & Abramson, 1964; 14-millisecond mean VOT for Mandarin /p/ - Chao & Chen, 2008); 2) the target L2 phonological contrast (EP bilabial stops) has
been found to be difficult for both Mandarin and Cantonese native speakers (Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu et al., 2015).
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acquisition, English was the first foreign language for most participants and Portuguese was the second
(only two individuals, 5.88%, reported having first learnt Portuguese and then English). Most participants
(25/34, 73.53%) self-assessed their proficiency level in English as B1 or higher (one learner indicated
being an A2-level user; three individuals indicated the B1 level; 19 learners reported being B2-level users
of English; three individuals reported having a C1 proficiency level and eight did not report their proficiency
in English). Additionally, nine participants (26.5%) reported being hearing-impaired, 14 participants
(41.2%) indicated having a learning disability diagnosed by a physician and four (11.8%) acknowledged
having difficulty distinguishing left from right. Such a high percentage of individuals with hearing problems
and learning disabilities was found odd. As the researcher had been teaching a conversation module to
these students, in the three months preceding data collection, and had no knowledge of any hearing
difficulty or learning disability, it was concluded that some questions had been misinterpreted. Indeed,
the background questionnaire was administered in Portuguese, in the first data collection session, after
participants were introduced to the training program schedule and aims. Specifically, it might have been
the case that some students mistook hearing impairment with L2 speech perception difficulties and
learning disability with challenging structures for L2 learners. Thus, it was decided not to exclude these
participants a priori and to only do so if any of them was found to be an outlier in the distribution of values
of any variable of interest.
Besides the self-reported levels of proficiency and the institutional assessment carried out by the
language center in which participants attended a course in Portuguese (and which determined the
allocation of all students to a B1-level course), the Dialang subtest for listening (Alderson & Huhta, 2005)
was administered to all participants. Dialang is an on-line language assessment system, based on the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR - Council of Europe, 2001), and it contains reading,
listening, writing and vocabulary tests in 14 European languages, including Portuguese. Prior to the
listening test, participants completed the Vocabulary Size Placement Test (VSPT), which is used by the
system to define the level of difficulty of the skill test (Alderson, 2006). In the VSPT, Chinese learners
were presented with a list of 75 words and they had to decide whether each item was a real word or a
nonword. The listening test integrated items composed by an audio and multiple-choice or short-answer
questions. Participants were able to play the audio only once, they could not scroll through the test nor
could they change an answer once they had proceeded to the next item. Results on the listening test
indicated that 20 Chinese learners had an A2 proficiency level (58.8%), 13 were B1-level users (38.2%)
and one was a B2-level student (2.9%).
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Participants were included in one of two groups: the trained group (TG) or the control group (CG).
To ensure that groups did not systematically differ on any known or unknown source of extraneous
variation, participant assignment was random (Christensen et al., 2011). Thus, the first group was
composed of 17 randomly selected participants ( n=17) and group two integrated the remaining 17
individuals (n=17). Then, a condition (training or no training) was randomly attributed to the first group
of randomly assigned participants: group one was assigned the training condition, thus becoming the
trained group; the second group of participants became the control group.
3.4 Perception Tasks
This section introduces the tasks administered to collect data on the perception of EP bilabial
stops by Chinese learners. The first part presents details on task type, aims, stimuli, structure,
administration and measures. In the second part of the section, all relevant information about stimulus
design is provided: composition, elicitation, edition, validation and distribution by task.
3.4.1 Tasks.
Perception tasks (which include tests and training procedures) were administered to assess
performance of Chinese learners on the perception of the target sounds (EP bilabial stops). They provided
information on initial identification accuracy, shedding light onto whether the L2 segments were
perceptually challenging for learners with approximately two years of formal instruction in Portuguese.
Perception tasks were also designed to enable assessment of training efficacy, by comparing pretest to
posttest scores, and of learning robustness, measured by the ability to generalize perceptual learning to
untrained conditions. Thus, this section begins by detailing the reasons why bilabial stops were chosen
as target sounds and continues with the description of the perception pretest, posttest, generalization test
and training tasks.

3.4.1.1 Target L2 sounds.
Due to cross-linguistic influence, learning an L2 which differs from one’s L1 in the phonetic
implementation of stop voicing contrasts tends to pose perceptual (and pronunciation) challenges to
learners (e.g., Antoniou et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2017; Rochet, 1995). As such, Chinese L2 learners,
native speakers of Mandarin and also Cantonese, which are aspiration languages, have been reported to
assimilate EP stops to native categories following patterns which presumably cause inaccurate perception
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of the target sounds, most likely because Portuguese is a voicing language and a phonetic-phonological
mismatch between the L1 and the L2 emerges (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu, 2014; Shu
et al., 2015). These difficulties determined the selection of stops as segments whose perception could
potentially benefit from training. This first selection was then narrowed down to the bilabial phonemes
(/p, b/) for two main reasons: 1) constraints on participants’ availability would only allow for a reduced
number of training sessions; 2) bilabial stops have been suggested to be more difficult for Chinese
learners to discriminate and identify than other homorganic pairs, since they tend to be assimilated to a
single native category and to be perceived as equally good exemplars of that unit, which signals inability
to recognize phonetic-phonological differences between L2 /p/ and /b/ (Best & Tyler, 2007; Oliveira,
2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019).

3.4.1.2 Pretest and posttest.
Perception pretest and posttest consisted in an identification task, which assessed the
participants’ ability to categorize a given L2 sound, that is, to assign it to a phonological representation.
The choice of this task typology was determined by two reasons: 1) it has been suggested that
identification procedures are more akin to phonological encoding than discrimination tasks (e.g., Iverson,
Pinet, & Evans, 2012) and the ultimate aim of perceptual training is to induce a phonological mode of
accurate L2 speech perception (Strange, 2011); 2) ID tasks are the most common testing procedure
among the training studies reviewed in the meta-analysis by Sakai and Moorman (2017).
In each trial of the identification pretest and posttest, participants heard a two-syllable
pseudoword ‘CV.CV, containing one of the two target sounds (/p, b/) in absolute initial position, and had
to identify the initial segment by pressing a button with the orthographic representation of the bilabial
stop heard followed by an example word: <p> as in pato (duck, in English); <b> as in bola (ball, in
English). The option Outro (other, in English) was also available. Participants could only hear each token
once and no feedback was provided. The task included 20 pseudowords and six fillers, all produced by
four talkers (T1, T2, T7, T8), totaling 104 trials. Without fillers, the 80 test items in the pretest/posttest
(20 pseudowords X 4 talkers) included 40 tokens that integrated training and 40 items that differed from
trained stimuli on either pseudoword identity (different flanking syllable) or talker identity or on both
features. This way, posttest data allowed to assess generalization to untrained pseudowords, to untrained
talkers and to untrained items. The combination of the levels Trained and Untrained of the Pseudoword
and Talker factors resulted in four different pretest/posttest conditions: 1) TWTT (trained pseudowords
by trained talkers); 2) TWUT (trained pseudowords by untrained talkers); 3) UWTT (untrained
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pseudowords by trained talkers); 4) UWUT (untrained pseudowords by untrained talkers). The four
experimental conditions in the pretest/posttest are presented in Table 4.13
Table 4 Pretest/Posttest Conditions

PSEUDO
WORDS

TALKERS
Trained

Untrained

Trained

Cond. 1

Cond. 2

Untrained

Cond. 3

Cond. 4

Notes. Cond. = Condition.

To control for sequencing effects, condition presentation was randomized at the trial level for
each participant (Christensen et al., 2011). A six-trial practice block was added at the beginning of the
experiment to familiarize participants with the procedure. The identification pretest/posttest was created
with the web-based version 1 of the software Labvanced (2018) and it was administered to all 34
participants in the study. A screenshot of the software’s interface for the pretest/posttest tasks is available
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the pretest/posttest task.
Accuracy scores for both the pretest and the posttest (PreT Acc and PostT Acc) were obtained
from the percent correct identifications and indexed the perceptual performance of participants at two
specific moments, that is, how accurately they were at perceiving EP bilabial stops before and after
training.

13

Table 12, in Section 3.4.2.3, presents the pretest/posttest stimuli by condition and summarizes relevant task specifications.
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3.4.1.3 Generalization test.
One of the measures of the efficacy of training is the generalization of learning, that is, the ability
to transfer learning to stimuli that differ from the trained items in one or more features. Generalization
can be operationalized and measured in different ways (Logan & Pruitt, 1995). In the present study, two
variables were manipulated in order to operationalize the concept of generalization: pseudoword identity
and talker identity. Each of these variables was divided in three levels: Trained, Untrained and Novel. The
combination of all variable levels yielded nine conditions, which are presented in Table 5. Conditions 1 to
4 integrate what has been designated in this work as pretest/posttest and Conditions 5 to 9 constitute
what has been termed as generalization test.
Table 5 (Pretest/Posttest and) Generalization Test Conditions

PSEUDO
WORDS

TALKERS
Trained

Untrained

Novel

Trained

Cond.1

Cond. 2

Cond. 5

Untrained

Cond. 3

Cond. 4

Cond. 6

Novel

Cond. 9

Cond. 8

Cond. 7

Notes. Cond. = Condition. Conditions 5 to 9 correspond to the generalization test. Conditions 1 to 4 refer to the
pretest/posttest.

The pretest/posttest tasks already involved a degree of generalization (Conditions 2, 3 and 4).
Therefore, one should distinguish between Generalization 1 (included in the pretest/posttest) and
Generalization 2 (which corresponds to the generalization test). This distinction was deemed necessary
so as to contemplate the two main forms of assessing generalization. On the one hand, assessing transfer
of learning with stimuli that, though not trained, had been heard before raises the question of “whether
stimuli presented for a second time can truly be termed novel” (Logan & Pruitt, 1995, p. 371), which
may weaken the notion of generalization. On the other hand, evaluating transfer of learning by comparing
performance between a pretest/posttest and a generalization test composed of items that had not been
tested nor trained before, and are, therefore, truly novel, may be controversial on the grounds that stimuli
in the two tests will not be matched on at least one feature, possibly more, which may impair the
comparison. For instance, if stimuli in the generalization test include the target segments embedded in a
different phonetic context, that particular environment may render stimuli less intelligible, which means
that any differences in performance between tests (pretest/posttest vs. generalization test) might not be
attributable to inability to transfer learning but to characteristics intrinsic to the stimuli heard. For the
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reasons just explained, following Carlet (2017), it was decided that transfer of learning should be tested
in the two ways, that is, with stimuli that had been pretested and with stimuli that were truly novel.
Thus, two key distinctions underlay the way testing conditions were grouped (1 to 4 –
pretest/posttest – versus 5 to 9 – generalization test). One is the difference between the features
Untrained and Novel: an untrained pseudoword or talker was not included in training tasks but was heard
two times (at pretest and at posttest); a novel pseudoword or talker was heard only once, in the
generalization test, and had not been heard in the pretest-posttest or training phases, which means that
all stimuli in Conditions 5 to 9 were absolutely novel (never heard nor trained before) in one or both
features of their identity (pseudoword and/or talker). A second distinction is related to the
operationalization of the concept of phonetic context in this work. Stimuli in all perception tests and tasks
consisted of ‘CV.CV pseudowords, featuring the target sounds (/p, b/) in word-initial position (cf. Sections
3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1 for more detailed information on target sounds and stimulus design). Following Sakai
and Moorman (2017), two levels of phonetic vicinity were considered: 1) the homosyllabic sound
immediately after /p/ or /b/ in the first syllable or target syllable (‘CV.CV – following vowel, hereafter);
2) the second syllable (‘CV.CV – flanking syllable, hereafter). Therefore, for the purposes of generalization,
a change in phonetic context might have included an alteration of the following vowel and/or of the
flanking syllable. This distinction is important to a further understanding of the division between Conditions
1 to 4 and 5 to 9, that is, between the generalization component of the pretest/posttest (Generalization
1) and the generalization test (Generalization 2): whereas stimuli in the generalization conditions of the
pretest/posttest differed from trained items in either the flanking syllable and/or the talker (which means
that the vowels following the target segments were the same as in the trained items), stimuli in the
generalization test differed in both the following vowel and/or talker. In Table 5 it can be seen that
Conditions 1 and 2 in the pretest/posttest integrated the same items in terms of pseudoword identity,
but they differed on the talkers producing them: trained (TWTT) vs. untrained (TWUT), respectively. On
the other hand, Conditions 3 and 4 included pseudowords that diverged from the trained items in the
flanking syllable while retaining the following vowel and were produced by either trained talkers (Condition
3 – UWTT) or untrained talkers (Condition 4 – UWUT). In the generalization test, Condition 5 included
the trained pseudowords produced by absolutely novel talkers (TWNT), whereas Condition 6 contained
untrained pseudowords realized by absolutely novel talkers (UWNT); Conditions 7 to 9 integrated
absolutely novel pseudowords (in terms of the following vowel) produced by absolutely novel talkers
(Condition 7 – NWNT), untrained talkers (Condition 8 – NWUT) and trained talkers (Condition 9 – NWTT).
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The generalization test consisted of an identification task, replicating the same features and
procedures of the pretest/posttest, that is, participants heard a two-syllable pseudoword ‘CV.CV,
containing one of the two target sounds in absolute initial position and had to identify the initial segment
by pressing a button with the orthographic representation of the bilabial stop heard followed by an
example word: <p> as in pato (duck, in English); <b> as in bola (ball, in English). The option Other was
also available. Participants could only hear each token once and no feedback was provided. The task
included 32 test items, divided into three sets: 1) 10 trained pseudowords; 2) 10 untrained but
pretestest/posttested pseudowords; and 3) 12 novel pseudowords. The first and second set of items
were produced by two novel talkers (T9, T10), totaling 40 tokens. The third set of pseudowords was
produced by two trained talkers (T1, T2), two untrained talkers (T7, T8) and two novel talkers (T9, T10),
totaling 72 tokens. Without fillers, the generalization test was composed of 112 trials. The posttest and
the generalization test were combined into a single task. The test tokens in both tests totaled 192 items
(80 in the posttest and 112 in the generalization test). Therefore, 10 fillers produced by all six talkers
were included (60 fillers, approximately one third of the test items),14 which means that, overall, the posttraining perception task, including posttest and the generalization test, was composed of 252 trials. 15
To control for sequencing effects, condition presentation (considering all nine conditions of the
posttest and the generalization test) was randomized at the trial level for each participant (Christensen et
al., 2011). The generalization test was created with the web-based version 1 of the software Labvanced
(2018) and it was administered to all 34 participants in the study.
The percentage of correct identifications was used as the accuracy score in the generalization
test (GenT Acc), which translated the perceptual performance of participants with absolutely novel stimuli,
that is, how accurately they were at perceiving untrained and unheard stimuli, and, thus, indexed the
robustness of learning resulting from training.

3.4.1.4 Training tasks.
Following Rato (2014), to control for participant reactivity effects, namely expectations for
improvement due to training (also known as the placebo effect – Christensen et al., 2011), both the
14

The fillers were the same as in the pretest/posttest, that is, six pseudowords produced by four talkers (two trained plus two untrained talkers), totaling 24

filler items. Additionally, these six pseudowords were produced by the two novel talkers in the generalization test (12 more filler items). Because it had been
established that the number of fillers should be approximately a third of the number of test items, four new pseudowords were added as fillers, which were
produced by all six different talkers (24 more filler items). As such, in the compound task including the posttest and the generalization test, there were 60
fillers in total. Please refer to Table 12, in Section 3.4.2.3, which presents the pretest/posttest and generalization test stimuli by condition.
15

Table 12, in Section 3.4.2.3, presents the posttest and generalization test stimuli by condition and summarizes task specifications.
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trained group and the control group underwent perceptual training. Training was performed by both
groups in the exact same conditions (same type and number of tasks, same procedures, same
instructions, same instruments, same place, same time), except for the stimuli heard: whereas the TG
practiced on the target sounds /p/ and /b/, the CG performed training on other segments (/r, l/) – for
more information on the stimulus set for each group, see Section 3.4.2.1. Therefore, the description of
the perception tasks that is found next refers exclusively to the training program of the TG, although it
should be noted that it also applies to the training procedures performed by the CG in all aspects except
the stimuli.
The training program included the realization of two AX tasks, and one ID task performed two
times (four tasks, in total). All training tasks included the same set of stimuli, that is, ‘CV.CV pseudowords,
featuring the target sounds in word-initial position, produced in multiple phonetic contexts and by several
different talkers. As such, a HVPT regimen was implemented (Lively et al., 1993, 1994; Logan et al.,
1991).
Identification tasks were introduced in the training program for the same reason they were
included in the tests: they require the trainee to categorize the sound, that is, they focus the learner’s
attention on the properties of the sound that are phonetically relevant, presumably inducing a phonological
mode of stimulus processing (Bradlow et al., 1997; Iverson et al., 2012). Additionally, Sakai and Moorman
(2017) recommend that training tasks and (primary) tests should be the same on all features, otherwise
training gains might not be achieved. It is the inclusion of DIS tasks in training that demands a more
detailed explanation. Firstly, some studies report that ID and DIS tasks are equally effective in promoting
robust perceptual learning, at least for consonants (Carlet, 2017; Nozawa, 2015; Sakai & Moorman,
2017), as long as the same phonological category is represented by physically different tokens, that is,
produced by different talkers (categorical discrimination tasks). Furthermore, according to the ASP model
(Strange, 2011), CLI emerges when the learner uses their L1 selective perception routines to perceptually
address L2 speech, targeting wrong or less-relevant features in the non-native input. In other words, the
fact that Chinese learners of EP tend to perceive two physically different L2 sounds (/p/ and /b/) as
phonetic realizations of the same phonological category (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu,
2014; Shu et al., 2015) suggests that they might be using an L1-based phonological mode of perception
that prevents them from recognizing phonetic material in the L2 input that is necessary for accurate intercategory identification and discrimination. Thus, it was assumed that the first step in the training program
should promote the deconstruction of L1-based perception routines when hearing L2 sounds and induce
a more sensory mode of perception that detected relevant acoustic cues for the distinction between /p/
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and /b/. In order to do so, it was decided that DIS tasks should be integrated in the training program,
since they are thought to direct the learner’s attention towards distinctiveness, which is one aspect of
category formation, especially in early learning (Logan & Pruitt, 1995), by tapping into relatively low-levels
of phonetic processing (Iverson et al., 2012). Amongst discrimination task formats, the AX type was
chosen because the three-stimulus trials that characterize the ABX, AXB and the Oddity task are believed
to impose more demands on memory (Beddor & Gottfried, 1995; Logan & Pruitt, 1995). Bearing in mind
that one of the goals of the present work was to assess the relationship between (auditory selective)
attention and performance in training, it was concluded that training tasks should not place more load on
memory than what was absolutely required to perform a discrimination task, hence the choice of AX
tasks.
The efficacy of the training procedures was measured by the gain scores obtained by the
participants. Training gains (TGains) were operationalized as the difference between the posttest and the
pretest accuracy scores (TGains = PostT Acc, % correct – Pretest Acc, % correct).
Next, specifications of AX and ID training tasks are detailed.

3.4.1.4.1 AX tasks.
Two AX tasks were included in the training program. In each trial of these tasks, participants
heard two consecutive ‘CV.CV pseudowords, which were either the same phonological item produced by
two different talkers or two items differing on the target sound (the first consonant) and produced by two
different talkers (contrasting pairs, hereafter). Trainees were asked to say whether the two stimuli were
the same pseudoword or different pseudowords, by clicking on one of the two buttons available, one with
the word Igual (same, in English), the other with the word Diferente (different, in English). For instance, if
trainees heard the pair [‘pɐ.mɐ]/[‘bɐ.mɐ], they should press the button Diferente to get a correct-answer
feedback and automatically proceed to the next trial. If the answer was wrong, a message saying “Ups!
Ouça novamente.” (“Oops! Listen again.”) would appear on the screen and the stimulus would be
automatically played again. Response buttons would only be clickable after the two stimuli were played.
Trainees were allowed and encouraged to repeat stimulus presentation as many times as they wanted.
Stimuli in the AX tasks consisted of 10 pseudowords (five contrasting pairs), which were a subset
of the 20 pseudowords in the pretest/posttest. For each contrasting pair, items were arranged in four
different positions to control for sequencing effects: AB, BA, AA, BB. Tokens should be produced by six
talkers (three female), the same as in the ID task that is described next. However, after excluding samespeaker pairs (categorical discrimination task), 30 different speaker combinations remained for each
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contrasting pair that should be presented in four different variants. This combination yielded 600 trials,
which would make the DIS tasks not only extremely tiresome for trainees, but also unmanageable due to
time constraints. Therefore, it was decided that speakers would be pseudo-randomly assigned to each
stimulus in each two-token trial, with the constraint of not having the same speaker producing the two
items. As such, for each position variant (four in total) of each contrastive pair (five in total), that is, for
each of the 20 two-token combinations, one speaker was randomly assigned to item one from a pool of
six talkers (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6) and, without replacement, a second speaker was randomly chosen
from a pool of five talkers. There were four repetitions of each of the 20 pairs formed this way and, so,
each AX task had 80 trials, in total.
Hypothesizing that VOT differences between voiceless and voiced stops in EP were subtle acoustic
differences that trainees should be made to recognized via training, it was decided that the first AX task
would have a 800-millisecond ISI, since with shorter ISIs more fine-grained acoustic discriminations are
enabled (Logan & Pruitt, 1995). This would presumably promote sensitivity to within-category acoustic
variability, but, hopefully, also facilitate the recognition of the systematic differences in VOT that sustain
the distinction between /p/ and /b/. In the second AX task, ISI was increased to 1200 ms, since longer
ISIs are thought to favor L2 categorization, that is, to make trainees more sensitive to between-category
variability, especially when multiple talkers are used (Beddor & Gottfried, 1995; Colantoni et al., 2015).
The two AX tasks were administered in this order, assuming that moving from a shorter to a longer ISI
corresponded to shifting from a more sensory to a more phonological mode of perception (Strange,
2011).16
To control for sequencing effects, trial presentation was randomized at the individual level
(Christensen et al., 2011). The AX tasks were created with the web-based version 1 of the software

Labvanced (2018) and were administered to the TG. A screenshot of the software’s interface for the AX
training tasks is shown in Figure 7.

16

Table 12, in Section 3.4.2.3, presents the training stimuli and summarizes the specifications of the training tasks performed by the trained group.
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Figure 7. Screenshot of the AX training task.

3.4.1.4.2 Identification task.
As part of the training program, trainees performed one identification task two times, after the AX
tasks. In this ID task, participants heard two-syllable pseudowords ‘CV.CV, containing one of the two target
sounds (/p/ or /b/) in absolute initial position and had to identify the initial segment by pressing a button
with the orthographic representation of the bilabial stop heard followed by an example word: <p> as in

pato (duck, in English); <b> as in bola (ball, in English). For instance, if trainees heard the token [‘pɐ.mɐ],
they should press the button p to get a correct-answer feedback and to automatically proceed to the next
trial. If the answer was wrong, a message saying “Ups! Ouça novamente.” (“Oops! Listen again.”) would
appear on the screen and the stimulus would be automatically played again. Trainees were allowed and
encouraged to repeat stimulus presentation as many times as they wanted. The task included 10
pseudowords, all produced by six talkers (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6). Each of the 60 productions was
repeated four times, totaling 240 trials.17
To control for sequencing effects, trial presentation was randomized at the individual level
(Christensen et al., 2011). The ID task was created with the web-based version 1 of the software

Labvanced (2018) and was administered two times to the TG. A screenshot of the software’s interface
for the ID training task is shown in Figure 8.

17

Table 12, in Section 3.4.2.3, presents the training stimuli and summarizes the specifications of the training tasks performed by the trained group.
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the ID training task.

3.4.2 Stimuli.
As mentioned before, the HVPT program was composed of a series of perception tasks: a pretest,
a set of training tasks (two AX tasks differing in ISI followed by two identical identification tasks, totaling
640 trials), a posttest (identical to the pretest) and, finally, a generalization test. In this section, the first
parts detail stimulus design, elicitation, edition and validation procedures for all stimuli, in general,
considering all perception tasks as a group, since procedures coincide. In the last part, distribution of
stimuli per task is presented and summarized.

3.4.2.1 Stimulus design.
To test and train perception of EP bilabial stops by Chinese learners, ‘CV.CV pseudowords were
used in which the target sounds occupied the word-initial position (‘SV.CV, where S=bilabial stop). Firstly,
the decision not to use real words was determined by the need to control for the effect of lexical variables,
such as word frequency and neighborhood density (Colantoni et al., 2015; Jiang, 2012). Secondly, the
choice of word-initial position was motivated by two main reasons: 1) it is a phonological context where
the canonical implementation of voicing distinctions in EP is present (i.e., in this position, phonologically
voiceless stops are realized with short-lag VOT and phonologically voiced stops are realized with negative
VOT); 2) it has been reported that segmental inaccuracy is most detrimental to intelligibility in word-initial
position (Bent, Bradlow, & Smith, 2007).
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The extension, syllabic structure and stress position of the pseudowords used as stimuli were
defined based on frequency data, that is, characteristics of the stimuli along these parameters should
constitute high-frequency structures in EP, so that the ecological validity of the experiment would not be
compromised beyond the effects of using pseudowords. Two-syllable extension is the most frequent
format for lexical words in EP (Vigário, Frota, & Martins, 2011). Data from the P-Pal corpus18 (Soares et
al., 2010, 2014) indicated that the CV.CV format was a high-frequency word-pattern in EP. Regarding
stress, the vast majority of words in EP are stressed on the penultimate syllable (Vigário, Martins, & Frota,
2006).
In what concerns the segments following the target sounds in the two-syllable pseudowords, the
complete set of permissible vocalic units in stressed open syllable was selected for the following vowel
(‘CV.CV). Therefore, seven vowels followed the target sounds: /i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u/ (Mateus et al., 2005).19
Choosing the complete set of permissible vowels was determined by the training paradigm adopted (highvariability phonetic training), which is characterized by the use of multiple talkers and multiple phonetic
contexts. Furthermore, acoustic parameters that might perceptually signal the stop voicing distinction
have been shown to be affected by the quality of the following vowel. For instance, Lousada, Jesus and
Hall (2010) found that VOT in EP stops varied with the height of the following vowel (VOT was longer
before high vowels than low vowels) and Schwartzhaupt (2012) states that VOT varies with the backness
of the following vowel, lexical stress, word length and speech rate. Besides VOT, stop closure and release
durations are also affected by the height of the following vowel (Lousada & Jesus, 2006). According to
Colantoni et al. (2015), controlling for the effect of extraneous variables might be achieved through two
methods: either by holding that variable constant (i.e., by having it assume a fixed value) or by making it
vary as much as possible in order to minimize the impact of the effect of a particular value. The HVPT
paradigm determined that the quality (height and backness) of the following vowel sould be as varied as
possible (the set of permissible vowels includes high, mid and low vowels as well as front, central and
back vowels). Lexical stress and word length were held constant.
Turning to the flanking syllable (‘CV.CV), Beddor and Gottfried (1995) state that, when designing
stimuli, it should be kept in mind that the phonetic context might distract non-native listeners from the
target distinction, decreasing perceptual performance. In this sense, as main criteria for selecting the
consonants that could initiate the flanking syllable, the decision was made to exclude: 1) EP phonemes

18

Available at http://p-pal.di.uminho.pt/tools

19

The central vocalic phoneme might be phonetically realized as [a] or [ɐ], depending on the sound initiating the following syllable: if that sound is a nasal

([m, n] or palatal consonant [ɲ, ʎ, ʃ, ʒ], then /a/ is realized as [ɐ] (Mateus et al., 2005).
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that are known, from empirical observation or experimental testing, to pose perceptual or pronunciation
difficulties to Chinese learners and those include (the remaining) stops (/t, d, k, ɡ/), liquids (/R, ɾ, l, ʎ/
– Cao, 2018; Martins, 2008; Zhou, 2017), and all fricatives (f, v, z, ʃ, ʒ), except the voiceless dental unit
(/s/) (Martins, 2008; Oliveira, 2016); 2) phonemes that are not present in the consonantal inventory of
Mandarin, which include some of the units identified in the previous point (/d, ɡ, v, z, ʃ, ʒ, ɾ, R, ʎ/) plus
/ɲ/ (Duanmu, 2007). Following these criteria, the remaining EP consonants allowed in intervocalic
syllable-initial position were /m, n, s/. As to the vowel in the flanking syllable, there are three admissible
vocalic sounds in post-stressed open syllable in EP: /e, a, u/.
Having set the segments available for the CV flanking syllable (a subset of consonants defined
according to criteria thought relevant and the full set of admissible vowels), two main restrictions
conditioned the choice of the phonemes to integrate the last syllable of the pseudowords: 1) the
combination of the target and flanking syllables could not result in a real word; 2) each pseudoword
formed following restriction number one should be matched to a phonologically contrasting pseudoword,
differing in the target segment only, for the discrimination AX task.
All contrasting pairs with word-initial /p-b/ that could be formed by combining the seven vowels
in the target syllable and the three consonants (m, n, s) and three vowels (/a, e, u/) in the flanking
syllable of the ‘CV.CV stimuli and that did not result in real words in EP are listed in Appendix 3. Items on
this list determined a first restriction in the selection of stimuli for perception tasks: the number of
pseudoword pairs available for the following vowels /i/ and /u/, which was only two. It followed that, for
each combination of target stop and following syllable (at least for training tasks and pre- and posttests),
only two different tokens could be selected to ensure a balanced design. At this point, a subdivision in the
set of phonetic contexts available, considering the following vowel, had to be made. That need emerged
from the intention to assess generalization to absolutely novel phonetic contexts, that is, contexts that
were neither trained nor heard at pretest/posttest – Generalization 2. Therefore, it was deemed necessary
to choose five following vowels that would be pre- and posttested and trained and two vowels that would
be heard following the target segments for the first time after the training procedures. The criterion to
choose which vowels would be trained and which would not was the frequency of each pair of sounds
constituted by the target phonemes (/p, b/) and the available vowels (/i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u/) – biphones,
hereafter. P-pal corpus (Soares et al., 2010, 2014) was used to obtain such data. Considering the sum
of frequencies (frequency per million words) of all the words with the same phonological extension (four
phonemes) containing the target biphones in the same position as the pseudowords in this study, it was
found that all biphones were high and medium frequency structures (Soares et al., 2015), except for [be],
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which was a low-frequency biphone. For this reason, it was decided that the phonetic context constituted
by the vowel /e/ should be included in training tasks, to avoid an additional source of unfamiliarity at the
generalization phase (phonetic context untrained and unheard in any previous perception task and,
additionally, seldom heard in real-life communication settings in Portuguese). To ensure that all values of
the variables height and backness of the following vowels were present in training, the inclusion of /e/ (a
mid-high front vowel) concomitantly determined the exclusion of /o/ (mid-high back vowel) from the
training stimuli. In summary, the vowels /i, e, a, ɔ, u/, representing all the values in vowel height and
backness in Portuguese, were chosen as the vowels to follow the target sounds in training, pretest and
posttest stimuli and the vocalic sounds /ɛ, o/ integrated the stimuli used in the generalization test
assessing transfer of learning to absolutely novel phonetic contexts (Generalization 2).
Table 6 narrows down the list in Appendix 3 to all possible combinations of target and flanking
syllables that could constitute stimuli for perception training and pre/posttests, based on the criteria
explained above.
Table 6 Available Combinations of Target and Flanking Syllables for Training Stimuli
Flanking syllable
Target
syllable
[pɐ]/[bɐ]

[mu] [mɐ]
x

[pi]/[bi]

x

[mɨ]

[nu]

[nɐ]

[nɨ]

[su]

[sɐ]

[sɨ]

x

x

x

[pu]/[bu]

x

x

[pe]/[be]

x

x

x

[pɔ]/[bɔ]

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Note. Boldfaced xs indicate combinations of target and flanking syllables used as training stimuli.

As can be seen in Table 6, the most productive flanking syllables were [mu], [mɐ], [mɨ] and [sɨ].
To ensure the most variable stimulus composition, flanking syllables should feature the two consonants
(/m,s/) and vowels (/e, a, u/) available. Thus, the syllable [sɨ] was included and [mɨ] was excluded. So,
the ending [sɨ] was chosen whenever possible (three times) and it was combined with either [ma] or [mu]
according to the options available (no choice for the pairs [pu/bu] and [pi/bi]; for [pe/be], [mu] was
chosen because it is a more frequent biphone than [mɐ] in the second syllable of four-phoneme words,
according to data obtained in P-Pal). All other minimally contrastive target-syllable pairs for which the
ending [sɨ] was not available were formed with the flanking syllables [mɐ] and [mu].
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Regarding items for the generalization test, from the set of pseudowords available, which included
all minimally contrasting pairs whose first syllable was formed by the target segments /p, b/ and the
vowels /ɛ, o/ (Appendix 3), three pairs were randomly chosen for each following vowel. Random selection
was determined by the impossibility to have a balanced representation of flanking syllables within the
generalization test (i.e., for each following vowel) and across all perception tests. Table 7 presents the
final selection of stimuli by type of perceptual task.
Table 7 Stimuli Used in Perception Tasks (Pretest, Posttest, TG Training and Generalization Test)
Stimuli
Pretest, posttest and training tasks
[‘pɐmu]
[‘pɐmɐ]
[‘pimɐ]
[‘pisɨ]
[‘pumu]
[‘pusɨ]
[‘pemu]
[‘pesɨ]
[‘pɔmu]
[‘pɔmɐ]

Generalization test

[‘bɐmu]
[‘bɐmɐ]
[‘bimɐ]
[‘bisɨ]
[‘bumu]
[‘busɨ]
[‘bemu]
[‘besɨ]
[‘bɔmu]
[‘bɔmɐ]

[‘pɛmɨ]
[‘pɛmu]
[‘pɛsɨ]
[‘ponɐ]
[‘ponu]
[‘pomɨ]

[‘bɛmɨ]
[‘bɛmu]
[‘bɛsɨ]
[‘bonɐ]
[‘bonu]
[‘bomɨ]

Notes. TG = Trained group.

For testing tasks, fillers had to be included in order to prevent participants from developing
specific processing strategies (Jiang, 2012) and to gain insight as to whether participants understood the
task and performed it adequately. Thus, fillers should be of the same type and have the same structure
as test items (‘CV.CV pseudowords), but they should not include in the target position (first pseudoword
phoneme) sounds which were known to pose perceptual difficulties to this specific population. Therefore,
it was decided that fillers should feature the phonemes /m, n/ in word-initial position (Oliveira, 2016).
Table 8 presents filler items used in perception tests (pre-/posttest and generalization test).
Table 8 Fillers Used in Perception Tests
Fillers
[‘muʃu]
[‘mifu]
[‘mɔʃɐ]
[‘mɛfu]
[‘mafu]

[‘nuʃu]
[‘nifu]
[‘nɔʃɐ]
[‘nɛfu]
[‘nafu]
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An additional set of stimuli had to be designed for the training tasks to be performed by the
control group. As mentioned in Section 3.2, in order to control for participant reactivity effects
(Christensen et al., 2011), it was deemed necessary to minimize differences in procedures and
instructions that would signal the existence of two groups. This need had implications in designing stimuli
for the control group’s activities during the perceptual training of the TG: stimuli had to be similar so that
the same instructions could be given to all participants at the same time. Therefore, the CG trained on
‘CV.CV pseudowords in which consonants differed in manner and place of articulation from the target
segments in the study; on the other hand, vowels in the first syllable had to be the same as those in
stimuli for the TG, so that control participants’ performance in the generalization test would not potentially
benefit from exposure to the vowels /ɛ, o/ during training. Bearing in mind that only perceptual training
tasks and stimuli distinguished control from trained participants, everything else (pre-/posttest,
generalization test) being the same, Table 9 presents the items trained by the control group.
Table 9 Stimuli Used in Training Tasks for the Control Group
Stimuli
[‘raɾɨ]
[‘relɐ]
[‘rɔɾɐ]
[‘rulɨ]
[‘riɾu]

[‘laɾɨ]
[‘lelɐ]
[‘lɔɾɐ]
[‘lulɨ]
[‘liɾu]

In summary, when designing stimuli, frequency was the main criterion observed, in order to
highlight the ecological validity of the experiment, notwithstanding the laboratory-like conditions and the
use of nonwords, and to guarantee that no factors other than the target segments potentially caused
perceptual difficulties. However, two hard constraints limited the use of the frequency criterion: 1) the
option for pseudowords instead of real words; 2) the need to create stimuli in pairs of pseudowords that
would only differ on the target segment, since the training program included AX discrimination tasks.
These two constraints along with specifications of the training paradigm (highly variable stimuli in terms
of phonetic contexts) and limitations intrinsic to the linguistic system (the uneven number of admissible
vowels to follow the target sounds) made it impossible to have a balanced design in terms of equal number
of occurrences of each type of phonetic context (including following vowel and flanking syllable) across
and within tests.
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3.4.2.2 Stimulus elicitation, edition and validation.
This section is divided into four main parts. The first one details the screening procedures that
sustained the final options regarding stimulus elicitation, edition and validation. Indeed, stimuli initially
elicited and recorded were not validated by native speakers of Portuguese, which determined a series of
trial-and-error procedures to establish the best practices to elicit, record, and edit stimuli. After describing
such screening process, information regarding the final procedures adopted to create the stimuli actually
used in perception tasks is provided.

3.4.2.2.1 Screening.
Ten native speakers of European Portuguese (five female) were recruited to record stimuli for
perception tests and tasks: test items, fillers and training tokens for the trained and the control groups.
Aiming at increasing stimulus variability, in line with the training paradigm chosen (HVPT), and
simultaneously reinforcing the ecological validity of the experiment, the ten talkers were speakers of four
different dialectal regions of continental EP (Segura, 2013, p. 95). The talkers were aged between 18 and
37 years old (Mean=28.40 yrs; SD=7.31 yrs) and most were undergraduate or postgraduate students.
Recordings were conducted individually in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Minho, using a
Roland R-26 digital recorder and its built-in microphone, at a 44 Hz sampling rate, with 16-bit accuracy.
Talkers were shown a multimedia presentation containing stimuli embedded in the carrier sentence “Diz
________.” (“Say ________.”). Stimuli were represented orthographically and diacritics were used to
signal vowel quality whenever necessary (e.g., <ê> for [e]). Each slide included one sentence and native
speakers were asked to read it as naturally as they could, at a regular speech rate. Slide presentation
was randomized and speakers were only told the specific aim of the recordings in the end of the session.
Until that moment, they were kept unaware of the target structure in order to avoid any kind of bias in
their productions. Speakers moved from slide to slide at their own pace. All recordings were saved as
.wav files.
The editing process started with noise removal using the Audacity 2.2.1. (2017) software. The
segmentation of the pseudowords from each noise-reduced individual file was performed with Praat
6.0.37 (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) and relied on both the waveform and the spectrogram: the starting
point of b-items was marked at the beginning of vocal fold vibration, signaled in the waveform by cycles
of oscillation and in the spectrogram by regularly spaced vertical striations, after the frication noise from
the final fricative of the preceding word in the carrier sentence; the beginning of items starting with /p/
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was established at the start of stop closure, identifiable by a silent gap in both the waveform and the
spectrogram, after the frication noise from the final fricative of the preceding word in the carrier sentence
(Abramson & Whalen, 2017; Francis, Ciocca, & Yu, 2003; Lisker & Abramson, 1964a; Lousada, 2006).
The ending of the tokens was marked at the point where two criteria were met: the intensity line in the
spectrogram was zero and, concomitantly, there was no visual information (blank gap) in the waveform
and in the spectrogram. Then a 500-millisecond silence was added at the beginning of all tokens in order
to prevent the occultation of any segmental information in case there was a delay in the player of the
software that was going to be used for the perception tasks. Thus, this 500-millisecond gap was the
intertrial interval (ITI – Jiang, 2012). Pseudowords were then automatically extracted and files obtained
this way, from all talkers, were normalized for intensity, altogether, using the script in Appendix 4.
Two identification tasks were set up in the TP 3.1. (Rauber, Rato, Kluge, & Santos, 2012)
software: 1) one with the test and training items for the TG, that is, pseudowords starting with either /p/
or /b/(cf. Table 7), totaling 320 trials (32 pseudowords X 10 talkers); 2) a second task including the
training items for the CG, that is, pseudowords beginning with /r/ or /l/ (cf. Table 9), with 100 trials (10
pseudowords X 10 talkers). Task one was completed by four native speakers of the same northern EP
dialect, aged between 13 and 60 years old (Mean=39.50 yrs; SD=19.60 yrs), who were asked to identify
the initial sound of the stimuli heard (/p/ or /b/ or other). The mean percent correct identification score
in task one was 78.42% (SD=4.96%). Task two was performed by six native speakers of the same northern
EP dialect, aged between 13 and 67 years old (Mean=46.83 yrs; SD=19.28 yrs) and it also consisted in
identifying the first segment of each token (/r/ or /l/ or other). The mean percent correct identification
score in task two was 94.50% (SD=1.79%). It had been previously established that a mean score above
90% (10% error rate) would be the threshold to consider the stimuli validated by native EP speakers and
suitable to be used in the data collection tasks with Chinese learners. Therefore, stimuli in task two
(training items for the CG) were validated, but the test and training stimuli for the TG (task one) were
considered invalid.
A closer look at the results of task one revealed no clear trend in incorrect identifications: although

p-tokens tended to be more often misidentified, both target sounds had a high error rate; errors were not
particularly associated to an individual talker or listener, nor to a specific regional dialect or phonetic
context. Misidentification patterns seemed generally random. Thus, it was concluded that either elicitation
or segmentation procedures or both were inadequate. A trial-and-error process was started, aiming at
excluding possible causes for the non-validation, and it was decided that only when the researcher
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(familiarized with the pseudowords and the voices) obtained a 90% correct identification score or higher
would stimuli be again submitted to native speakers’ validation.
Hypothesizing that relevant coarticulation information might have been cut out when defining the
initial boundary of the tokens which separated the target pseudowords from the initial word in the carrier
sentence (“Say ________”), segmentation techniques were reviewed. The first alteration was to maintain
the boundaries initially defined to mark the beginning of the tokens, but using an automatic function in

Praat to set them to the nearest zero crossing, making sure that, for tokens starting with the pre-voiced
segment, that zero crossing corresponded to the point “preceding the upward-going portion of the first
cycle of oscillation visible in the acoustic waveform” (Francis et al., 2003, p. 1027). However, when the
researcher performed the identification task, stimuli did not pass the approval criterion and p-tokens
seemed more problematic than the ones starting with /b/. Thus, following Lousada (2006), a new
criterion was defined to set the initial boundary of tokens with the voiceless stop /p/: the beginning of
the pseudoword would be placed at the point where intensity reached 0 dB in the spectrogram.
Nonetheless, this modification failed to produce the expected results (validation by the researcher).
New recordings were made with two different native speakers of a northern EP dialect (two
females, aged 36 and 41). This time, talkers were informed about the target structure of the study and
were asked to produce the pseudowords as clearly as possible. Elicitation and segmentation techniques
were combined to yield three different versions of the stimuli: 1) pseudowords were embedded in a carrier
sentence (“Diz ________.”/“Say ________.”) and were read at a normal speech rate; in segmentation,
the initial boundary was set at the nearest zero crossing of the point where frication noise ended and the
silent gap (for voiceless-stop tokens) or the upward-going portion of the first cycle of glottal pulsing started
(for voiced-stop tokens); 2) stimuli were embedded in the same carrier sentence, but speech rate was
controlled by a mobile phone application, with visual aids indicating when to start reading and when to
move from the first to the second word in the sentence; this technique allowed the carrier sentence to be
kept (which was considered important to reinforce the ecological validity of the stimuli) while at the same
time enabling a more precise control over speech rate and coarticulation effects; in segmentation, the
initial boundary was set at the point where intensity reached 0 dB after the production of the first word in
the sentence; 3) stimuli were read in isolation, that is, with no carrier sentence; in segmentation, the
initial boundary was placed approximately 100 ms before the first oscillation in the waveform.
Stimuli were given to four native EP speakers (Mean age=22.75 years old; SD=5.50 yrs) who had
not performed any validation test before. All four listeners were native speakers of the same EP dialect as
the talkers. Listeners were asked to identify the initial sound of the tokens heard and to rate their
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goodness-of-fit on a seven-point Likert scale. Version 1 (with carrier sentence, normal speech rate) had a
mean percent correct identification score of 83.03% (SD=11.78%) and a mean quality rating of 5.25
(SD=0.44); version 2 (with carrier sentence and speech rate controlled by mobile app) obtained 78.58%
(SD=5.84%) correct identifications with a mean quality assessment of 4.48 (SD=0.45); version 3 (no
carrier sentence) reached a 90.20% (SD=7.91%) correct score and mean quality rating was 5.9
(SD=0.35). Results indicated that the threshold for approval was only obtained by the third version of
elicitation and segmentation techniques, that is, without a carrier sentence, and it was also the version
with the highest score on the goodness-of-fit ratings. Therefore, it was decided that speech samples should
be elicited in isolation and that talkers should be aware of the target structures. Although the lack of a
carrier sentence certainly compromised the resemblance of stimuli to speech produced in natural
communication settings, which hindered the ecological validity of the experiment, validation by native
speakers was deemed essential, otherwise no clear conclusions about the perceptual performance of
Chinese learners could be drawn. Based on the conclusions from the screening process, the next sections
detail the definite procedures adopted for eliciting, editing and validating the stimuli actually used in
perception tests and training tasks.

3.4.2.2.2 Elicitation.
Ten native speakers of European Portuguese (five female) were recruited to record stimuli for
perception tests and training tasks: test items, test fillers and training tokens for the trained and the
control groups.
Table 10 Biographic Data on the Talkers who Produced the Stimuli for Perception Tests and Training

Tasks

Speaker ID

Talker ID

Gender

Age

Occupation

City

F21

T9

Female

41

Writer

Barcelos

F22

T1

Female

36

Teacher

Braga

F23

T3

Female

30

Student

Braga

F24

T4

Female

20

Student

Famalicão

F25

T7

Female

37

Teacher

Paços de Ferreira

M26

T5

Male

20

Student

Famalicão

M27

T2

Male

39

Researcher

Braga

M28

T8

Male

42

Teacher

Paços de Ferreira

M29

T10

Male

29

Actor

Braga

M30

T6

Male

40

Production operator

Famalicão
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The talkers were aged between 20 and 42 years old (Mean=33.4 yrs; SD=8.28 yrs) and were all
native speakers of the same northern EP dialect (see Table 10). Recordings were conducted individually
in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Minho, using a Roland R-26 digital recorder and its builtin microphone, at a 44 Hz sampling rate, with 16-bit accuracy. Talkers were shown a multimedia
presentation containing stimuli (‘CV.CV pseudowords) represented orthographically. When necessary,
diacritics were used to illustrate vowel quality (e.g., <ê> for [e]). Each slide in the presentation included
a single pseudoword and native speakers were asked to read it as naturally and clearly as they could, at
a regular speech rate. Speakers were aware of the specific aim of the recordings, including the target
structures (bilabial stops in word-initial position), from the beginning of the session. Speakers moved from
slide to slide at their own pace. All recordings were saved as .wav files.

3.4.2.2.3 Edition.
The editing process started with noise reduction, using the Audacity 2.2.1. (2017) software. The
segmentation of the pseudowords from each noise-reduced file was performed with Praat 6.0.37
(Boersma & Weenink, 2018) and relied on both the waveform and the spectrogram: the first visual
indication of silence interruption on either the waveform or the spectrogram would signal the start of the
production and was marked as the beginning of the pseudoword; likewise, to annotate the end of the
pseudoword, the boundary was placed at the point where no visual information was available on either
the waveform or the spectrogram, whichever ended last, indicating resumption of total silence and, thus,
the end of the pseudoword production. Figure 9 illustrates the segmentation criteria described above.

Figure 9. Pseudoword segmentation in Praat.
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Pseudowords were then automatically extracted and a 100-millisecond silence20 was added at the
beginning of each token in order to prevent the occultation of any segmental information in case there
was a delay in the presentation software player. Files obtained this way, from all talkers, were normalized
for intensity level (74 dB), altogether, using the script in Appendix 4.

3.4.2.2.4 Validation.
An identification task was set up in the TP 3.1. software (Rauber et al., 2012). It included 320
stimuli (32 pseudowords x 10 talkers – cf. Table 7)21 and was performed by five native speakers of the
same northern EP dialect, aged between 13 and 67 years old (Mean=44.20 yrs; SD=20.32 yrs). Detailed
biographic data on the native speakers is presented in Table 11. Listeners were asked to identify the
initial sound of the stimuli heard by clicking on one of three labels, which included the orthographic
representations of the target sounds (/p/ and /b/) and the option other.
Table 11 Biographic Data on the NSs of EP who Validated the Stimuli for Perception Tests and Training

Tasks

NS ID

Gender

Age

Occupation

City

NS1

Female

13

Student

Famalicão

NS2

Female

67

Retired

Famalicão

NS3

Female

40

Assistant

Famalicão

NS4

Female

56

Teacher

Famalicão

NS5

Male

45

Painter

Famalicão

Note. NS(s) = Native speaker(s).

The mean percent correct identification score in this validation task was 95.58% (SD=3.70%).
Therefore, stimuli for the perception tests (pretest, posttest and generalization test) and training tasks of
the TG were considered valid.

20

Some of the listeners who had performed stimulus validation in the screening process reported that the delay between clicking on an answer and the

presentation of the following stimulus (ITI=500 ms) was long enough to cause distraction. Therefore, ITI was reduced to 100 ms.
21

This ID task included the stimuli for all perception tests (pretest, posttest and generalization test) and for the training tasks of the TG. Please, recall that

stimuli for the training tasks executed by the CG had already been validated (cf. Section 3.4.2.2.1).
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3.4.2.3 Stimulus distribution by test and training task.
Table 12 presents the stimuli used in the pretest/posttest and in the generalization test
distributed by condition. Recall that these tests consisted of identification tasks administered to all
participants.
Table 12 Pretest, Posttest, and Generalization Test Stimuli by Condition
Test

Condition
ˈpɐmɐ
ˈpisɨ
ˈpumu
ˈpɐmɐ
ˈpisɨ
ˈpumu
ˈpɐmu
ˈpimɐ
ˈpusɨ
ˈpɐmu
ˈpimɐ
ˈpusɨ

Pseudowords
ˈbɐmɐ ˈpesɨ
ˈbisɨ
ˈpɔmɐ
ˈbumu
ˈbɐmɐ ˈpesɨ
ˈbisɨ
ˈpɔmɐ
ˈbumu
ˈbɐmu ˈpemu
ˈbimɐ ˈpɔmu
ˈbusɨ
ˈbɐmu ˈpemu
ˈbimɐ ˈpɔmu
ˈbusɨ

Cond. 5

ˈpɐmɐ
ˈpisɨ
ˈpumu

Cond. 6

Cond. 7

Pretest-Posttest

Cond.1

Cond. 2

Cond. 3

Generalization test

Cond. 4

Cond. 8

Cond. 9

Talkers

Type of generalization

ˈbesɨ
ˈbɔmɐ

T1, T2

ˈbesɨ
ˈbɔmɐ

T7, T8

Untrained talkers

ˈbemu
ˈbɔmu

T1, T2

Untrained
pseudowords

ˈbemu
ˈbɔmu

T7, T8

Untrained
pseudowords by
untrained talkers

ˈbɐmɐ ˈpesɨ
ˈbisɨ
ˈpɔmɐ
ˈbumu

ˈbesɨ
ˈbɔmɐ

T9, T10

Trained pseudowords
by novel talkers

ˈpɐmu
ˈpimɐ
ˈpusɨ

ˈbɐmu
ˈbimɐ
ˈbusɨ

ˈpemu
ˈpɔmu

ˈbemu
ˈbɔmu

T9, T10

Untrained
pseudowords by
novel talkers

ˈpɛmɨ
ˈponɐ
ˈpɛmu
ˈpɛmɨ
ˈponɐ
ˈpɛmu
ˈpɛmɨ
ˈponɐ
ˈpɛmu

ˈbɛmɨ
ˈbonɐ
ˈbɛmu
ˈbɛmɨ
ˈbonɐ
ˈbɛmu
ˈbɛmɨ
ˈbonɐ
ˈbɛmu

ˈpɛsɨ
ˈponu
ˈpomɨ
ˈpɛsɨ
ˈponu
ˈpomɨ
ˈpɛsɨ
ˈponu
ˈpomɨ

ˈbɛsɨ
ˈbonu
ˈbomɨ
ˈbɛsɨ
ˈbonu
ˈbomɨ
ˈbɛsɨ
ˈbonu
ˈbomɨ

T9, T10

Novel pseudowords
by novel talkers

T7, T8

Novel pseudowords
by untrained talkers

T1, T2

Novel pseudowords
by trained talkers

Notes. Cond. = Condition.

Table 13 lists the stimuli used in the AX and ID training tasks performed by the trained group.
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Table 13 Stimuli by Training Task of the Trained Group
Task
AX

ID

ˈpɐmɐ
ˈpisɨ
ˈpumu
ˈpesɨ
ˈpɔmɐ
ˈpɐmɐ
ˈpisɨ
ˈpumu
ˈpesɨ
ˈpɔmɐ

Pseudowords
ˈbɐmɐ
ˈbisɨ
ˈbumu
ˈbesɨ
ˈbɔmɐ
ˈbɐmɐ
ˈbisɨ
ˈbumu
ˈbesɨ
ˈbɔmɐ

Talkers
T1, T2, T3,
T4, T5, T6

T1, T2, T3,
T4, T5, T6

Finally, Table 14 presents a summary of relevant data regarding perception tests performed by
all participants and training tasks executed by the TG, including information that, for structural reasons,
is dispersed through different sections of this chapter, namely type of task, stimuli (test items and fillers),
talkers, trials and other specifications.
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Table 14 Summary of the Specifications of the Perception Tests and the Training Tasks by the Trained Group
Prestest
Task

ID

Test items

20 pseudowords
[‘pɐmu]
[‘pɐmɐ]
[‘pimɐ]
[‘pisɨ]
[‘pumu]

Fillers

Training
Task 1

[‘bɐmu]
[‘bɐmɐ]
[‘bimɐ]
[‘bisɨ]
[‘bumu]

Items
[‘pusɨ]
[‘pemu]
[‘pesɨ]
[‘pɔmu]
[‘pɔmɐ]

[‘busɨ]
[‘bemu]
[‘besɨ]
[‘bɔmu]

20/3 ≈ 6 pseudowords
[‘muʃu]
[‘mifu]
[‘mɔʃɐ]

Talkers

[‘nuʃu]
[‘nifu]
[‘nɔʃɐ]

Talkers

T1, T2, T7, T8 (2 females)

Trials

TEST ITEMS
20 pseudowords X 4 talkers = 80 trials
FILLERS
6 pseudowords X 4 talkers = 24 trials
TOTAL = 104 trials

AX

Task

ID

5 pairs (10 pseudowords)

Test items

Subset 1 = 20 pseudowords

[‘pɐmɐ]
[‘pisɨ]
[‘pumu]
[‘pesɨ]
[‘pɔmɐ]

[‘bɔmɐ]

Trials
ISI

Posttest / Generalization test

[‘bɐmɐ]
[‘bisɨ]
[‘bumu]
[‘besɨ]
[‘bɔmɐ]

[‘pɐmu]
[‘pɐmɐ]
[‘pimɐ]
[‘pisɨ]
[‘pumu]

[‘bɐmu]
[‘bɐmɐ]
[‘bimɐ]
[‘bisɨ]

[‘pusɨ]
[‘pemu]
[‘pɔmu]

[‘busɨ]
[‘bemu]
[‘besɨ]
[‘bɔmu]

[‘bumu]

[‘pɔmɐ]

[‘bɔmɐ]

T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 (3 females)

Subset 2 = 12 novel pseudowords

5 pairs X 4 pos. X 4 rep. = 80 trials
TOTAL = 80 trials
800 ms

[‘pɛmɨ]

[‘bɛmɨ]

[‘ponɐ]

[‘bonɐ]

[‘pɛmu]

[‘bɛmu]

[‘ponu]

[‘bonu]

[‘pɛsɨ]

[‘bɛsɨ]

[‘pomɨ]

[‘bomɨ]

Task 2

=Task 1, but ISI=1200 ms

Tasks 3 and 4

ID

[‘muʃu]

[‘nuʃu]

10 pseudowords

[‘mifu]

[‘nifu]

[‘mɔʃɐ]

[‘nɔʃɐ]

[‘mɛfu]

[‘nɛfu]

[‘mafu]

[‘nafu]

Items

[‘pɐmɐ]
[‘pisɨ]
[‘pumu]
[‘pesɨ]
[‘pɔmɐ]

Talkers
Trials

[‘pesɨ]

[‘bɐmɐ]
[‘bisɨ]
[‘bumu]
[‘besɨ]
[‘bɔmɐ]

T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6
10 pseudowords X 6 talkers X 4 rep. = 240
trials
TOTAL = 240 trials
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Fillers

32/3 = 10 pseudowords

Talkers

T1, T2, T7, T8, T9, T10 (3 females)

Trials

TEST ITEMS
32 pseudowords X 6 talkers = 192 trials
FILLERS
10 pseudowords X 6 talkers = 60 trials
TOTAL = 252 trials

3.5 Cognitive Tasks
This section presents the tasks administered to measure the participants’ selective attention (in
the auditory and visual sensory modalities) and working memory abilities. In the first part, the tasks are
described regarding aims, stimuli, structure, administration and measures. The second part details the
stimulus design (form, elicitation, edition and validation) for the auditory selective attention task
exclusively. Information on stimulus design for the other two cognitive tasks is not included as they were
standardized cognitive tests available in a psychology experiment building software (Mueller & Piper,
2014) and were administered with no alteration.
3.5.1 Tasks.
In the present work, it was hypothesized that the cognitive capacity of selectively attending to an
auditory stimulus while simultaneously ignoring distracting input – that is, the auditory selective attention
ability – would be especially mobilized in a HVPT program. As such, a dichotic listening task was created
and administered to all participants to assess their auditory selective attention capacity.
The dichotic listening task was the target cognitive test, since it provided the measure of interest
for the purposes of the study. It was modelled upon an experiment by Humes et al. (2006) and was
adapted to the participants L1 (Mandarin), in terms of stimuli, instructions, answer panel and so forth.
As the task was designed and built by the researcher, two additional cognitive tasks were administered
as a means of evaluating the validity of the dichotic listening task, that is, to assess if it adequately
represented the intended construct (auditory selective attention). This was done by obtaining measures
of both distinct and similar theoretical constructs from standardized tasks. Thus, validity evidence was
obtained by the implementation of two classical tasks: 1) a Flanker task, which assesses visual selective
attention; 2) the digit-span task, which tests working memory.22 Details on all three cognitive tasks are
presented next.

3.5.1.1 Auditory selective attention task.
Auditory selective attention is frequently assessed via dichotic listening tasks (e.g., Dundon et al.,
2015; Humes et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2011; Lawo et al., 2014; Pashler, 1998; Spence & Santangelo,
22

The scores in the dichotic listening task should correlate with scores in the Flanker task, which measures the same cognitive process in the visual domain

– convergent validity evidence – and should not correlate with scores from other tests designed to measure theoretically different constructs – discriminant
validity evidence – as the digit-span task, which assesses working memory (Christensen et al., 2011).
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2012). The paradigm was first introduced by Cherry (1953) and it consists in presenting two auditory
stimuli simultaneously, one to each ear, and having listeners probed on the target message, which might
be cued by spatial (e.g., left/right ear), gender (female/male speaker), lexical or other acoustical cues of
the signal. Thus, listeners are tested on their ability to selectively attend to information presented to one
ear while ignoring distracting information on the other ear.
In the present study, the task used to assess the participants’ selective attention capacity was
based on the one implemented by Humes et al. (2006), except for the necessary adaptations to the
participants’ L1 (Mandarin) and changes resulting from the screening process. The initial task
specifications are described next and changes deriving from the screening phase will be introduced and
explained in the following section. For the sake of clarity, however, the task features presented next that
were later subjected to modification are signaled by means of footnotes.
In the dichotic listening task, participants heard 128 pairs of sentences via headphones. Each
pair was composed of a target sentence and a competing sentence, produced by opposite-gender talkers,
each presented to a different ear. Before hearing the stimuli, participants saw an orthographic cue on a
computer screen, indicating the target ear, that is, the ear to which the target sentence would be
presented to. Stimuli consisted in identical sentences, differing only in the color and number coordinates
they contained, replicating the sentence content and structure of the corpus used by Humes et al. (2006).
Therefore, Mandarin sentences used as stimuli were equivalent to the phrase: “Ready, Charlie, go to
(color) (number) now” (all details on stimulus design, elicitation, edition, manipulation and validation are
available in Section 3.5.2). In each trial, participants had to indicate the number and color coordinates of
the target sentence, by pressing one of four buttons arranged in a column on the left side of the computer
screen, with both the orthographic transcription of the color name and the color itself, and then by
selecting a number from a column of eight buttons (with the numbers 1 to 8) on the right side of the
screen.
Thirty-two stimulus-phrases resulted from the combination of four colors (yellow, red, white,
green) and eight numbers (1-8). Sentences were produced by eight talkers (four females), yielding a total
of 256 items (4 colors X 8 numbers X 2 genders X 4 talkers). Each sentence had to be presented as
target to both ears, which meant having 512 trials. As such number of trials would result in an extremely
long and tiring task, it was decided that, for each pair of different-gender sentences in a trial, target and
competing talkers would be randomly selected, with the constraint of having each male and female talker
used as target talker the same number of times. These trial composition criteria resulted in 128 trials (4
colors X 8 numbers X 2 ears X 2 genders). To deal with fatigue (Jiang, 2012), trial presentation was
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blocked: there were four 32-trial blocks with a break between them. Per test block, each color and number
combination was presented as target without repetition.
Each trial started with the presentation of an orthographic cue, indicating right or left, in Mandarin,
to signal the ear the target sentence would be played to. The cue was displayed for 3000 ms and was
immediately followed by the presentation of a sentence pair; thus, the cue-stimulus interval (CSI) was
3000 ms.23 All sentences were adjusted for duration (see Section 3.5.2.3 for more details on audio
manipulation) and lasted 2000 ms. Both sentences in each pair were presented simultaneously, which
means that stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 0 ms. The answer panel was displayed at the onset of
stimulus presentation. For each trial, the cursor would be automatically placed at the center of the screen.
There was no timeout, that is, listeners could take as long as they wanted to provide an answer, and the
task was self-paced, meaning that to proceed to the next trial participants had to press a button with the
word next (in Mandarin), after indicating an answer; as such, the inter-trial interval (ITI) was controlled by
the listener.24 Feedback on accuracy was provided on a trial-by-trial basis. Trial composition is depicted in
Figure 10. An eight-trial practice block was added at the beginning of the experiment to familiarize
participants with the procedure. Besides the instructions provided to the group in Portuguese before the
realization of the task, participants had access to detailed instructions in Mandarin in the task screens
preceding the practice block. To control for sequencing effects, both block and trial presentation were
randomized at the individual level (Christensen et al., 2011). The dichotic listening task was set up in the

OpenSesame software, version 3.2.6 (Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012) and was administered to all
participants.
The measure of the participants’ auditory selective attention efficiency was the percentage of
correctly identified color-number combinations, that is, the accuracy score in the task (AudSAT Acc)
(Humes et al., 2006). Additional measures were obtained from the dichotic listening task, mainly for
assessing task validity: 1) mean reaction time calculated from stimulus onset to the selection of the
number coordinate, for color-number correct answers only (AudSAT RT, ms); 2) mean reaction time
calculated from stimulus onset to the selection of the color coordinate, for color-number correct answers
only (AudSAT RT Clr, ms).

23

CSI was reduced to 100 ms after the screening process – cf. Section 3.5.1.1.1.

24

Following results from the screening process, a 3000-millisecond response deadline (from stimulus offset) was established and ITI was set at 1000 ms. For

more details, see Section 3.5.1.1.1.
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1. Spatial cue: left or right ear
2. Stimuli: two simultaneous sentences
(1 to the left ear, 1 to the right ear)
3. Answer panel: target color + target number

Figure 10. Trial composition in the dichotic listening task.

3.5.1.1.1 Screening.
The dichotic listening task as described in the previous section was administered to a group of
27 native speakers of Mandarin (21 females), learners of EP, aged between 19 and 29 years old
(Mean=21 yrs; SD=1.96 yrs). They were undergraduate students at the same Portuguese university, all
attending a B1-level course in Portuguese as a foreign language. They were recruited with the
collaboration of the language center that provided the course in Portuguese. The task was performed in
a computer room at a university facility and lasted approximately 45 minutes. The mean percent correct
score obtained by the listeners in this group was 92.32% (SD=4.61%). As can be seen, accuracy rate was
high and scores did not vary greatly, which suggested that the task was not sensitive enough to capture
individual differences in selective attention. Indeed, according to Jiang (2012), “in an untimed task in
which participants have plenty of time to complete the task, it is […] likely that a ceiling effect may be
present” (p. 133). Besides deciding to establish a response deadline, further investigation was conducted
on which conditions in dichotic listening experiments assessing selective attention had been found to
impair performance. The assumption was that a more difficult task would be more sensitive to capture
individual variation. At this time, feasible alterations were the ones that could be implemented by
reprogramming task configurations, that is, changes which would not imply redesigning and rerecording
stimuli. As such, only temporal features or the cue type could be manipulated in order to make the task
more sensitive.
The gender cue is also frequently used in dichotic listening experiments and, in fact, it has been
suggested that location cues enhance performance, which might indicate that using gender cues makes
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the task more difficult (Humes et al., 2006; Shinn-Cunningham & Best, 2015; Spence & Santangelo,
2012). However, Woods, Alain, Diaz, Rhodes & Ogawa (2001) mention that the effect of cue type depends
on the CSI used: for instance, frequency cues combined with short CSI (100 ms) tend to enhance selective
attention performance, whereas location cues facilitate performance at longer CSIs (750 ms). A series of
experiments by Lawo et al. (2014) confirm that speed and accuracy performance are better with an ear
cue than a gender cue only if CSI is 550 ms or higher; conversely, at a short CSI (100 ms), error rates
and reaction times are higher with an ear cue than with a gender cue. To sum up, it seemed that a spatial
cue combined with a 100-millisecond CSI was the condition that rendered the task more difficult.
However, it should also be kept in mind that spatial cues enhance auditory stimuli at the expected location
(Fritz, Elhilali, David, & Shamma, 2007; Spence & Santangelo, 2012) and that spatial uncertainty disrupts
selective attention (Shinn-Cunningham & Best, 2015). Despite this limitation, the location cue was used
for three main reasons: 1) it would be easier to recycle the already existing task, which was crucial due
to time constraints; 2) knowing in advance the location at which the stimulus was going to be presented
was more representative of the conditions in perceptual training (location is not variable – binaural
listening); assuming that the selective attention task should reproduce as much as possible the auditory
and perceptual conditions in the training tasks, then it should not introduce a source of variability that did
not exist in training (unexpected location of stimulus presentation); 3) a gender-based voice identification
might be a more subjective (and possibly controversial) criterion than spatial-based identification and
would require an additional validation task.
For these reasons, it was decided that the selective attention task should be changed by reducing
the CSI to 100 ms and by establishing a 3000-millisecond timeout, while keeping the ear cue. Additionally,
a 1000-millisecond ITI was defined and indications were added to instruct participants to answer as fast
and accurately as possible.
To assess whether changes produced the intended results (i.e., reducing accuracy scores and,
presumably, making the task more sensitive to capture individual variation), the modified version of the
task was administered to two native speakers of Mandarin (1 female; mean age=25.5 yrs) who matched
the sample used in the first screening process on relevant features. The mean percent correct score was
84.5% (SD=4.95%), indicating that changes introduced did, in fact, result in lower accuracy scores
(notwithstanding the obvious limitation of having used only two listeners). As such, task specifications
that were modified as a result of the screening process (CSI, ITI and timeout) were the ones utilized in
the actual task administered to the participants in the study.
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3.5.1.2 Digit-span task.
To assess the validity of the measure of auditory selective attention by means of discriminant
procedures, the participants’ working memory was tested with a digit-span task. Scores in this task should
not correlate with scores obtained in the dichotic listening task as the two procedures supposedly retrieved
measures of different theoretical constructs.
The digit-span task consists in remembering a sequence of digits presented visually or auditorily,
with increasingly longer sequences being tested in each trial. In forward digit-span tasks, participants
indicate items in the order in which they were presented whereas in the backward digit-span task items
are recalled in reverse order. It is a common measure of short term memory and working memory and it
is a component of cognitive ability tests such as the WAIS (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale). Diamond
(2013) distinguishes short-term memory from working memory, stating that both consist in holding
information in the mind, but the latter involves manipulating that information whereas the former does
not. As such, the author states that forward-digit span tasks are a measure of short-term memory not
working memory. However, studies indicate that the capacity of working memory can be assessed through
short-term memory tasks with no processing component (e.g., Colom, Abad, Quiroga, Shih, & FloresMendoza, 2008; Unsworth & Engle, 2007).
In the present study, participants performed the forward digit-span task included in the test
battery of the Psychology Experiment Building Language (PEBL – Mueller & Piper, 2014). Sequences
began with three digits and went up to ten-digit lists. Two sequences were presented per level. Participants
had to get at least one sequence correct per level to proceed. Each trial began with the written indication
on the screen of the length that was going to be tested. This indication was accompanied by the audio
preparation signal “Ready?”. Then, digits in each sequence appeared on screen, one at a time, and were
accompanied by audio recordings of the numbers. After the presentation of the complete sequence,
participants introduced the digit list in the order it had been presented using the keyboard; they were
allowed to backspace over responses. To submit an answer, a keypress was required. Trial-by-trial
feedback was provided (Figure 11), ISI was 1000 ms and ITI, 1500 ms. Although the researcher provided
the participants with detailed instructions in Portuguese before the realization of the task (for more
information, see Section 3.2), the task was realized in English and was administered to all participants
using the PEBL software, version 2.0 (Mueller & Piper, 2014).
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Figure 11. Screenshot of the digit-span task.
The measure of the participants’ working memory capacity was the score obtained in the digitspan task (WM DSpan), which corresponded to the number of digits in the longest sequence the
participants could correctly recall, that is, a 7-point digit-span score indicated that the maximum number
of items in a sequence that the participant could remember was seven.

3.5.1.3 Flanker task.
Having participants perform the Flanker task served the purpose of obtaining additional
information regarding the validity of the auditory selective attention measure. Scores on both tasks should
be correlated since they are believed to measure the same construct – selective attention – though on
different sensory modalities (visual and auditory, respectively) (Shinn-Cunningham, 2008; ShinnCunningham & Best, 2015; Spence & Santangelo, 2012). Indeed, the Flanker task paradigm (B. A.
Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974b) is believed to assess visual selective attention: participants are instructed to
attend to a centrally presented target which is surrounded by distractors, usually arrows or letters. When,
for instance, the target and the flanking arrows point in the same direction (congruent trials), accuracy
rate tends to be higher and reaction time (RT) shorter than in incongruent trials (the target arrow points
in a different direction than the surrounding arrows). The differences in RT and accuracy rate between
congruent and incongruent trials (interference cost) are considered measures of selective attention
(Hübner & Töbel, 2012).
In the task version used within this study (included in the PEBL test battery – Mueller & Piper,
2014), participants were presented with a set of five arrows and were asked to indicate the direction (left
or right) of the center arrow, by pressing the adequate key on the keyboard. The heads of the arrows
surrounding the target would be either in the same direction (congruent condition) or the opposite
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direction (incongruent condition – Figure 12) as the center arrow, would be absent or would appear as
lines (neutral conditions). Participants were instructed to ignore the surrounding symbols and respond
only to the central arrow and to be as fast and accurate as possible. Each trial began with a fixation cross
which was replaced by the set of five arrows after 500 ms. Response deadline was set at 800 ms and ITI
was 1000 ms. Trial-by-trial feedback was provided in terms of accuracy and reaction time. An eight-trial
practice block was included to familiarize participants with the procedure. There were 40 trials in each
condition, totaling 160 trials presented in randomized order at the individual level. Although the
researcher provided the participants with detailed instructions in Portuguese before the realization of the
task (for more information, see Section 3.2), the task was realized in English and was administered to all
participants using the PEBL software, version 2.0 (Mueller & Piper, 2014).

Figure 12. Screenshot of an incongruent trial in the Flanker task.
The efficiency of the participants’ visual selective attention was indexed by two measures: the
difference in decision speed (RT interference score, ms – VisSAT RTInt) and in accuracy (accuracy
interference score, % difference – VisSAT AccInt) between the incongruent and congruent conditions. The
higher a participant’s absolute Flanker interference scores, the less efficient was their visual selective
attention capacity. The RT interference score was obtained by subtracting the mean RT in correct
congruent items from the mean RT in correct incongruent items (RT interference score = mean RT correct
incongruent – mean RT correct congruent) and the accuracy interference score resulted from the
difference between mean accuracy in congruent items and mean accuracy in incongruent items (accuracy
interference score = mean accuracy incongruent – mean accuracy congruent) (Oberfeld & KlöcknerNowotny, 2016; Sanders, Hortobágyi, Balasingham, Van Der Zee, & Van Heuvelen, 2018). Additional
measures were obtained from the Flanker task, mainly for the purposes of assessing task validity: Flanker
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accuracy (VisSAT Acc, % correct); Flanker mean RT in correct trials (VisSAT RT, ms); Flanker accuracy in
congruent trials (VisSAT AccCong, % correct); Flanker accuracy in incongruent trials (VisSAT AccIncong,
% correct); Flanker RT in correct congruent trials (VisSAT RTCong, ms); Flanker RT in correct incongruent
trials (VisSAT RTIncong, ms).
3.5.2 Stimuli.
The auditory selective attention task was modelled upon a dichotic-listening experiment by Humes
et al. (2006). However, stimuli had to be adapted to the participants’ L1, Mandarin. As such, this section
presents all options and procedures regarding stimulus creation for the dichotic listening task. The two
other cognitive tasks administered (the digit-span task and the Flanker task) were included in the test
battery offered by the PEBL software (Mueller & Piper, 2014) and were administered with no alteration;
thus, all relevant information regarding these two tests, including stimuli, was already provided in Section
3.5.1.

3.5.2.1 Stimulus design.
The sentences that formed the corpus for the dichotic listening experiment more or less replicated
the structure and content of the phrases used by Humes et al. (2006). Recall that Humes and colleagues
utilized the form “Ready, Charlie, go to (color) (number) now”, which yielded 32 different sentences by
combining four different color names (blue, green, red, white) with eight numbers (1-8). In the present
study, with the help and approval of a group of 22 Chinese students, the structure “注意，小明，找
到 (color) (number) 号 格” was chosen as the best translation to Mandarin of the original sentence. The
color names were the same as in the original task, except for the color blue, whose name was replaced
by the Mandarin word designating the color yellow, since the Mandarin word for blue was easily
confounded with the word difficult, according to the same group of Chinese collaborators. It should be
noted that all color and number words, the variable elements in the sentence, were one-syllable items,
which was fundamental to have more control over sentence total duration and relative durations of
sentence parts, to ensure that corresponding words in the target and competing sentences would
superimpose one upon the other when simultaneously presented during the experiment.
Indeed, having control over stimulus duration was a critical feature of task design. Therefore,
each of the 32 sentences, resulting from the combination of the four color names and eight numbers,
was recorded by a male native speaker of Mandarin, aged 25, to provide a model of intonation and speech
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rate for the talkers who would afterwards record the actual stimuli in the elicitation phase. The recording
of the model sentences was made in a sound-attenuated booth in a university facility, using a Roland R26 digital recorder and its built-in microphone, at a 44 Hz sampling rate, with 16-bit accuracy. The
speaker was asked to read the sentences at a natural and regular speech rate.

3.5.2.2 Stimulus elicitation.
Thirteen Chinese undergraduate students (6 female) were recruited to record the sentences that
were used as stimuli in the selective attention task. As they came from different regions in China and
spoke different dialects besides Mandarin, all recordings were submitted to a native Mandarin speaker
for accent validation, so that talkers whose accent clearly corresponded to standard Chinese would be
chosen. The cohort was narrowed down to eight talkers (four females; mean age=24.38 yrs) after accent
scrutiny. Biographic data on the talkers whose productions were used as stimuli in the attention task are
presented in Table 15.
Table 15 Biographic Data on the Talkers who Produced the Stimuli for the Auditory Selective Attention

Task

Speaker ID

Gender

Age

Occupation

China region

L1 Dialect

F1

Female

23

Student

North

Mandarin

F2

Female

23

Student

North

Mandarin

F3

Female

24

Student

South

Mandarin

F4

Female

30

Student

South

Other

M1

Male

26

Student

North

Mandarin

M2

Male

25

Student

South

Other

M3

Male

20

Student

North

Mandarin

M4

Male

24

Student

North

Mandarin

Recordings were conducted in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Minho, using a
Roland R-26 digital recorder with a built-in microphone, at a 44 Hz sampling rate, with 16-bit accuracy.
The 32 sentences read by each of the eight talkers were displayed in a multimedia presentation. Each
slide in the presentation contained one sentence and an audio file, activated by a key press, to illustrate
intonation and speech rate. Speakers were instructed to read the sentences imitating the model provided
in terms of intonation and speed. Transition from slide to slide was self-paced. All recordings were saved
as .wav files.
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3.5.2.3 Stimulus edition.
The editing process started with noise reduction, using the Audacity 2.2.1. (2017) software. The
segmentation of the sentences from each noise-reduced file was performed with Praat 6.0.37 (Boersma
& Weenink, 2018). Files obtained this way (32 sentences X 8 talkers = 256 files), from all talkers, were
normalized for intensity, at the same time, using the Praat script in Appendix 4. Next, a Praat scrip
(Appendix 5) was used to determine stimulus onset and offset when a specified intensity value was
reached (45 dB) at both ends. The duration of each sentence was then calculated as the difference
between stimulus onset and offset. The mean sentence duration was determined (Mean=1993 ms;
SD=151 ms) and duration of all files was adjusted to the mean value. The stretching/compressing
percentage ranged between 0.10% and 20.80% (Mean=6.12%; SD=4.49%).

3.5.2.4 Stimulus validation.
The screening process described in Section 3.5.1.1.1 enabled stimulus validation. Please refer
to that section for more details.
3.6 Data Analysis
Data analyses were conducted with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software,
Version 25. An alpha level of .05 was established as a significance threshold. Violations of the normality
assumption for parametric statistical analyses were checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the
Shapiro-Wilk tests. For the sake of brevity, throughout the Results and Discussion chapter, only results
from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test were reported. However, unless otherwise explicitly stated, both tests
yielded convergent results. If distribution of values on any given variable was considered non-normal by
one of these tests, logarithmic transformations were applied to correct departures from normality:
log10(X) for positively skewed data with no zeros and no negative values (where X corresponds to the
values of the variable); log10(X+C) for positively skewed distributions with zeros or negatives numbers
(where C is a constant added so that the smallest value will equal 1); log10(Z-X) for negatively skewed
distributions (where Z is a constant added so that Z-X does not equal 0) (Field, 2009; Larson-Hall, 2010).
The distribution of the log-transformed scores was then reassessed for normality and parametric statistical
tests were used if results of the normality tests were non-significant.
When ANOVAs were used to examine effects of interest, post hoc comparisons of significant main
effects and interactions employed the Bonferroni correction. In repeated-measures analyses, the
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sphericity assumption was only checked for factors with three or more levels (Field, 2009, p. 459) and,
when deviations were detected, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected F-values were presented.

Ns varied across analyses either because cases were excluded or because data points were
missing. Therefore, Ns were reported accordingly throughout the results chapter.
Several dependent variables were presented in the current chapter in association with task
description. Some of these variables were assumed to index a given construct of interest, while others
were introduced for more technical and methodological reasons, namely assessing whether a given task
was performed as expected and whether it measured the construct it was intended to represent. Table
16 summarizes the variables that were mentioned throughout this chapter, for easy reference.
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Table 16 List of Dependent Variables
TASK

CONSTRUCT

VARIABLE NAME

DESCRIPTION

UNIT
% correct

Pretest

Perceptual
performance

PreT Acc

Accuracy score given by the percentage of
correctly identified stops before training

Posttest

PostT Acc

Accuracy score given by the percentage of
correctly identified stops after training

% correct

Generalization
test

GenT Acc

Accuracy score given by the percentage of
correctly identified stops after training, with
unheard and untrained tokens

% correct

Pretest/Posttest

Training
gains

TGains

Gain score computed by subtracting the
pretest accuracy score from the posttest
accuracy score

Percentagepoint
difference

Dichotic
listening task

Auditory
selective
attention

AudSAT Acc

Accuracy score given by the percentage of
correctly
identified
color-number
combinations

% correct

AudSAT RT

Mean reaction time calculated from
stimulus onset to the selection of the
number coordinate, for color-number
correct answers only

ms

AudSAT RT Clr

Mean reaction time calculated from
stimulus onset to the selection of the color
coordinate, for color-number correct
answers only

ms

Digit-span task

Working
memory

WM DSpan

Memory span corresponding to the number
of digits in the longest sequence correctly
identified

Number
from 2 to 10

Flanker task

Visual
selective
attention

VisSAT Acc

Accuracy score given by the percentage of
correct answers

% correct

VisSAT AccCong

Mean accuracy score in congruent trials

% correct

VisSAT
AccIncong

Mean accuracy score in incongruent trials

% correct

VisSAT AccInt

Accuracy interference score computed by
subtracting mean accuracy in congruent
trials from mean accuracy in incongruent
trials

Percentagepoint
difference

VisSAT RT

Mean reaction time for correct answers only

ms

VisSAT RTCong

Mean reaction time in correct congruent
trials

ms

VisSAT RTIncong Mean reaction time in correct incongruent
trials

ms

VisSAT RTInt

ms

Reaction time interference score computed
by subtracting mean RT in correct
congruent trials from mean RT in correct
incongruent trials
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, data analyses are described in detail. The structure of the chapter is aligned with
the two main research goals in the present work: first, results on the effect of training on the perception
of L2 stops are presented; secondly, the relationship between auditory selective attention and
performance in training is examined. Each of these sections ends with a summary of the results obtained
and, in the end of the chapter, a general discussion is provided.
4.1 The Effect of High Variability Phonetic Training on L2 Speech Perception
The first objective of the present work was to examine the effect of high variability phonetic training
on the perception of L2 stops. It was hypothesized that Chinese trainees would significantly improve their
ability to accurately perceive EP bilabial stops after training. Additionally, it was estimated that perceptual
learning would be robust, that is, that trained participants would transfer learning from training to novel
phonetic contexts and novel voices. The following sections present data analyses relevant to the
examination of these two hypotheses.
4.1.1 Pre- and posttest results and the overall effect of training.
Regarding the overall effect of training on the perception of L2 bilabial stops by Chinese learners
of EP, Table 17 shows the mean accuracy scores in the pretest and in the posttest by group.
Table 17 Mean Percent Accuracy Score in the Pretest and in the Posttest by Group
Group

Pretest
Min. – Max.

Posttest
Min. – Max.

Pretest
Mean (SD)

Posttest
Mean (SD)

Intragroup
difference

TG
n=17

40.00 – 71.25

47.50 – 91.25

57.43 (9.26)

68.09 (11.50)

10.66

CT
n=17

43.75 – 71.25

50.00 – 76.25

58.53 (8.65)

60.29 (8.56)

1.76

Note. Min. = Minimum value; Max. = Maximum value; SD = Standard Deviation; TG = Trained group; CT = Control group.

Considering the performance of participants between groups at the two times of testing, there
was an 11 percentage-point increase in accuracy from the pretest to the posttest for the trained group,
whereas the control group increased their mean score by two percentage points. Thus, training gains for
the trained group were approximately nine percentage points higher than those of the control group. This
discrepancy was an indicator that there might have been a significant effect of training for the trained
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group. On the other hand, training gains in the control group, considerably smaller (numerically speaking)
than in the trained group, might have resulted from practice effects (Christensen, Johnson, & Turner,
2011) and, therefore, should not be significant.
In order to examine the statistical significance of these between-group differences in training
gains, the first step was analyzing whether performance in the pretest was equivalent between groups.
An independent-samples t-test showed that both groups performed similarly at pre-test, t(32) = -0.36, p
= .72. Next, a two-way mixed ANOVA was run, with the pre- and posttest mean accuracy scores as the
two levels of the repeated-measures factor Time, and the trained and the control groups as the levels of
the between-subjects factor Group. The assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variances were
checked.25 Results showed that the time effect was significant, F(1, 32) = 11.02, p = .002, the group
factor was not, F(1, 32) = 1.54, p = .22. The Time x Group interaction also reached significance, F(1, 32)
= 5.65, p = .02, indicating that the two groups performed differently over time. Post hoc tests revealed
that the accuracy scores were significantly higher at posttest than at pretest for the trained group, p <
.001, whereas the difference in the accuracy score from pretest to posttest was non-significant for the
control group (p = .51) (Figure 13). In sum, the 10.66 percentage-point improvement from pretest to
posttest by the TG was found to be statistically significant.

Trained group

Control group

70

% Accuracy score

68
66
64
62
60
58
56

Pretest

Posttest

Figure 13. Mean accuracy score in the pretest and in the posttest for the trained and the control groups.

25

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality revealed that, for the control group, distributions of scores in the pretest, D(17) = .11, p = .20, and in the posttest,

D(17) = .16, p = .20, were normal; in the trained group, distribution of scores was also normal in the pretest, D(17) = .14, p = .20, and in the posttest, D(17)
= .12, p = .20. Levene’s test revealed that variances were equal for trained and control participants in the pretest, F(1, 32) = 0.07, p = .79, and in the
posttest, F(1, 32) = 0.96, p = .34.
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Taken together, these results indicate that improvement in the perceptual performance of the EP
bilabial stops by the trained group was induced by training.
4.1.2 Pre- and posttest results and the effect of training on trained and untrained tokens – Generalization

1.
Pretest/posttest materials were designed so as to include all trained items but also items that
differed from trained stimuli in either pseudoword identity (specifically, in the flanking syllable) or talker
identity or in both features. This test feature granted access to the first type of generalization
(Generalization 1) and provided a preliminary overview of the robustness of learning. The combination of
the Trained and Untrained levels of the Talker and the Pseudoword factors yielded four different
pre/posttest conditions, which are depicted in Table 18.
Table 18 Pretest and Posttest Conditions
TALKERS

PSEUDO
WORDS

Trained

Untrained

Trained

Cond. 1

Cond. 2

Untrained

Cond. 3

Cond. 4

Note. Cond. = Condition.

Table 19 presents the pretest and posttest accuracy scores for the trained group 26 in each of the
four testing conditions: 1) TWTT (trained pseudowords by trained talkers); 2) TWUT (trained pseudowords
by untrained talkers); 3) UWTT (untrained pseudowords by trained talkers); 4) UWUT (untrained
pseudowords by untrained talkers).
The increase in the identification score from pretest to posttest for the trained group ranged from
six to 17 percentage points, depending on the condition. To assess generalization of learning with trained
tokens (Condition 1) to tokens involving one or two untrained features (pseudoword identity and/or talker
identity – Conditions 2 to 4), the percentage of correct identifications obtained in the pretest and in the
posttest was compared between conditions, by submitting scores to a three-way ANOVA, with Time

26

The control group was not included in this analysis: the criteria distinguishing the four testing conditions did not apply to the control group, since these

participants did not undergo perceptual training of the target segments; hence, comparing performance between pretest and posttest based on whether
stimuli was trained or not was inconsequential, since no target stimulus was trained by the control participants.
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(Pretest and Posttest), Pseudoword (Trained and Untrained) and Talker (Trained and Untrained) as twolevel repeated-measures factors.27
Table 19 Mean Percent Accuracy Score in the Pretest and in the Posttest for the Trained Group by

Condition

Group

TG
n=17

Test condition

Pretest
Mean (SD)

Posttest
Mean (SD)

Training gains

1. TWTT

64.41 (12.61)

73.82 (14.53)

9.41

2. TWUT

58.82 (13.41)

64.71 (11.92)

5.89

3. UWTT

59.71 (9.60)

76.47 (15.39)

16.76

4. UWUT

46.76 (11.72)

57.35 (12.64)

10.59

Note. TG = Trained group; TWTT = Trained pseudowords and trained talkers; TWUT = Trained pseudowords and untrained
talkers; UWTT = Untrained pseudowords and trained talkers; UWUT = Untrained pseudowords and untrained talkers; SD =
Standard Deviation.

Results revealed a significant main effect of Time, F(1, 16) = 9.77, p = .007, Pseudoword, F(1,
16) = 19.78, p < .001, and Talker, F(1, 16) = 53.13, p < .001. This means that, ignoring all other
variables, scores were significantly higher at posttest than at pretest (68.09% vs. 57.43%), trained
participants were significantly better at identifying the target sounds with trained rather than untrained
pseudowords (65.44% vs. 60.07%) and they also achieved a higher accuracy rate with trained talkers
(68.60%) than with untrained talkers (56.91%). The Time x Pseudoword interaction did not reach
significance, F(1, 16) = 2.83, p = .11, nor did the Time x Talker interaction, F(1, 16) = 3.17, p = .09,
indicating that the way pseudoword and talker familiarity facilitated performance (as suggested by the
main effects) was equivalent in the pretest and in the posttest. On the other hand, a significant
Pseudoword x Talker interaction was obtained, F(1, 16) = 7.09, p = .02, suggesting that, if time of testing
was not considered, the trained participants performed differently across conditions. Post hoc tests
showed that the percentage of correct identifications was similar for trained and untrained pseudowords
as long as the talker was familiar ( p > .05). With untrained talkers, accuracy scores tended to decrease
significantly with untrained pseudowords compared to trained pseudowords ( p < .05). This result suggests
that pseudoword identity only affected correct identification scores with untrained voices.
Importantly, however, the three-way interaction (Time x Pseudoword x Talker) was not significant,

F(1, 16) = 0.33, p = .58, indicating that the way the interaction between talker and pseudoword affected
scores was the same at both testing times (Figure 14). This result seems to indicate that any differences

27

The assumption of normality was met as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed that scores were normally distributed in all pretest and posttest conditions

for the trained group (all ps > .05).
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in performance across conditions in the posttest did not result from inability to generalize learning to new
features but from characteristics intrinsic to stimuli regarding their intelligibility for the trainees, which,
consequently, manifested themselves similarly at both testing times.

Pretest

Posttest

Mean % accuracy score

80

70

60

50

40

Cond. 1

Cond. 2

Cond. 3

Cond. 4

Figure 14. Mean accuracy score in the pretest and in the posttest by condition for the trained group.

4.1.3 Generalization test results and robustness of learning – Generalization 2.
In this section, the results of the generalization test are presented and analyzed in order to discuss
transfer of perceptual learning obtained via training. This test assessed generalization to stimuli
characterized by having one or more features that were absolutely new to participants, that is, that had
never been trained nor heard before in the program. The posttest/generalization test had nine conditions
resulting from the combination of the levels Trained, Untrained, and Novel of the variables Pseudoword
identity and Talker identity (for more information, cf. Section 3.4.1.3). Table 20 presents those conditions.
Table 20 (Pretest/Posttest and) Generalization Test Conditions
TALKERS

PSEUDO
WORDS

Trained

Untrained

Novel

Trained

Cond.1

Cond. 2

Cond. 5

Untrained

Cond. 3

Cond. 4

Cond. 6

Novel

Cond. 9

Cond. 8

Cond. 7

Note. Cond. = Condition. Conditions 1 to 4 refer to the pretest/posttest. Conditions 5 to 9 correspond to the generalization
test.
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A first approach to this analysis consisted in comparing overall performance between pretest,
posttest and the generalization test across groups. Table 21 presents the mean accuracy score in the
three testing phases for both groups.
Table 21 Mean Percent Accuracy Score in the Pretest, in the Posttest and in the Generalization Test for

the Trained and the Control Groups
Group

Pretest
Mean (SD)

Posttest
Mean (SD)

Gen. test
Mean (SD)

TG
n=17

57.43 (9.26)

68.09 (11.50)

65.13 (9.22)

CT
n=17

58.53 (8.65)

60.29 (8.56)

61.61 (9.19)

Note. TG = Trained group; CG = Control group; SD = Standard deviation; Gen. = Generalization.

From the pretest to the posttest, both groups improved their scores, but that increase was only
significant for the trained group, as seen before. Comparing posttest scores with the generalization test
scores, it can be noted that the trained group decreased their accuracy score by three percentage points
whereas the control group increased their correct identification score by one percentage point. Analyzing
differences in performance globally, that is, from the pretest to the generalization test, the difference in
accuracy for the trained group corresponded to eight percentage points, whereas the control group
increased their correct identification score by three percentage points. Figure 15 illustrates the evolution
of scores from the pretest to the generalization test for both groups.

Trained group

Control group

70
68

% Accuracy score

66
64
62

60
58
56
54
52

Pretest

Posttest

Gen. Test

Figure 15. Mean accuracy score at the three testing phases for the trained and control groups.
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Considering the decrease in performance from the posttest to the generalization test in the trained
group, what needed verification was whether the score in the generalization test was significantly different
from that of the posttest: a significantly lower score would be interpreted as an indicator that transfer of
learning with trained tokens to novel stimuli (differing in pseudoword identity, specifically the following
vowel, and/or talker identity) did not occur; if the generalization test score did not differ from that of
posttest under statistically scrutiny that would be taken as an indication that transfer of learning took
place, since performance with novel stimuli was similar to that with trained tokens.
A two-way mixed ANOVA was run, with the Pretest, Posttest and Generalization test accuracy
scores as the three levels of the repeated-measures factor Time, and the Trained and the Control
participants as the levels of the between-subjects factor Group.28 Results revealed that the main effect of
Time was significant, F(1.54, 49.28) = 8.39, p = .002, indicating that, when all other variables were
ignored, scores differed depending on the moment of testing. Post hoc tests showed that, all participants
considered, there was a significant difference between the pretest mean accuracy score (57.98%) and
both the posttest (64.19%) and the generalization test (63.37%) mean accuracy rates (all ps < .05),
whereas the difference between the generalization test identification rate and the posttest mean score
was deemed non-significant (p > .05). The interaction effect between time of testing and the group the
participants belonged to was also significant, F(1.54, 49.28) = 3.65, p = .04. This indicates that the way
Time affected scores was different in the control and in the trained groups. For the trained group, post

hoc comparisons revealed that there was a significant effect of Time between the pretest and the posttest
accuracy rates and between the pretest and the generalization test correct identification scores (all ps <
.05); the comparison between the posttest score and the generalization test score was non-significant (p
> .05), suggesting that performance of trained participants in both testing tasks was similar. Regarding
the control group, no significant effect of Time was found in any of the comparisons between the factor
levels (all ps > .05).
Overall, results suggest that the trained group significantly improved their scores from pretest to
posttest and that the level of performance achieved at posttest was maintained in the generalization test,
which shows that trained participants transferred learning to novel stimuli. On the contrary, the control
group did not change their scores significantly throughout time, that is, their level of performance was

28

In Section 4.1.1, it was noted that scores of the trained and control groups in the pretest and posttest were normally distributed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test of normality also indicated that scores in the generalization test did not deviate significantly from a normal distribut ion for both groups (all ps > .05).
Levene’s tests showed that variances were homogeneous in the control and trained groups at all levels of the factor Time ( ps > .05). This means that the
assumption of homogeneity of variances was met. Mauchly’s sphericity test for the repeated-measures effect in the model showed that the main effect of
Time violated the assumption of sphericity ( p = .004) and so the Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected F-values are reported for this effect.
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similar at posttest compared to pretest and in the generalization test compared to the posttest. Taken
together, these results suggest that training induced robust learning.
A second approach to this analysis involved comparing performance between posttest and the
generalization test on a per-condition basis in the trained group. The total number of conditions across
tests (nine) would allow for multiple comparisons. Additionally, the effect of the Untrained feature of
stimuli was already discussed in Section 4.1.2 and it was not within the scope of this work to analyze the
differences in performance between untrained and novel pseudowords/talkers. As such, although
Conditions 6 and 8 were tested to ensure a balanced design, for the sake of brevity, clarity and
purposefulness, at this point no comparisons involving the Untrained level of the Talker or the Pseudoword
variables were made, which means that discussion will be centered on the influence of novel talkers and
novel pseudowords on perceptual performance by comparing Conditions 5 (trained pseudowords
produced by novel talkers – TWNT), 7 (novel pseudowords produced by novel talkers – NWNT) and 9
(novel pseudowords produced by trained talkers – NWTT) in the generalization test to Condition 1 in the
posttest (trained pseudowords produced by trained talkers – TWTT), which was used as a baseline
category.
Table 22 presents the mean accuracy score of the trained group in Conditions 5, 7 and 9 of the
generalization test compared to posttest condition 1. It can be seen that participants scored highest on
Condition 1 of the posttest (73.82%), which contained trained pseudowords produced by trained talkers.
The three generalization test conditions under analysis presented scores below that of the baseline
category and, among these, Condition 5 (TWNT) showed the greatest difference relative to posttest
condition 1 (13.82 percentage points less).
Table 22 Mean Percent Accuracy Score in Posttest Condition 1 and Conditions 5, 7 and 9 of the

Generalization Test for the Trained Group
Group
TG

n=17

Posttest TWTT
Mean (SD)

Gen. test TWNT
Mean (SD)

Gen. test NWNT
Mean (SD)

Gen. test NWTT
Mean (SD)

73.82 (14.53)

60.00 (14.03)

69.12 (10.32)

71.08 (12.10)

Note. TG = Trained group; Gen. = Generalization; TWTT = Trained pseudowords by trained talkers (Condition 1); TWNT =
Trained pseudowords by novel talkers (Condition 5); NWNT = Novel pseudowords by novel talkers (Condition 7); NWTT = Novel
pseudowords by trained talkers (Condition 9).

The next step was to test whether the differences in accuracy scores between the generalization
conditions and the baseline category were statistically significant. Any significant difference would be
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interpreted to suggest inability to transfer learning to the perception of the feature(s) along which
generalization stimuli differed from trained tokens, depending on the condition being compared.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was run with scores from the trained group. Stimuli was
defined as a within-subjects factor with four levels (Posttest condition 1, Generalization test condition 5,
Generalization test condition 7, Generalization test condition 9).29
Results revealed that the main effect of Stimuli was significant, F(3, 48) = 6.27, p = .001,
indicating that the trained participants performed differently across conditions. Post hoc comparisons
showed that scores in Condition 5 of the generalization test (TWNT) were significantly lower than rates
obtained in the baseline category (TWTT) by the trained group (p = .03). The remaining comparisons were
non-significant (ps > .05), indicating that scores in Conditions 7 (NWNT) and 9 (NWTT) of the
generalization test were similar to the level of accuracy obtained with trained pseudowords produced by
trained talkers (baseline condition). Thus, participants in the trained group were able to transfer learning
from trained tokens to novel pseudowords produced by trained talkers and to entirely novel stimuli (novel
pseudowords, differing specifically from trained and pre/posttest items in the vowel following the target
stop, produced by novel talkers), since performance in Conditions 7 and 9 of the generalization test did
not differ from performance in Condition 1 of the posttest, with trained pseudowords spoken by trained
talkers. A different pattern of results was shown with trained pseudowords produced by novel talkers. In
this condition, performance was significantly worse than in the baseline category, which, on a preliminary
analysis, could be taken to indicate that participants were not able to transfer learning to the perception
of novel voices. However, performance in Condition 7, with novel pseudowords produced by novel talkers
– the same two talkers who produced stimuli for Condition 5 –, hinders that interpretation, suggesting
that participants were, indeed, capable of generalizing learning to different voices. It could have happened
that the specific pseudoword-talker combination in Condition 5 rendered stimuli less intelligible, so results
from native speakers’ validation of stimuli were re-inspected to verify whether any differences in their
approval rate existed between conditions of the generalization test. Conditions 5, 7 and 9 in the
generalization test obtained a 100% approval rate by native speakers (Table 23), which seems to rule out
the possibility that stimuli in Condition 5 were less intelligible. Still, the fact that stimuli in these conditions
were equally intelligible to native speakers does not mean necessarily that they did not have differential

29

Scores in Condition 1 of the posttest and in the three conditions of the generalization test under analysis were normally distributed for the trained group:

D(17) = .14, p = .20, D(17) = .17, p = .20, D(17) = .15, p = .20, and D(17) = .13, p = .20 for scores in the Condition 1 of the posttest and in Conditions 5,
7 and 9 of the generalization test, respectively. Mauchly’s sphericity test for the repeated-measures effect showed that the main effect of Stimuli did not violate
the assumption of sphericity ( p = .34).
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degrees of intelligibility for L2 learners. Therefore, the reasons why trained participants performed worse
in Condition 5 than in the other generalization conditions involving the same novel talkers remain unclear.
Table 23 Native Speakers’ Percent Approval Rate of Stimuli by Testing Condition
Talkers
Pseudowords

T1-T2

T7-T8

T9-T10

Mean

Trained

Cond. 1

98.00

Cond. 2

94.00

Cond. 5

100.00

97.00

Untrained

Cond. 3

96.00

Cond. 4

95.00

Cond. 6

100.00

97.00

Novel

Cond. 9

100.00

Cond. 8

91.67

Cond. 7

100.00

97.22

Mean

98.00

93.56

100.00

Note. Cond. = Condition. Conditions 1 to 4 refer to the pretest/posttest. Conditions 5 to 9 correspond to the generalization
test.

All aspects considered, it can be said that trainees were able to generalize learning to bilabial
stops followed by novel vocalic contexts and produced by novel voices.
4.1.4 Perception data on /p/ vs. /b/ across perception tests.
Up to this moment, the effects of training have been analyzed for both target L2 sounds (/p/ and
(b/) indistinctively. There is evidence that EP bilabial stops are equally difficult for Chinese learners to
perceive, since both sounds are assimilated to a single native-language category, the short-lag VOT unit
/p/, with no difference in goodness of fit (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019). Analyzing confusion
matrices, that is, patterns of misidentification in the perception tests might provide some insight into the
perceptual assimilation of bilabial stops by the participants in this study. Thus, in this section the evolution
in the perceptual performance of trainees, from pretest to the generalization test, is examined for each
target sound individually and patterns of incorrect identifications are discussed.
Table 24 shows the mean percent accuracy score in the identification of each target stop at the
three testing phases and Figure 16 presents the same information in visual format. It can be seen that
the accuracy rate was approximately the same for the two target sounds at both pretest (/p/ = 57.06%;
/b/ = 57.79%) and posttest (/p/ = 67.94%; /b/ = 68.24%), which means that the increase in the mean
percent correct identifications from pretest to posttest that can be visually observed in Figure 16 was
numerically similar for both segments (around 11 percentage points). Thus, it seems that training was
effective in improving the perception of both target sounds equally. A different pattern of results was found
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for the generalization test. In numerical terms, while the evolution in the perceptual performance of the
voiced stop, /b/, presented the expected behavior, that is, an accuracy score substantially higher than in
the pretest and higher than or equivalent to that of the posttest, the same did not occur with the voiceless
stop /p/: the correct identification score for this sound in the generalization test was substantially lower
than at posttest (-7.54 percentage points) and was not considerably higher than at pretest (+3.34
percentage points), which may be an indication that generalization of learning did not occur for this
segment.
Table 24 Mean Percent Accuracy Score by Stop, for the Trained Group, at Three Testing Moments
Group

Accuracy score
Mean (SD)

Test

TG
n=17

/p/

/b/

Pretest

57.06 (9.93)

57.79 (12.21)

Posttest

67.94 (13.00)

68.24 (17.52)

Gen. test

60.40 (13.81)

69.85 (11.52)

Note. TG = Trained group; Gen. = Generalization.
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Figure 16. Mean accuracy score by stop, for the trained group, at three testing moments.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted, with Time (Pretest, Posttest, Generalization
test) and Stop (Voiceless, Voiced) as within-subjects factors, with three and two levels respectively, to
investigate whether the evolution of scores through time affected the voiceless and voiced stops
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differently. If an interaction effect was found, that would be interpreted as an indication that perceptual
learning and/or transfer of learning affected the target sounds differently.30
There was a significant interaction effect between Time and Stop on the correct identifications by the
trained group, F(2, 32) = 3.63, p = .04. This result indicates that changes in accuracy throughout time
varied depending on the specific stop heard. Post hoc tests revealed that the improvement in the
perception of /p/ was significant from pretest to posttest (p = .03), but decrease in the accuracy rate
from posttest to the generalization test was also significant ( p = .004), which means that performance in
the latter was significantly worse than in the former for this specific sound. Additionally, the correct ID
scores for /p/ in the generalization test did not differ from those of the pretest ( p = 1.00). As to the voiced
stop (/b/), the increase in the percent correct identification scores from pretest to posttest was marginally
significant (p = .07) and the decrease from posttest scores to generalization test scores was nonsignificant (p = 1.00), meaning that level of performance in the posttest was maintained in the
generalization test. Furthermore, mean accuracy rate in the generalization test was significantly higher
than that in the pretest for /b/ (p = .003).
Taken together results suggest that training had an immediate positive effect on the perception
of both stops equally, but generalization of learning to untrained and unheard tokens seems to have
occurred solely for the voiced stop (/b/). Two paired-samples t-tests were conducted and results
confirmed that the percent correct identification of /p/ in the generalization test was significantly lower
than in the posttest, t(16) = 3.92, p = .001, and did not differ from pretest, t(16) = -0.78, p = .45. On
the contrary, performance in the identification of /b/ in the generalization test did not differ significantly
from that of the posttest, t(16) = 0.55, p = .59, and it was significantly better than in the pretest, t(16) =
4.03, p = .001.
At least two causes might be put forward to explain why perceptual learning was robust for the
voiced stop but not for its voiceless counterpart. The first one is that the novel features of stimuli in the
generalization test (two novel following vowels, /o, ɛ/, and two novel talkers, T9 and T10) affected the
perception of the two target sounds differently and were alone responsible for the differential degrees of
learning generalization for /p/ and /b/. An analysis of correct ID scores for /p/ versus /b/ in the

30

The accuracy rates of the trained group for /p/ and /b/ separately across the three testing phases were normally distributed. Distribution of accuracy

scores on the perception of /p/ was normal in the pretest, D(17) = .15, p = .20, in the posttest, D(17) = .12, p = .20, and in the generalization test, D(17) =
.18, p = .14. The same was observed for correct identification scores on the perception of /b/ at the three testing times: D(17) = .13, p = .20 (pretest); D(17)
= .16, p = .20 (posttest); D(17) = .14, p = .20 (generalization test). Mauchly’s test revealed that the main effect of Time violated the assumption of sphericity
(p = .008) and so the Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected F-values are reported for this effect. For the Time x Stop interaction, the assumption of sphericity was
met (p =.96).
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generalization test conditions might help shed light into the plausibility of this explanation. If significant
differences between /p/ and /b/ accuracy rates are found to be determined by Conditions 5 and 6
together or, on the other hand, by Conditions 7, 8 and 9 simultaneously, then it would be possible to
conclude that learning with the voiceless stop did not generalize to the perception of novel voices or to
the perception of novel vocalic contexts, respectively. This being the case, it would then be necessary to
examine why the generalization-resistant feature (either novel vocalic context or novel talker) made
perception of the voiceless stop more difficult than: 1) perception of its voiced counterpart /b/, with the
same feature; 2) perception of the voiceless stop with the trained and pre/posttested features. A second
possibility is that /b/ was more “learnable” than /p/ for Chinese L2 learners or, to put it in other words,
/p/ was more learning-resistant than /b/ and that differential degree of learnability only surfaced under
more precarious perception circumstances, when trainees had to identify untrained realizations of the
target stops with novel phonetic (coarticulatory effects due to vowel contexts) and acoustic features (voice
characteristics) – that is, in the generalization test. If /p/ was consistently less accurately perceived than
the voiced stop across generalization conditions and this difference was deemed significant under
statistical analysis, then support would be found for this hypothesis. Concomitantly, the analysis of
misidentification patterns for /p/ and /b/ throughout the program might provide additional relevant
information.
It should be noted that the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. If either novel vowels or
novel talkers are found to have influenced the different generalization results for the two stops the second
hypothesis still holds, that is, the fact that perception of tokens starting with /p/ and followed by /o, ɛ/
or produced by talkers T9 and T10 are harder than the exact same stimuli initiated by /b/ might mean
that p-tokens with these characteristics were intrinsically less intelligible than the ones starting with /b/
or that they were less intelligible because /p/ is more learning-resistant for Chinese learners and, thus,
its perception is more compromised by novel circumstances than /b/. The present study’s design does
not allow to tear these two causes apart. However, if the first hypothesis is excluded than the conclusion
that the voiceless stop was perceptually more challenging than its voiced counterpart for Chinese L2
learners can be drawn with more confidence, since resistance to generalization is not feature-specific. As
such, the next two sections are devoted to: 1) analyze data relative to the differences in performance
between /p/ and /b/, in the generalization test by condition; 2) present and discuss data regarding
misidentifications patterns in the perception of /p/ and /b/ throughout the program (i.e., in the pretest,
posttest and generalization test).
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4.1.4.1 Perception of /p/ vs. /b/ in the generalization test by condition.
In section 4.1.3, analysis of generalization results focused solely on the conditions in the
generalization test that would allow to isolate the novel features of the stimuli (pseudoword and talker
identity) and compared them to trained features (Conditions 5, 7 and 9). The objective was to assess
whether perception of novel pseudowords, novel talkers and absolutely novel tokens differed from that of
trained tokens (Condition 1 in the posttest). As such, conditions involving untrained features in the posttest
(Conditions 2 to 4) and in the generalization test (Conditions 6 and 8) were not considered in that analysis.
Results were mixed in the sense that they confirmed generalization of learning to the perception of novel
pseudowords (i.e., pseudowords never heard before in the program realized by trained talkers) and novel
tokens (i.e., absolutely novel tokens, composed of novel pseudowords produced by novel talkers), but
failure to maintain level of perceptual performance with novel talkers (i.e., tokens composed of trained
pseudowords produced by novel talkers, the exact same talkers that had produced the absolutely novel
tokens). Although contradictory to some degree, results were taken to indicate that trainees had been
able to generalize learning obtained via training to novel stimuli.
In the present section, all conditions in the posttest and in the generalization test will be taken
into account because differential degrees of generalization for /p/ and /b/ emerged when performance
on the perception of individual target sounds was compared across tests, that is, including all conditions.
Since what is being analyzed is the significantly worse performance on the perception of /p/ in the
generalization test compared to the posttest, suggesting that learning for the voiceless stop was not
robust, a first approach was to compute the mean percent accuracy scores in the identification of the
voiceless stop in each of the generalization test conditions and compare them with the mean percent
correct ID score of /p/ in the posttest. Table 25 presents this information for both /p/ and /b/.
Regarding the perception of /b/, it should be recalled that no significant differences were found
between posttest accuracy score and performance in the generalization test. Table 25 shows that the
greatest difference between posttest accuracy rate for the voiced stop and ID scores in the generalization
conditions was approximately seven percentage points (posttest vs. Condition 8 in the generalization test).
In what concerns /p/, there were two generalization test conditions for which scores were lower than the
posttest accuracy rate by far more than seven percentage points: Conditions 5 (approximately a 20percentage-point difference relative to posttest) and 8 (a 12-percentage-point lower score relative to
posttest).
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Table 25 Mean Percent Accuracy Score by Stop in the Generalization Test Conditions Compared to the

Posttest for the Trained Group
Group

TG
n=17

Accuracy score
Mean (SD)

Test
/p/

/b/

Posttest

67.94 (13.00)

68.24 (17.52)

Gen. test – Cond. 5

47.65 (21.07)

72.35 (20.16)

Gen. test – Cond. 6

61.76 (18.45)

70.59 (21.06)

Gen. test – Cond. 7

62.75 (17.21)

75.49 (15.72)

Gen. test – Cond. 8

56.37 (13.67)

60.78 (16.07)

Gen. test – Cond. 9

71.57 (18.65)

70.59 (17.71)

Note. TG = Trained group; Gen. = Generalization; Cond. = Condition.

To test if these differences were statistically significant, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA
was run with scores from correct identifications of /p/ by the trained participants in the posttest and in
the generalization test conditions. Stimuli was defined as a within-subjects factor with six levels (Posttest
/p/ hits, Generalization test /p/ hits in Conditions 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9).31 Results revealed that the main
effect of Stimuli was significant, F(5, 80) = 8.70, p < .001, indicating that the trained participants
performed differently in the identification of /p/ across the conditions tested. Tests of within-subjects
contrasts confirmed that there were significant differences between posttest accuracy score for /p/ and
the same measure in the generalization condition 5, F(1,16) = 20.66, p < .001, and condition 8, F(1,16)
= 16.51, p = .001, whereas contrasts comparing /p/ correct identification in the remaining generalization
conditions with the posttest accuracy score for the voiceless stop yielded non-significant differences (ps
> .05).
Looking closely at the composition of stimuli in Condition 5 of the generalization test, it can be
seen that, regarding p-tokens, trained participants performed the worst with trained pseudowords
produced by novel talkers. However, performance with p-tokens in Conditions 6 and 7, composed by
untrained and novel pseudowords, respectively, both produced by novel talkers (the same as in Condition
5) does not support the conclusion that trained participants were not able to generalize learning for /p/
from the training program to novel voices.

31

Scores in all conditions were normally distributed according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (ps > .05), except for the distribution of values of correct

identifications of /p/ in Condition 6 of the generalization test ( p = .02). However, this distribution was considered normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p > .05)
and, according to Field (2009), the Shapiro-Wilk test has more power to detect deviations from normality. As such, parametric analyses were run. Mauchly’s
sphericity test for the repeated-measures effect showed that the main effect of Stimuli did not violate the assumption of sphericity (p = .40).
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Considering now generalization condition 8, stimuli integrated novel pseudowords realized by
untrained but pretested talkers. Inferring that trainees could not generalize learning obtained in the
perception of /p/ to novel phonetic contexts, specifically the perception of the voiceless stop followed by
untrained and unheard vowels, does not hold either; and that is because identification accuracy of /p/ in
Conditions 7 and 9, which contained novel pseudowords (the same as in Condition 8) produced by novel
and trained talkers, respectively, did not differ from the level of performance in the posttest.
Paired-samples t-tests comparing correct identification of /p/ versus /b/ by generalization test
condition added that in Condition 5 ID correct score of /p/ was significantly lower than that of /b/, t(16)
= 3.37, p = .004, whereas in all other generalization conditions accuracy in the identification of the
voiceless stop did not differ from correct identification of the voiced plosive. 32 As such, significant
differences found in performance on the perception of /p/ between posttest and the generalization test
seem to have been caused by scores in Conditions 5 and 8.33
In conclusion, analyses in this section do not support the tentative explanation that inability to
generalize learning on the perception of the voiceless stop, /p/, obtained via training, was feature-specific
(i.e., caused specifically by either novel vocalic contexts or novel voices). Results pointing to the nonrobustness of learning with /p/ seem to have been determined by performance on two specific conditions
of the generalization test, which, contrary to what had been hypothesized, did not integrate any specific
novel feature which learning had shown not to be generalizable to in other test conditions. As such, at
this moment, the second hypothesis (that /p/ was more resistant to learning than /b/) seems more
plausible and it will be explored in the next section.

32

Regarding the normality assumption, /b/ accuracy scores in generalization condition 5 were not normally distributed, so non -parametric tests for paired

samples were run comparing performance with /p/ and /b/ in this condition. As the results were convergent with the parametric analyses concerning the pvalue, t-tests were reported for all comparisons.
33

Due to the violation of the normality assumption by /b/ accuracy scores in Condition 5, results of a two-way ANOVA, with Test/Condition (Posttest,

Generalization conditions 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) and Stop (Voiceless stop, Voiced stop) as six-level and two-level repeated-measures factors, respectively, were not
reported. However, according to (Field, 2009, p. 360), ANOVA can be robust to violations of its assumptions, specifically non-normality, especially with equalsized samples of data across conditions. As such, the ANOVA analysis was conducted and it confirmed that the two conditions in the generalization test in
which accuracy in the perception of /p/ differed from performance with the voiceless stop in the posttest were Conditions 5 and 8, whereas, regarding the
perception of /b/, no differences were found between percent accuracy in any generalization condition and performance in the posttest. Additionally, if
differences in performance between /p/ and /b/ were looked at on a condition basis, a significant discrepancy emerged solely in Condition 5.
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4.1.4.2 Misidentification patterns of /p/ vs. /b/ across perception tests.
The notion that the voiced stop might have been easier to learn than /p/ for Chinese learners
may find support if accuracy in the perception of the voiceless stop was consistently worse than
performance with /b/ across generalization conditions. Table 26 presents that information.
Table 26 Difference in Mean Percent Accuracy Score between /p/ and /b/ in the Generalization Test by

Condition

Group

TG
n=17

Generalization Test
Condition

Accuracy Score
Difference*
/p/−/b/

Condition 5

-24.70

Condition 6

-8.83

Condition 7

-12.74

Condition 8

-4.41

Condition 9

+0.98

Note. TG = Trained group. *Percentage-point difference.

Except for Condition 9, perception of /p/ was less accurate than the identification of the voiced
stop in all remaining conditions, with differences that went up to 25 percentage points. A paired-samples

t-test, comparing the normally distributed scores of /p/ correct identifications and /b/ accuracy score in
the generalization test, revealed that, indeed, correct identification of the voiceless stop (Mean=60.40%;
SD=13.81) differed significantly from the accuracy rate obtained with /b/ (Mean=69.86%; SD=11.52) by
the trained participants in the generalization test, considering all conditions, t(16) = 2.23, p = .04.
The analysis of misidentification patterns throughout the program (i.e., from the pretest to the
generalization test) might shed some light into the reasons why /p/ seems to have been harder to learn
than /b/. Table 27 presents the identifications of the target sounds by test for the trained group.
Table 27 Percentage of Target Sound (Mis)Identifications by Test for the Trained Group
Sound identified
Stop
heard

Pretest

Posttest

/p/

/b/

other

/p/

/b/

other

/p/

/b/

other

/p/

57.06

41.18

1.76

67.94

31.47

0.59

60.40

39.39

0.21

/b/

32.06

57.79

10.15

26.32

68.24

5.44

27.73

69.85

2.42

Note. Gen. = Generalization.
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Gen. test

As it has been highlighted before, both stops were correctly identified at chance level in the
pretest, with very similar accuracy rates (around 57%). However, Table 27 shows that while /p/, when
incorrectly classified, was almost exclusively confounded with /b/, the voiced stop was perceived as a
sound distinct from /p/ and /b/ in 10% of its presentations. Despite the improvement in the perception
of both stops as a result of training, the trend just described was still visible in the posttest misidentification
patterns, suggesting once again that, when trainees were not able to correctly identify the voiced stop,
they confused it with a sound other than its voiceless counterpart to a greater extent than they did so
when they misidentified /p/. This means that, throughout the program, trainees were able to detect some
characteristics in the voiced stop realizations or some realizations of the voiced stop as a whole that were
not accommodated by their mental representations of EP /p/ and /b/ at that time. Inferring assimilation
patterns in PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) from the misidentifications and building on the work by Oliveira
(2016) and Oliveira and Rato (2019), both EP bilabial stops seem to have been assimilated to the same
native phoneme, that is, both sounds were recognized as instances of the same L1 phoneme, but one
(/p/) was perceived as a better fit than the other (/b/) (category-goodness assimilation type). According
to the same L2 speech perception model, it is more likely that a new phonological category is developed
for the more deviant segment than for the L2 unit that is perceived as a good match to a native phoneme
in both phonological and phonetic terms. This scenario might have created better initial conditions for the
learning of /b/ compared to /p/, which, in turn, might explain why learning was robust for the voiced
stop but not for the voiceless stop, as indicated by the generalization test results.

4.1.4.3 Perception of /p/ vs. /b/ by following vowel.
In this section, data regarding the perception of the voiceless stop compared to the voiced stop
according to the following vowel are explored. Figure 17 and Figure 18 present the TG’s accuracy rates
for /p/ and /b/ respectively by vowel and by test.
Comparing both figures, firstly the fact that trends were not identical for the two stops stands out.
Considering the voiceless stop, the back high vowel, /u/, was the phonetic context that triggered higher
accuracy rates for /p/ across tests. Additionally, the relative differences in correct identification scores
between /a/, /i/ and /u/ remained the same in type (/a/, the lowest score and /u/, the highest), though
not in magnitude, across tests, which did not happen for the mid-closed front vowel, /e/, and the midopen back vowel, /ɔ/, whose relative differences changed in type and magnitude from pretest to posttest
and from posttest to the generalization test. As such, whereas the percent correct score for /p/ followed
by /a, i, u/ increased from pretest to posttest, it decreased for /pe, pɔ/. Irrespective of these tendencies,
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all vowels seem not to have endured generalization conditions. Regarding the novel vowels in the
generalization test, the mid-closed back vowel facilitated the perception of /p/ more than the mid-open
front vowel, /ɛ/.
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Figure 17. Trained participants’ accuracy score for /p/ by vowel and by test. Gen. = Generalization.
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Figure 18. Trained participants’ accuracy score for /b/ by vowel and by test. Gen. = Generalization.
With respect to the perception of /b/, the accuracy score for the voiced stop increased from
pretest to posttest in all vocalic contexts except /ɔ/ and there were three vowels which coped with
generalization conditions (by not making /b/ identification score decrease from posttest to the
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generalization test): /a, i, ɔ/. About the novel vowels, /ɛ, o/, the accuracy rate of the voiced stop did not
substantially differ between one and the other.
If the mean accuracy rate for /p/ and /b/ by following vowel across tests is computed, other
patterns can be observed – Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 19. Trained participants’ accuracy score for /p/ by vowel across tests.
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Figure 20. Trained participants’ accuracy score for /b/ by vowel across tests.
Perception of /p/ seems to have been facilitated by high and back vowels. As /p/ correct
identification scores by vowel violated the normality assumption, a related-samples Friedman two-way
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analysis of variance by ranks was run. Results confirmed that correct identification of /p/ across tests
was significantly affected by the following vowel, χ2(6) = 36.19, p < .001. Stepdown follow-up analysis
showed that accurate perception of /p/ was significantly higher if the voiceless stop was followed by the
high and mid-high back vowels (/u, o/) than by the high and mid-high front vowels (/i, e/); additionally,
perception of /p/ followed by high and mid-high vowels, irrespective of backness, was significantly better
than when low or mid-low vowels (/a, ɛ, ɔ/) followed the voiceless stop. In sum, accurate perception of
/p/ seemed to be favored by back higher vowels. Regarding the accuracy on the voiced stop by vowel
across tests, no clear patterns emerged from the correct identification scores. Indeed, a related-samples
Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks revealed that there was no significant effect of the
subsequent vowel on the perception of /b/ across tests, χ2(6) = 10.58, p = .10.
4.1.5 Summary.
Results relative to the effect of high variability phonetic training on L2 speech perception will now
be summarized. Regarding the overall effect of training, participants in the trained group significantly
improved their accuracy scores on the perception of EP bilabial stops from pretest to posttest as a result
of training (TGains=10.66 percentage points), whereas the control group did not.
Learning from training transferred to untrained stimuli (differing from trained items in pseudoword
identity, specifically the flanking syllable in the ‘CV.CV tokens, and/or talker identity – Generalization 1)
as level of accuracy in Conditions 2 to 4 in the posttest did not significantly differ from scores in Condition
1 (trained pseudowords produced by trained talkers), at least not beyond the inter-condition differences
that already existed in the pretest.
The generalization test assessed the trainees’ ability to transfer learning from training to truly
novel tokens (stimuli differing from trained and pre/posttest items in pseudoword identity, specifically the
vowel following the target stops – ‘CV.CV – or in the talker identity or in both features) – Generalization
2. Performance of the trained participants in the generalization test was similar to the level of accuracy
obtained in the posttest, whilst being significantly better than in the pretest. This means that learning
induced by training was robust enough to be transferred to novel tokens. Analysis of scores by condition
in the generalization test revealed non-significant differences in accuracy between Condition 7 in the
generalization test (novel pseudowords produced by novel talkers) and the accuracy score in the posttest
condition 1 (trained pseudowords produced by trained talkers), which suggests that learning was
transferred to both novel token features: following vowel and talker voice.
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Analysis of perceptual data by target stop revealed that the extent to which trainees improved
their perception of /p/ and /b/ from pretest to posttest was the same and that training was equally
effective for both stops. However, examination of generalization scores by stop showed that learning was
robust for /b/ but not for /p/, that is, transfer of learning to novel tokens (novel vocalic contexts and
novel voices) occurred for the voiced stop exclusively. Misidentification patterns in the categorization of
/p/ compared to /b/ across perception tests showed that the voiced stop was not so consistently
misheard as its voiceless counterpart as /p/ was and this “fuzzier” identity of /b/ might have created
better conditions from the onset of training for the learning of the voiced stop compared to the voiceless
unit.
The examination of perceptual data for /p/ and /b/ by following vowel showed that the perception
of the voiceless stop was facilitated by high back vowels, whereas no clear patterns emerged for /b/, that
is, no statistically significant differences were found in accuracy score for /b/between following-vowel
conditions across tests.
4.2 High Variability Phonetic Training and Auditory Selective Attention
The second objective of this study was to inspect the role of auditory selective attention on
individual performance in perceptual training. The hypothesis was that the better the trainees’ selective
attention capacity, at the auditory level, the more they would benefit from this type of training program,
that is, high variability phonetic training. This section presents relevant data analyses to explore the validity
of the hypothesis formulated. First, cognitive tasks are examined to determine construct and task validity.
Secondly, relationships between cognitive variables and L2 perception measures are explored, with
particular emphasis on the link between auditory selective attention and performance in a high variability
phonetic training program.
4.2.1 Cognitive abilities.
Before examining the relationship between auditory selective attention and performance in HVPT,
preliminary analyses on the data from the cognitive tasks were conducted, having in mind two distinct
aims: 1) checking if the tasks were performed as expected, detecting outliers and examining all cognitive
variables regarding the normality assumption for parametric statistical tests; 2) exploring the relationship
between scores from the dichotic listening task, the Flanker task and the digit-span task to obtain validity
evidence for the measurement representing the target construct (auditory selective attention); validity was
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inferred from relations to other variables: visual selective attention – convergent validity evidence; and
working memory – discriminant validity evidence. Scores from all participants ( n=34) were considered in
this analysis, unless otherwise stated.

4.2.1.1 Auditory selective attention – The dichotic listening task.
The dichotic listening task was implemented to assess the participants’ selective attention ability
in the auditory domain. Following Humes et al. (2006), it was established that a higher accuracy score
(AudSAT Acc, % correct) represented a more efficient ability to selectively attend to target auditory stimuli
in the presence of distractors. The analysis of the standardized accuracy scores revealed a significant
outlier (value with a standardized score higher than ±3.29 – Field, 2009). A closer inspection of the
biographic data did not reveal any particular characteristic that would support removing this case on the
grounds that it did not come from the target population (Field, 2009, p. 153). As such, the decision was
made to keep the deviant score in the statistical analyses. Figure 21 shows individual accuracy scores in

% Accuracy score

this task for n=34. Scores ranged from 45.30% to 99.20% (Mean=87.78; SD=10.68).
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Figure 21. Individual accuracy scores in the dichotic listening task.
It should be recalled that in this task participants had to select the color-number coordinates
heard in the target sentence, by pressing one of four buttons arranged in a column on the left side of the
computer screen, choosing a color, and then by selecting a number from a column of eight buttons (with
the numbers 1 to 8) on the right side of the screen – in this order. Therefore, reaction time from stimulus
onset to the color press should be lower than the time elapsed between the beginning of sentence
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presentation until the participant pressed the second answer button, that is, the number button. To check
this adequate-execution parameter, reaction times were considered in two different measures: 1) mean
RT from stimulus onset to the selection of the color coordinate (first press), for correct answers only
(AudSAT RT Clr, ms); 2) mean RT from stimulus onset to the selection of the number coordinate (second
press), for correct answers only (AudSAT RT, ms). No outliers were found in the standardized scores of
these two variables and distributions of values were considered normal by both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and the Shapiro-Wilk tests (ps > .05). A paired-samples t-test confirmed that mean reaction time for the
first press (1992.42 ms) was significantly lower than response time for the second press (2659.74 ms),

t(33) = 46.03, p < .001.
It is also important to remember that, for each trial, the cursor was automatically placed at the
center of the screen. Besides needed for task validation, there were two additional reasons why the first
RT measure (AudSAT RT Clr, ms) was deemed important: 1) if only correct-answer trials were considered
(that is, answers which were correct for both color and number), it was a more “online” measure, since
responses were observed in closer temporal proximity to the mental processes under examination; 2)
time differences resulting from diverse starting points of the cursor on the screen would be minimized.
These reasons might have made of the RTs for color presses a more sensitive measure, which is why this
variable was considered, along with global mean RT (AudSAT RT, ms), in all analyses involving the time
dimension of the present task.
As the dichotic listening task was a timed experiment and participants had been instructed to
answer as fast and as accurately as possible, speed-accuracy trade-offs should be equated. According to
Eriksen and Schultz (1979), error data should have the same trends as RTs (or dissimilar trends, when
accuracy data are used instead) if speed-accuracy trade-offs are to be excluded. In the present task, the
accuracy and RT measures were negatively correlated (r = -.170, r = -.181), so there were no speedaccuracy trade-offs (C. W. Eriksen & Schultz, 1979; Sanders et al., 2018).
In sum, the dichotic listening task seems to have worked adequately.

4.2.1.2 Visual selective attention – The Flanker task.
The Flanker task assessed the selective attention ability in the visual domain. It was assumed
that a participant’s selective attention capacity was indexed by the accuracy and RT interference scores
resulting from differential performance in congruent and incongruent trials: the smaller the absolute
values of interference scores, the more efficient the participant was in selectively attending to a target
visual stimulus while ignoring distracting information (Sanders et al., 2018; Scharenborg et al., 2015b).
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Interference scores were obtained by subtracting mean accuracy and mean RT for congruent trials from
mean accuracy and mean RT for incongruent trials.
To calculate interference scores and to assess the task’s validity, several other accuracy and RT
measures had to be obtained. All variables derived from the Flanker task are summarized next: 1) Flanker
accuracy interference (VisSAT AccInt, percentage-point difference); 2) Flanker RT interference (VisSAT
RTInt, ms); 3) Flanker accuracy (VisSAT Acc, % correct); 4) Flanker mean RT in correct trials (VisSAT RT,
ms); 5) Flanker accuracy in congruent trials (VisSAT AccCong, % correct); 6) Flanker accuracy in
incongruent trials (VisSAT AccIncong, % correct); 7) Flanker RT in correct congruent trials (VisSAT RTCong,
ms); 8) Flanker RT in correct incongruent trials (VisSAT RTIncong, ms). Analysis of standardized scores
for the accuracy and RT measures disclosed two significant outliers (with absolute standardized values
above 3.29 in several accuracy measures – Field, 2009). A closer look at the data retrieved by the
background questionnaire revealed that one of the participants with the deviant scores reported having a
learning disability and the other stated having difficulty distinguishing left from right (precise notions and
operationalization of laterality are needed in the Flanker task). In Section 3.3 it was stated that some
questions in the background questionnaire might have been misinterpreted by the participants and that
answers supporting the exclusion of a given subject a priori (e.g., being hearing impaired, having a
learning disability, etc.) would only produce effect if, cumulatively, that participant’s score was considered
a significant outlier on any given variable of interest. As the two criteria were met by these cases, the two
outliers were excluded from the analysis of the visual selective attention measures. With n=32, the mean
accuracy interference score was -7.03% (Range=-27.50%-0.00%; SD=6.73%) and RT interference values
ranged between 7.53 and 93.68 milliseconds (Mean=56.59ms; SD=22.82ms). Reaction-time
interference scores were normally distributed, D(32) = .07, p = .20, but distribution of the accuracy
interference scores was significantly non-normal, D(32) = .16, p = .04. A logarithmic transformation of
the scores for accuracy interference did not result in a normal distribution of values. As such, statistical
analyses involving the visual selective attention variable indexed by accuracy interference required nonparametric tests.
In order to evaluate if the Flanker task worked adequately, mean accuracy rate and mean RT
were computed for both the congruent and the incongruent trials: 34 participants should have been faster
and more accurate in the former than in the latter condition. Table 28 presents the mean values for these
four variables, considering all participants, except the removed outliers (n=32).

34

Only reaction time scores from correct trials were considered.
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Table 28 Accuracy and RT in the Flanker Task by Congruence Type
Accuracy (% correct)
Mean (SD)

RT (ms)
Mean (SD)

Congruent trials

99.45 (1.38)

444.29 (43.73)

Incongruent trials

92.42 (7.11)

500.89 (44.12)

Note. RT = Reaction time. SD = Standard deviation. N =32.

Data in Table 28 indicate that the task worked as expected: accuracy was reduced in incongruent
trials compared to the congruent condition; participants responded faster (lower reaction time) in
congruent than in incongruent trials. Distributions of values for the RT variables (VisSAT RTCong and
VisSAT RTIncong) were normal, as indicated by both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk
normality tests (ps > .05). However, accuracy scores (VisSAT AccCong and VSAT AccIncong) were nonnormally distributed, according to one or both normality tests. A logarithmic transformation of these
scores did not result in a normal distribution of values. Thus, statistical analyses involving the Flanker
accuracy for congruent and for incongruent items required non-parametric tests. A paired-samples t-test
showed that participants were significantly slower (higher RTs) in the incongruent items than in the
congruent condition, t(31) = -14.03, p < .001. Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests revealed that the difference in
accuracy between congruent trials and incongruent trials was statistically significant ( Mdncong = 100.00,

Mdn = 92.50, z = -4.21, p < .001).
inc

As the Flanker task was a timed experiment and participants were asked to answer as fast and
as accurately as they could, speed-accuracy trade-offs were considered. Therefore, mean accuracy
(Mean=97.29%; SD=2.78; Range=86.88%-100.00%) and mean RT from correct answers
(Mean=472.59ms; SD=42.42; Min.=387.54; Max.=575.01) across conditions were computed.
Distribution of scores in the accuracy variable (VisSAT Acc) deviated significantly from normality, D(32) =
.17, p =.03, but a logarithmic transformation corrected the shape of the distribution. Mean RT scores
(VisSAT RT) were normally distributed, according to both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk
tests (ps > .05). If the accuracy and time scores did not show the same trends, this would mean that
participants did not privilege one criterion to the detriment of the other. A Pearson correlation between
accuracy and mean RT across conditions (VisSAT Acc and VisSAT RT) yielded a value close to zero (r =
.046), suggesting the absence of a linear relationship between the two sets of scores. As such, speedaccuracy trade-offs did not appear to be a factor in the present data.
All aspects considered (differences in accuracy and RTs between the congruent and incongruent
conditions and speed-accuracy trade-offs), the Flanker task worked as expected.
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4.2.1.3 Working memory – The digit-span task.
The digit-span task provided a measure of the participants’ working memory capacity (WM
DSpan). Results in the task indicated the longest length of a digit sequence that a participant could
correctly recall and scores ranged between 2 and 10 (Mean=7.48; SD=2.22) for n=33.35 Distribution of
scores deviated significantly from normality, according to both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the ShapiroWilk tests (ps < .01). No significant outliers, with an absolute standardized score above 3.29 (Field, 2009),
were found in the data. A logarithmic transformation of the scores did not correct the normality issues in
the distribution of values. Therefore, statistical analyses involving the working memory variable required
non-parametric tests.
4.2.2 Relationship between cognitive abilities.
Having participants perform cognitive tasks other than the dichotic listening experiment served
the purpose of testing the validity of the auditory selective attention measure. If, on the one hand, scores
in the dichotic listening task did not correlate with the measure derived from the digit-span task, then it
could be assumed that the auditory selective attention task captured a cognitive process that was not to
be confounded with working memory – discriminant validity evidence (Christensen et al., 2011). On the
other hand, if scores in the dichotic listening task correlated with scores from the Flanker task, then more
confidence could be gained that the target task assessed mechanisms of selective attention, since these
are thought to operate similarly across different sensory modalities (Shinn-Cunningham, 2008; Spence &
Santangelo, 2012) – convergent validity evidence (Christensen et al., 2011). Table 29 presents the
correlation coefficients between the cognitive measures obtained.
It can be seen that no auditory selective attention measure correlated significantly with the digitspan scores. On the other hand, the three auditory selective attention measures were significantly
correlated with all simple reaction time measures from the Flanker task. Additionally, the correlation
between the two reaction time measures from the dichotic listening task and three Flanker accuracy
measures were marginally significant and they were so to different degrees: p-values for the AudSAT RT
correlations ranged between .07 and .10, whereas probability values for the AudSAT RT Clr comparisons
were situated between .05 and .07, which suggests that reaction times for correct answers only, in the

35

For the working memory variable, n=33 as one score was missing (for personal reasons, the participant was not available to perform the digit-span task).
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dichotic listening experiment, measured from stimulus onset to the color press might have been a more
sensitive measure than the correct-response times obtained from stimulus presentation to the second
button press (color and number presses combined), as it had been supposed.
Table 29 Simple Correlations Between Cognitive Variables
AudSAT Acc
% correct

AudSAT RT
ms

AudSAT RT Clr
ms

VisSAT Acc
% correct

-.064a

.297bc

.328bc

VisSAT AccCong
% correct

.298bc

.123b

.206b

VisSAT AccIncong
% correct

.020b

.303bc

.325bc

VisSAT AccInt

-.042b

.323bc

.326bc

VisSAT RT
ms

.457**a

.446*

.399*

VisSAT RTCong
ms

.488*a

.428*

.380*

VisSAT RTIncong
ms

.394*a

.433*

.392*

VisSAT RTInt
ms

.224b

.018

.030

WM DSpan

.122b

-.097b

.005b

% difference

Note. AudSAT = Auditory selective attention; Acc = Accuracy score; RT = Mean reaction time from correct responses; Clr =
Color (refers to mean reaction time from stimulus onset to color press); VisSAT = Visual selective attention; Cong = Congruent
condition; Incong = Incongruent condition; Int = Interference score; WM = Working memory; DSpan = Digit-span task. Pearson
correlation coefficients based on two-tailed distributions are presented, unless otherwise signaled. N=32 for all correlations
involving VisSAT variables and n=33 for comparisons with the WM DSpan variable.
Pearson correlation coefficient based on two-tailed distributions of log-transformed scores. Spearman correlation coefficient
based on two-tailed distributions. Marginally significant correlation, with .05< p < .10.
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a

b

c

This preliminary analysis suggested that the dichotic listening activity could more confidently be
seen as retrieving a measure that represented the cognitive process the task was set out to assess, that
is, auditory selective attention. Thus, in the next section, the relationship between the participants’ ability
to selectively attend to auditory material and their performance in a HVPT program will be analyzed.
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4.2.3 Relationship between auditory selective attention and performance in training.
Considering the present work’s second research objective, the relationship between the trainees’
auditory selective attention and how well they performed in training will be examined now.
The capacity of auditory selective attention was operationalized as the percent accuracy score in
the dichotic listening task performed by the participants (AudSAT Acc). Training gains (TGains) were
operationalized as the difference in percentage points between posttest score and pretest score and
measured the benefit from training. Table 30 presents the descriptive statistics of both measures for the
trained group.
Table 30 Descriptive Statistics of the Variables Auditory Selective Attention Accuracy and Training Gains

for the Trained Group

Minimum

Maximum

Mean (SD)

AudSAT Acc

45.30

96.90

86.73 (12.21)

TGains

-3.75

51.25

10.66 (14.07)

Note. AudSAT Acc = Auditory selective attention accuracy score (% correct); TGains = Training gains (difference in percentage
points between posttest score and pretest score). N = 17.

Differences in identification accuracy between pretest and posttest ranged from -3.75 to 51.25
percentage points, suggesting that the effect of training varied substantially across participants. Figure
22 illustrates these differences for the individual participants in the trained group.
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Figure 22. Percentage-point difference in identification accuracy between posttest and pretest (training
gains) for individual participants in the trained group.
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Figure 23 shows the trained participants’ accuracy scores in the auditory selective attention task.
It can be noted that most scores ranged from 75% to 97% approximately, with only a single value outside

% Accuracy score

this interval (Participant 16).
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Figure 23. Accuracy score in the auditory selective attention task for individual participants in the trained
group.
To verify whether the trained participants’ auditory selective attention capacity was associated
with individual variation in training gains, the two variables were correlated.36 There was a significant
positive correlation between the trained participants’ auditory selective attention capacity and how well
they performed in the perceptual training program, r = .428, p (one-tailed) = .04. Furthermore, the
correlation coefficient indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1992).
Additional evidence was sought by categorizing trained participants into low- and high-attention
individuals, using a median-split, and verifying whether the two subgroups differed regarding their
performance in training. Training gains for high-attention trainees (Mean=14.03%; SD=8.92%; n=9) were
greater than for the low-attention participants in the trained group (Mean=6.88%; SD=18.18%; n=8) and

36

The distribution of scores in each of the variables under analysis deviated significantly from a normal distribution for the trained participants (n=17). In the

case of the auditory selective attention variable, the distribution presented moderate negative skewness (-2.73) and a significant outlier was found in the data,
with an absolute z-score above 3.29 (Field, 2009). The outlier was the same that had already been identified in the distribution of accuracy scores for the
auditory selective attention variable with n=34; no reasons were found to exclude the case (cf. Section 4.2.1.1). Therefore, both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
the Shapiro-Wilk normality tests indicated a significant deviation from normality (p < .01). Regarding the training gains variable, no significant outliers were
found, but the shape of the distribution revealed moderate positive skewness. Scores in this variable were normally distributed according to the KolmogorovSmirnov test (p = .16), but their distribution was considered non-normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p < .01). Due to the violation of assumptions for parametric
analysis, scores of both variables were log-transformed and submitted to a Pearson’s correlation.
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this difference was significant, t(15) = -2.21, p = .04, which suggests that trainees with a less efficient
selective attention ability, in the auditory domain, performed worse in computer-based perceptual training
than did high-attention individuals.37
All results considered, it seems that auditory selective attention plays a role in computer-based
perceptual learning of L2 contrasts, in the sense that the better the trainee is at selectively attending to
an auditory stimulus while simultaneously ignoring distracting input, the more he/she will benefit from a
high-variability phonetic training program, that is, the greater the percentage-point improvement in L2
stop perception accuracy from pretest to posttest.
4.2.4 Relationship between auditory selective attention and pretest, posttest and generalization test
scores.
The role of auditory selective attention in L2 perception was examined further by exploring the
relationship between this cognitive variable and the trainees’ scores in the perception tests. Table 31
presents the correlations between the auditory selective attention capacity and pretest, posttest and
generalization test scores, for the trained group.
Table 31 One-tailed Correlations between Auditory Selective Attention and Perception Tests’ Scores for

the Trained Group

AudSAT
Acc

PreT Acc

PostT Acc

GenT Acc

-.044a

.476*

.381b

Note. AudSAT Acc = Auditory selective attention accuracy score (% correct); PreT Acc = Pretest accuracy score (% correct);
PostT Acc = Posttest accuracy score (% correct); GenT Acc = Generalization test accuracy score (% correct). N = 17. Pearson
correlation coefficients are presented based on one-tailed distributions of log-transformed scores, unless otherwise indicated.
Spearman correlation coefficient based on one-tailed distributions. p-value marginally significant (.05≤ p <.07).
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
a

b

The participants’ auditory selective attention capacity was not correlated with performance in the
pretest, but it was significantly and positively related to performance in the posttest. Also, the relationship
was near significance in the generalization test. Results indicate that a more efficient ability to selectively
attend to auditory target stimuli was associated with better performance, indexed by higher accuracy
scores, in the post-training tests, but not in the pre-training assessment.

37

The independent-samples t-test was performed on the normally distributed log-transformed scores of the training gains variable for both the low- and high-

attention subgroups within the trained participants, since distribution of raw values deviated significantly from normality for the low-attention subgroup, D(8)
= .39, p < .01.
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Thus, it seems that L2 learners’ selective attention capacity, at the auditory level, is somehow
implicated in the process of learning an L2 phonological contrast through the specific means of computerbased perceptual training, under the high-variability paradigm, as scores in the dichotic listening task only
correlated with post-training assessments. Would this cognitive ability be particularly operative in all forms
of phonological learning of L2 sounds (e.g., naturalistic learning), then it should also be significantly
correlated with performance in the pretest, which was not corroborated by the present results.
4.2.5 Relationship between L2 speech perception and other cognitive variables.
The digit-span task (indexing working memory) and the flanker task (measuring visual selective
attention) were administered to obtain validity evidence for the target cognitive test (dichotic listening
experiment, measuring auditory selective attention). Nevertheless, examining the relationship between
working memory and visual selective attention, on the one hand, and the L2 perceptual measures
obtained in the present work, on the other hand, might contribute to a deeper understanding of the role
of auditory selective attention mechanisms in L2 speech perception.
Table 32 presents the correlations between all cognitive and all perceptual measures obtained
for the trained group.
Table 32 One-tailed Correlations between Cognitive and Perceptual Variables for the Trained Group
AudSAT Acc

VisSAT AccInt

VisSAT RTInt

WM DSpan

PreT Acc

-.044a

-.471*a

-.276

.146

PostT Acc

.476*b

-.172a

.447*

-.130

GenT Acc

.381b,c

-1.32a

.221

TGains

.428*

.120

.642**

b

a

-.238
a

.139b

Note. AudSAT Acc = Auditory selective attention accuracy score (% correct); VisSAT AccInt = Visual selective attention accuracy
interference score (percentage-point difference); VisSAT RTInt = Visual selective attention reaction time interference score (ms);
WM DSpan = Working memory, Digit-span task; PreT Acc = Pretest accuracy score (% correct); PostT Acc = Posttest accuracy
score (% correct); GenT Acc = Generalization test accuracy score (% correct). TGains = Training gains (percentage-point
difference). N = 16, except for correlations involving the AudSAT Acc variable, for which n = 17. Pearson correlation coefficients
are presented based on one-tailed distributions, unless otherwise indicated.
Spearman correlation coefficient based on one-tailed distributions. Pearson correlation coefficient based on one-tailed
distributions of log-transformed scores. p-value marginally significant (.05≤ p <.07).
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
a

b

c

No significant correlations were found between working memory and any perceptual performance
measure. Regarding visual selective attention, significant correlations emerged between the measures
derived from the Flanker task and the perceptual performance variables. Bearing in mind that the Flanker
task provided convergent validity evidence for the dichotic listening experiment, suggesting that both tasks
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represented the same construct (selective attention) to some extent, these significant correlations were
expected. It should be recalled that higher flanker interference scores indexed less efficient mechanisms
of selectively attending to visual stimuli. The accuracy interference variable correlated significantly and
negatively with pretest percent correct identifications, which means that trainees with a better selective
attention capacity in the visual modality obtained higher accuracy scores in the pretest. The RT
interference scores derived from the Flanker task also correlated significantly with two accuracy measures
from perceptual testing: posttest percent correct scores and gains obtained from training. However, the
direction of this association was contrary to the expected tendency: a positive correlation indicated that
participants with a poorer visual selective attention capacity achieved a higher percentage of correct
identifications in the perception posttest and also obtained greater gains from training. The unexpected
results stimulated a closer look into the relationship between all accuracy and reaction time measures
obtained from the Flanker tasks (besides the interference scores) and the indicators of perceptual
performance by the trainees (Table 33).
It can be noted that most significant correlations between visual selective attention and pretest
scores followed the expected direction: accuracy scores in the Flanker task correlated positively with
pretest percent correct identifications, and Flanker accuracy interference was negatively correlated with
pretest scores, all relationships indicating that participants in the trained group with a more efficient visual
selective attention capacity achieved higher accuracy rates in the perception pretest.
Table 33 One-tailed Correlations between Selective Attention Measures and Perceptual Variables for the

Trained Group

AudSAT
Acc

VisSAT VisSAT VisSAT
Acc
RT
AccCong

VisSAT VisSAT
AccIncong RTCong

VisSAT
RTIncong

VisSAT
AccInt

VisSAT
RTInt

PreT Acc

-.044a

.541*a

-.272

.514*a

.479*a

-.161

-.382c

-.471*a

-.276

PostT Acc

.476*

.209

b

-.389

.000

.219

-.462*

-.265

.172

.447*

GenT Acc

.381b,c

.066b

-.245

-.123a

.149a

-.274

-.187

.132a

.221

TGains Acc

.428*b

-.140b

-.080b

-.082a

-.082a

-.063b

.110b

-.120a

.642**a

b

c

a

a

a

Note. AudSAT = Auditory selective attention; Acc = Accuracy score (% correct); RT = Mean reaction time from correct responses
(ms); VisSAT = Visual selective attention; Cong = Congruent condition; Incong = Incongruent condition; Int = Interference
score; PreT Acc = Pretest accuracy score (% correct); PostT Acc = Posttest accuracy score (% correct); GenT Acc =
Generalization test accuracy score (% correct). TGains = Training gains (percentage-point difference). N = 16, except for
correlations involving the AudSAT Acc variable, for which n = 17. Pearson correlation coefficients are presented based on onetailed distributions, unless otherwise indicated.
Spearman correlation coefficient based on one-tailed distributions. Pearson correlation coefficient based on one-tailed
distributions of log-transformed scores. p-value marginally significant (.05≤ p <.08).
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
a

b

c
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Looking at RT simple measures, irrespective of the statistical significance, their correlations with
perception variables tended to be negative, that is, when RTs were higher (indicating slower decision
times which, in turn, indexed a less efficient visual selective attention capacity), accuracy scores in
perception tests were lower. However, this trend was not observable in the derived interference scores
for both accuracy and reaction times: if in the pretest a higher interference score was associated with
poorer performance in perception, in all post-training perceptual measures that relationship was inverted,
that is, a less efficient visual selective attention (indexed by higher interference scores) was associated
with better performance in L2 perception measures.
In sum, according to the results obtained, visual selective attention seemed to be associated with
L2 phonological development, on the perception domain, as a more efficient capacity of selectively
attending to target visual input correlated with higher accuracy in perceiving L2 stops in the pretest.
However, that relationship changed (its direction inverted) after participants underwent HVPT. The
reasons behind such shift are unclear, but as both cognitive tasks (dichotic listening task and the Flanker
task) were performed after training, effects of administration order should not be ruled out.
4.2.6 Summary.
A summary of the results on High variability phonetic training and auditory selective attention will
be presented now. Regarding the relationship between selective attention, in the auditory modality, and
performance in training, a significant positive correlation was found between the trainees’ capacity to
selectively attend to auditory targets in the presence of distractors and how well they performed in training.
This means that the more efficient the trained participants’ auditory selective attention was the greater
the gains (percentage-point difference between posttest accuracy score and pretest accuracy score) they
obtained from HVPT.
Relating the accuracy score in the dichotic listening task (which indexed auditory selective
attention efficiency) to perception tests’ scores, it was found that auditory selective attention correlated
significantly and positively with post-training assessments but not with performance in the pretest. These
results are taken to suggest that auditory selective attention not only worked as an important cognitive
mechanism in the execution of the HVPT program but that the ability itself changed its functioning towards
the target L2 structures (EP stops) in the process.
In the examination of the association between L2 speech perception and other cognitive variables,
no relationship was found between the trainees’ working memory capacity and any perceptual
performance measure. Visual selective attention, however, was found to be associated with several
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perceptual variables. A poorer capacity of visually attending to target stimuli in the presence of distracting
information (indexed by a higher RT interference score) was correlated to higher scores in the posttest
and also to training gains, which was unexpected. Order effects in task administration might have
occurred.
4.3 General Discussion
The first objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of an auditory training program
on the perception of EP bilabial stops (/p, b/) by Chinese L2 learners. Participants in the trained group
(n=17) performed one training session composed of two AX tasks and one ID task administered twice
and were tested on their perception of the target sounds before and after intervention. Training materials
were ‘CV.CV pseudowords, produced by six different talkers, in which the target sounds (/p, b/), in wordinitial position, were followed by five different vowels /i, e, a, ɔ, u/ – high variability phonetic training.
With a mean accuracy score just above chance level in the pretest (57.43%), trained participants
significantly improved their ability to accurately perceive EP bilabial stops after a single training session,
with a mean gain in accuracy of approximately 11 percentage points from pretest to posttest. The training
program was, therefore, efficient and its result should not be attributable to practice effects as the
difference in accuracy scores between pretest and posttest was non-significant for the control group
(n=17), whose level of accuracy in the perception of the target sounds did not differ from that of the
trained participants at the onset of training. Recency effects should not have been a factor either, as
posttest was administered a week after training was completed. Improvement in the perception of L2
sounds is a well-documented effect of perceptual training (Aliaga-Garcia & Mora, 2009; Bradlow et al.,
1997; Carlet, 2017; Iverson et al., 2012; Kim & Hazan, 2010; Rato, 2014; Rochet, 1995) and gain
scores of about 10 percentage points are common (Flege, 1995c). However, to our knowledge, this is
the first study examining the effect of HVPT on the perception of EP L2 stops by learners who are native
speakers of Mandarin. Results obtained in the present work are in line with research in the field and
confirm Hypothesis 1 – Performance of Chinese L2 learners in the identification of EP bilabial stops will

significantly improve after undergoing a high variability phonetic training program .
Assessing generalization of perceptual improvement acquired via training to stimuli other than
trained tokens was used as an indicator of learning robustness. Generalization was operationalized in a
two-fold manner, following Carlet (2017): 1) Generalization 1 – the ability to transfer learning to stimuli
which differed from trained tokens in pseudoword identity (different flanking syllable in the ‘CV.CV
pseudowords) and/or talker identity (stimuli produced by voices that were not present in training
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materials); when this type of transfer was assessed (in the posttest), these untrained items had been
heard just once, in the pretest; 2) Generalization 2 – the capacity of transferring learning from training to
untrained items, that is, tokens differing from trained stimuli in pseudoword identity (different vowels
following the target stops in the ‘CV.CV pseudowords) and/or talker identity (stimuli produced by talkers
that were not used in training materials); crucially, Generalization 2 provided a measure of transfer to
stops realized in vocalic contexts that were not trained (stop + /ɛ/, stop + /o/) and assessed transfer of
learning to absolutely novel stimuli, which, besides not having been trained, had not been used in the
pretest either and, thus, were heard for the first time in the generalization test. In other words,
Generalization 1 assessed transfer to untrained stimuli and Generalization 2 evaluated transfer to
untrained and unheard items, that is, absolutely novel tokens, allowing the examination of carry-over
effects of training to novel vocalic contexts and novel voices.
Regarding Generalization 1, results indicated that trainees were able to transfer learning from
trained stimuli to untrained items, which means that improvement in the perception of EP bilabial stops
did not occur exclusively for the practiced tokens and that, on a preliminary analysis, learning was robust.
Despite the fact that data analyses showed that items in the different posttest conditions were not equally
intelligible for Chinese learners, those differential degrees of inter-condition intelligibility were similar
between the two tests (pre- and posttest), suggesting that diverse performance across posttest conditions
was not to be attributed to inability to generalize learning to the untrained feature of pseudoword or talker
identity, but rather to characteristics intrinsic to stimuli that rendered them more or less intelligible for
trainees at both testing times (e.g., specific talker-pseudoword combinations).
Results referring to Generalization 2 revealed that the trained participants’ accuracy in the
generalization test was significantly higher than scores in the pretest, whilst not significantly different from
performance in the posttest. On the contrary, the control group did not show any significant differences
in performance across tests. Thus, it can be said that learning resulting from training was robust in the
sense that it was transferred to novel stimuli, that is, to tokens that had not been trained nor heard before
in the program and that differed from pretest/posttest and training items in the vowel immediately after
the target sounds (/p, b/ + /ɛ, o/ ) and/or in the talker who produced them. Analysis of accuracy scores
by condition in the generalization test allowed an examination of the specific novel token feature(s) (vocalic
context and/or voice) which learning was generalized to by the trained participants. It could be the case
that generalization effects were driven by transfer to novel following vowels but no to untrained and
unheard voices or vice-versa and that needed verification. Results showed that there were no significant
differences in accuracy between posttest condition 1 (trained pseudowords produced by trained talkers),
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which was used as baseline category, and Condition 7 (novel pseudowords produced by novel talkers)
and Condition 9 (novel pseudowords produced by trained talkers) in the generalization test. Therefore,
transfer of learning to untrained vocalic contexts (novel pseudowords) was confirmed. However, accuracy
in Condition 5 of the generalization test (trained pseudowords produced by novel talkers) was significantly
lower than scores in the baseline category. Although scores in Condition 5 may suggest otherwise, since
the two novel talkers used in generalization stimuli were common to test conditions 5 and 7, it was
concluded that trainees were indeed able to generalize improvement in the perception of /p/ and /b/
obtained with training to novel voices and that the significantly lower scores with trained pseudowords
produced by novel talkers were possibly attributable to the specific pseudoword-talker combination in
Condition 5 which had rendered stimuli intrinsically less intelligible for Chinese learners.
Taken together, results from Generalization 1 and 2 indicate that learning obtained via HVPT was
robust, since it was transferred not only to untrained items but also to novel vocalic contexts and novel
voices. Several studies in the field report that learning resulting from perceptual training programs is
robust either because it generalizes to untrained features, because it is retained over time or because it
transfers to production (Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Lively et al., 1993, 1994; Rato, 2014; Rochet,
1995; Shinohara & Iverson, 2018). Results obtained in the present work are, thus, in line with previous
research and confirm Hypothesis 2 – Learning obtained via training will be robust, that is, it will generalize

to novel talkers and novel phonetic contexts.
Analysis of perceptual data by target stop revealed that trainees improved their perception of /p/
and /b/ from pretest to posttest to the same extent, that is, training induced learning for both stops
equally. However, generalization of learning to novel features (vocalic context and voice – Generalization
2) seems to have been driven by learning with the voiced stop, /b/, solely, suggesting that learning was
not robust for /p/. Comparing perception of /p/ and /b/ by generalization test condition, it was found
that inability to generalize learning for /p/ was not determined by a specific feature (either following vowel
or voice) in the novel stimuli. This result led to the proposal that the voiceless stop might have been more
learning-resistant than its voiced counterpart for Chinese learners, irrespective of any particular stimuli
characteristic, and that those differential degrees of learnability only surfaced under the more precarious
perception circumstances (novel tokens) that distinguished the generalization test from the posttest.
Examination of misidentification patterns in the categorization of /p/ compared to /b/ across perception
tests revealed that incorrect identifications of /b/ were not as concentrated in its voiceless counterpart
as they were for /p/, that is, instances of /b/ were inaccurately perceived as a sound other than /p/
more often than /p/ was incorrectly classified as a sound distinct from /b/. According to previous
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research (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019), both EP bilabial stops are mapped onto the same native
phoneme, the short-lag /p/, by Chinese learners and perceived as equally good exemplars of that
category, a pattern named single-category assimilation in the PAM-L2 model (Best & Tyler, 2007).
Building on this finding, misidentification trends in the present data suggest a category-goodness

assimilation type (PAM-L2 – Best & Tyler, 2007) in which both L2 stops are assimilated as phonetic
representations of a single phonological unit, but one (the voiced EP stop) is perceived as a more deviant
exemplar of the native unit than the other. Thus, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that for the Chinese
learners in the present study EP /p/ was more strongly equated with the native category /p/ than the L2
voiced stop. PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) predicts that, with continued exposure, it is likely that L2
learners develop a new phonological category for the phonetically deviant sound, whereas no new
category is likely to be learned for the L2 segment that is phonemically and phonetically perceived as a
good exemplar of the native phoneme. In other words, the phonetically deviant phone is predicted to be
more easily learnt. All things considered, it was concluded that /p/ was more difficult to learn than /b/
for the trainees and that these differences in learnability only emerged when perception conditions were
more challenging (that is, in the generalization test as opposed to the posttest).
The interpretation proposed to explain why learning was robust for /b/ but not for /p/ seems to
be supported by previous evidence, indicating that the EP bilabial voiced stop is easier to identify than its
voiceless counterpart for Chinese learners, in word-initial position (Shu, 2014). However, it somehow
conflicts with a previous study on the perceptual assimilation of EP stops (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato,
2019), which highlighted a tendency, across places of articulation, for the voiced stop in homorganic
pairs to be considered a better fit to the short-lag native category than the most acoustically similar
segment, that is, the voiceless stop, suggesting that learners equated L2 sounds and L1 categories on a
metalinguistic basis rather than at the phonetic-acoustic level.38 A similar tendency had also been reported
for English-Greek bilinguals who, in an English situational mode, tended to equate Greek voicing-lead
stops with English short-lag phonemes, whereas Greek short-lag bilabial and alveolar stops were perceived
as phones falling between the short-lag and long-lag English units (Antoniou et al., 2012). However, if the
pattern of assimilation inferred from the present data is correct, then Chinese learners in this study
privileged the acoustic route in the mapping of L2 bilabial stops to the native short-lag phoneme. A similar
pattern was reported by Gong et al. (2017).

38

It should be noted, however, that the trend described by Oliveira and Rato (2019) was evidenced for the alveolar and velar places of articulation and not

exactly for the bilabial pair. However, data available did not suggest that for the bilabial pair the tendency would be inverted, that is, that L2 /p/ would be
perceived as a better fit to native /p/ than L2 /b/.
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Regarding the perception of /p/ compared to /b/ by following vowel across tests, accuracy on
the perception of the voiceless EP stop was highest with the high and mid-high back vowels /u, o/ and it
was clearly favored by high and mid-high vowels, irrespective of backness. Shu (2014) had also found
that EP stop perception by Chinese learners was more accurate with the mid-high back vowel (/o/) than
with the low central vowel /a/. The fact that VOT tends to be longer before high vowels than before low
ones (Klatt, 1975; Lousada et al., 2010; Schwartzhaupt, 2012) might explain why Chinese learners found
the voiceless stop easier to identify in such vocalic contexts: a longer VOT will push the voiceless stop
away (in relative terms) from the region in the continuum to which both EP /b/ and /p/ are presumably
mapped to, which is the 14-millisecond VOT zone – the mean VOT for the short-lag bilabial unit in
Mandarin (Chao & Chen, 2008). According to data from Lousada (2006), the voiceless EP stop is
produced with a 24-millisecond mean VOT when followed by the vowel /u/, but that value might go up
to 45 ms. Concerning the effect of following vowel quality on the perception of /b/ across tests, no clear
patterns emerged, that is, no vowel feature (height or backness) was found to favor or difficult the
perception of the voiced stop.
The second main goal of the present work was to examine the relationship between individual
differences in auditory selective attention and degree of success in the HVPT program, operationalized as
training gains (difference between posttest and pretest accuracy scores). Based on the uses of the term

attention in L2 speech perception literature, a two-fold characterization of this cognitive function was
drawn: 1) attention as a state, a cognitive ability that per se explains some variation in L2 speech
performance (Darcy & Mora, 2016; Darcy et al., 2014; Safronova, 2016); 2) attention as an object that
can be acted upon and made to work differently in the presence of a given stimulus, namely by perceptual
training (Francis et al., 2000; Jamieson & Morosan, 1986; Logan et al., 1991; Pederson & GuionAnderson, 2010). Building on this conceptualization, a third dimension was added: 3) attention as a
mechanism, the instrument needed to execute a given task under specific circumstances, that is, the
means by which transformation of attention as an object is achieved. This third dimension derived from
the assumption that a perceptual training program characterized by highly variable stimuli would require,
in its process, the ability to withdraw attention from irrelevant acoustic-phonetic features of the auditory
stimulus (e.g., coarticulatory effects and voice characteristics, on the one hand, and variations of VOT
along the positive range, on the other), while simultaneously demanding focused attention to the relevant
(dimensions of the) phonetic cues to the voicing distinction between EP bilabial stops (e.g.,
presence/absence of pre-voicing). Thus, it was hypothesized that auditory selective attention mechanisms
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would be especially mobilized in HVPT and that the more efficiently they operated the greater the gains
trainees would obtain from training.
Although there are a few examples of research investigating the link between cognitive abilities
as attention switching (e.g., Darcy & Mora, 2016; Safronova, 2016) or inhibition (e.g., Darcy & Mora,
2016; Darcy, Mora, & Daidone, 2014; Lev-Ari & Peperkamp, 2013) and performance in L2 speech
perception, to the best of our knowledge only one study has examined the relationship between several
L2 perceptual performance indicators, including gains from HVPT, and auditory selective attention (Kim
& Hazan, 2010). In the study just mentioned, no relationship was found, but the selective attention
measure might not have been sensitive enough since it was a non-verbal task. In the present study, a
dichotic listening task with speech stimuli (based on Humes et al., 2006) was used to assess the
participants’ ability to selectively attend to target auditory stimuli in the presence of distractors. The task
was assumed to represent the intended construct (auditory selective attention) after convergent validity
evidence from a Flanker task (providing a measure of visual selective attention) and discriminant validity
evidence from a digit-span task (measuring working memory) were obtained.
The examination of the relationship between auditory selective attention and performance in
perceptual training revealed that the accuracy scores in the dichotic listening experiment were significantly
and positively correlated with training gains for the trained group. Additionally, within the trained
participants, gains from training were significantly greater for high-attention individuals than for lowattention trainees. Results confirmed that the more efficient the trainees’ auditory selective attention
capacity was the greater the percentage-point improvement between pretest and posttest accuracy scores
they obtained. This was interpreted to mean that mechanisms of auditory selective attention are especially
activated in high variability phonetic training, such that trainees who are better at selectively attending to
auditory input are better-equipped to execute the HVPT in a more efficient manner and, because of that,
they benefit more from training. The notion of attention as a mechanism, in the threefold
conceptualization proposed in Section 1.3.1, was, thus, corroborated, highlighting the instrumental role
of auditory selective attention as a cognitive mechanism particularly operative in HVPT. In sum, results
obtained confirm Hypothesis 3 – Perceptual gains resulting from training will be positively correlated with

the trainees’ auditory selective attention ability .
Relating auditory selective attention to other perceptual performance measures for the trained
group, it was found that this cognitive ability was significantly and positively correlated with posttest
accuracy scores and its correlation with the generalization test scores was near significance. However,
accuracy in the dichotic listening task was not correlated with scores in the pretest. Data indicated that a
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more efficient ability to selectively attend to auditory target stimuli was associated with better performance
in the post-training tests, but not in the pre-training assessment. Considering the three-dimension
characterization of attention mentioned above, it seems that auditory selective attention, besides
operating as an instrumental mechanism in HVPT, is also an object in that process, that is, an ability
whose modus operandi towards a specific L2 structure changes after training (and that was why
significant correlations were found with post-training scores, but not with pre-test scores). The
interpretation is in line with previous research pointing to the possibility of shaping attentional
mechanisms via perceptual training by manipulating: acoustic features of the stimuli (Jamieson &
Morosan, 1986); task parameters (Logan & Pruitt, 1995); stimulus variability (Logan et al., 1991);
feedback (Francis et al., 2000); or instructions (Guion & Pederson, 2007). However, results (specifically
the absence of correlation between pretest scores and auditory selective attention ability) did not support
the characterization of attention as a state, that is, as an intrinsic capacity that per se explains individual
differences in L2 speech perception at a given point in time; rather, they point to the possibility that
auditory selective attention processes might play a relevant role in L2 perceptual learning acquired
specifically through HVPT, but not via more naturalistic forms of phonological acquisition.
In sum, it seems that L2 learners’ selective attention capacity, at the auditory level, is implicated
in the process of learning an L2 phonological contrast through high variability phonetic training both as
an object and as a mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that auditory selective
attention has been found to be correlated with L2 speech perception measures, specifically posttest
accuracy and performance in training.
As data from two other cognitive measures were available, the relationship between working
memory and visual selective attention, on the one hand, and L2 perceptual performance measures, on
the other, was explored. The trainees’ working memory, as measured by the digit-span task, was not
correlated with any perceptual measure. This result conflicts with findings reported by Kim and Hazan
(2010), demonstrating that a better working memory span was associated with higher identification
scores after perceptual training with a difficult non-native stop contrast. Differences in methodology might
explain the divergent results: indeed, in the present study, a forward digit-span task was administered
whereas in Kim and Hazan's study (2010) digits were recalled in reverse order (backward digit-span task).
On the other hand, however, the critical measures indexing the trained participants’ visual selective
attention capacity (accuracy and RT interference scores) were found to be significantly correlated with
some L2 speech perception variables. For instance, interference in accuracy correlated significantly and
negatively with pretest scores, indicating that a more efficient selective attention in the visual domain was
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associated to higher accuracy scores in the pretest. The interference score in reaction time was,
nonetheless, negatively correlated with posttest scores and training gains, suggesting that a poorer
capacity of segregating relevant from irrelevant visual stimuli was related to a better performance in L2
speech perception. As this result was unexpected, several other RT and accuracy measures derived from
the Flanker task were examined. The general pattern of correlations found indicated that before training
a more efficient visual selective attention was associated with higher pretest scores, but, after training,
that relationship inverted and individuals who were less efficient in their visual selective attention capacity
were the ones who scored highest in the posttest or benefitted more from training.
Given the order of task administration (perceptual training and posttest followed by the dichotic
listening experiment and, then, by the Flanker task), a possible explanation is that the HVPT program,
although purely auditory, might have produced changes in the way trainees utilized mechanisms of
selective attention in both the visual and the auditory modalities. Indeed, the fact that scores in the
dichotic listening task correlated with posttest but not with pretest results was interpreted to mean that
HVPT changed the learners’ selective attention preferences towards L2 speech, thus corroborating the
conception of attention as an object subjectable to transformation. Similarly, one could speculate that
that transformation had implications, even if temporary, in how selective attention processes operated in
the visual modality. Actually, preliminary analyses on task validity revealed that cognitive processes
implicated in the dichotic listening experiment (measuring auditory selective attention) and the Flanker
task (measuring visual selective attention) were the same to some extent, which gives support to this
tentative explanation. Additionally, it is known that executive functions might be enhanced with training
(Diamond, 2013) and that training with one function might transfer to other abilities. For instance Karbach
and Kray (2009) found that training task-switching enhanced inhibition and working memory. There is
also evidence that interventions designed to improve language skills might also train auditory selective
attention (Stevens, Fanning, Coch, Sanders, & Neville, 2008). This would explain why measures of
auditory attention and of visual attention correlated with post-training perceptual performance indicators,
but did not correlate or correlated differently with pre-training test. Indeed, undergoing perceptual training
of L2 stops might have interfered with both auditory and visual mechanisms of selectively attending to
stimuli and, because the cognitive measures were obtained after HVPT, that would explain the different
patterns of correlations between cognitive and perceptual measures before and after training.
Nonetheless, the observation that the relationship between visual selective attention and indicators of L2
speech performance apparently inverted its direction as a result of training remains unexplained. One
can only hypothesize that HVPT affected the visual and auditory mechanisms of selective attention
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differently. For example, training with auditory stimuli throughout the HVPT program might have given
participants a more acute sensitivity to discriminate relevant from irrelevant information in the auditory
modality, which, in turn, might have reduced their responsiveness to visual data, even if temporarily.
Modality-dominance effects in cross-modal processing are well documented and known to vary as a
function of stimulus familiarity, response demands and nature of the task. (Robinson, Hawthorn, &
Rahman, 2018). The order of administration of the tasks (Week 1: pretest and training tasks; Week 2:
posttest, dichotic listening task, flanker task) does not constitute an example of cross-modal simultaneous
processing, but if serial cross-modal processing occurs in a very short lapse of time (as it happened in
Week 2), maybe similar effects might emerge. This would explain why there seems to be a shift, from
pretest to post-training assessments, in the direction of the relationship between visual selective attention
and perceptual performance.
Order of administration of the Flanker task and the dichotic listening activity should have been
counterbalanced, at the individual level, between pretest and posttest times, so that potential effects of
the HVPT program on the cognitive functions tested could be ruled out. Despite this limitation, assuming
that the perceptual training program produced changes in the trainees’ ability to selective attend to
auditory input seems to provide counterevidence which reinforces the conclusion that auditory selective
attention is, indeed, implicated in the process of learning a difficult L2 phonological contrast through
HVPT.
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CONCLUSION
In this final part of the present thesis, a summary of the study is provided, including the theoretical
motivation of the research goals, the methodology adopted, the results obtained and their relation to the
hypotheses formulated. In a second moment, limitations of the study are presented and the conclusion
ends with suggestions for future research.
Summary of the Study
Portuguese stops are challenging for Chinese L2 learners in both the production and the
perception domains. The voicing distinction among these sounds seems to be at the root of the problem
(Batalha, 1995; Martins, 2008; Oliveira & Rato, 2019; Shu et al., 2015). Portuguese and Mandarin make
a different use of a perceptually relevant acoustic cue, the voice onset time, to implement phonological
distinctions between stops: while EP opposes negative-VOT phonologically voiced stops (/b, d, ɡ/) to
short-lag voiceless units (/p, t, k/), Mandarin distinguishes between short-lag VOT voiceless unaspirated
categories (/p, t, k/) and long-lag VOT voiceless aspirated stops (/ph, th, kh/) (Chao & Chen, 2008; Lisker
& Abramson, 1964a; Lousada et al., 2010). A phonological-phonetic mismatch between the learners’ L1
and the L2 arises and, due to cross-linguistic influence, accurate perception of the L2 stop system is
compromised (Shu, 2014; Shu et al., 2015). In fact, previous research has shown that EP voiced and
voiceless stops tended to be perceived as allophonic realizations of a single native phoneme (the voiceless
unaspirated Mandarin stops) by Chinese learners (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019). Though slight
variations in this trend might exist as a function of place of articulation, the single-category assimilation
scenario (Best & Tyler, 2007) seems to be particularly evidenced by bilabial stops (/p, b/).
The first goal of the present work was to implement a high variability phonetic training program
and assess its effect on the perception of EP bilabial stops by Chinese L2 learners. It was hypothesized
that HVPT would improve the learners’ accuracy in L2 stop identification. Adopting a pretest-posttest
design with control group, thirty-four participants were recruited, all Chinese individuals, aged between
19 and 24 years old, university-level Portuguese L2 learners, matched on relevant variables (age of onset
of learning, years of formal instruction in the L2, L2 proficiency). Participants in the trained group (n=17)
underwent a one-session training program composed of four perception tasks in which they discriminated
or identified L2 bilabial stops in the initial position of ‘CV.CV pseudowords produced by multiple talkers
(six) and with the target sounds (/p, b/) embedded in diverse phonetic contexts (five different following
vowels: /i, e, a, ɔ, u/). The trained group significantly improved their perception of EP bilabial stops after
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a single training session and analysis by stop indicated that increase in accuracy from pretest to posttest
was similar for both the voiceless and the voiced units. Thus, the first hypothesis formulated in this study,
that performance in the identification of EP bilabial stops would significantly improve after training, was
confirmed. Although an increase in identification accuracy as a result of training is a well-documented
effect in L2 speech perception studies (Bohn, 2018; Chang, 2019; Colantoni et al., 2015; Sakai &
Moorman, 2017), to our knowledge this is the first time that the result was observed for Chinese learners
of EP L2. Thus, it was concluded that perceptual training, under the high variability paradigm, was
effective in improving the Chinese learners’ perception of EP /p/ and /b/.
Moreover, participants in the trained group were able to generalize learning obtained via HVPT to
untrained items, composed by untrained flanking syllable and produced by untrained talkers
(Generalization 1). Transfer of learning also occurred for novel vocalic contexts (/p, b/ + /ɛ, o/ - phonetic
contexts absent from training and from pretest/posttest tokens) and novel voices (talkers absent from
training and from pretest/posttest materials) – Generalization 2. These results suggest that training
procedures induced robust learning that generalized to stimuli other than the trained tokens, which is in
line with previous research in the field (Bradlow et al., 1997; Carlet, 2017; Rato, 2014; Rochet, 1995;
Shinohara & Iverson, 2018). However, analysis by stop revealed that transfer of learning did not occur
for both stops (/p/ and /b/). Indeed, overall effect of training on the perception of novel stimulus features
(vocalic context and voice – Generalization 2) seems to have been driven by performance with the voiced
stop (/b/) exclusively, suggesting that learning was not robust for /p/. We proposed that the voiceless
stop might have been more learning-resistant than its voiced counterpart for Chinese learners and that
those differential degrees of learnability only emerged with the more precarious perception conditions
proposed by the generalization test (novel tokens). Examination of misidentification patterns across tests
reinforced such conclusion, by suggesting that Chinese learners had probably equated both L2 stops with
the same native unit (Mandarin /p/), but with different degrees of goodness-of-fit: the voiced EP stop
seemed to be perceived as a more deviant exemplar of the native phoneme /p/ than its voiceless
counterpart (category-goodness assimilation - Best & Tyler, 2007), which might have created better
learning conditions for the voiced stop from the onset of the program. All in all, the second hypothesis
established, that learning obtained via training would generalize to novel talkers and novel phonetic
contexts, was only partially confirmed, since learning was found to be robust for /b/ but nor for /p/.
Building on more recent lines of inquiry in L2 speech perception studies, specifically individual
differences in cognitive abilities, the second aim of the present study was to assess the role of auditory
selective attention in high variability phonetic training. L2 studies often explain success of training
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procedures with the transformation of selective attention preferences towards a given L2 phonological
structure, claiming that, through various techniques, the relative attentional weight given to different
acoustic cues in the signal changes as a result of training, becoming more conformed to native-like
patterns of selectively attending to diverse dimensions of segmental information. The present research
assumed that the fact that processes of selective attention were (presumably) made to operate differently
in face of a given input after perceptual training did not necessarily implicate that selective attention
mechanisms were the means by which that transformation was achieved or even a relevant tool in the
process. However, there were two lines of reasons for exploring this possibility: 1) the justification put
forward to explain why high variability conditions in training were more effective than low variability
procedures, highlighting the fact that HVPT required that learners focused attention on the phonologicallyrelevant parts of segments while simultaneously ignoring irrelevant variation (Logan et al., 1991); 2)
cognitive views of speech perception in general, advocating that dealing perceptually with variability in
speech is a cognitively active process not based on elimination of irrelevant information, but rather
involving mechanisms of selective attention (Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Holt & Lotto, 2008; Nusbaum &
Magnuson, 1997). Thus, it was hypothesized that auditory selective attention was a mechanism especially
mobilized in the perceptual training of L2 sounds with highly variable stimuli and that, as such, individual
differences in this ability should be associated to degree of learning success in this way: the more efficient
the learner was at selectively attending to an auditory target, the greater the gains (operationalized as the
difference in accuracy score between posttest and pretest) they would obtain from a HVPT program.
Participants in the trained group performed a dichotic listening task, modelled upon the experiment by
Humes et al. (2006), that measured the efficiency of their auditory selective attention. Accuracy scores
in the dichotic listening experiment were found to be positively and significantly correlated with training
gains, suggesting that individuals with a more efficient selective attention ability, in the auditory modality,
improved their accuracy in the perception of EP bilabial stops more than low-attention learners did as a
result of training under the high variability paradigm. Therefore, the study’s third hypothesis was
confirmed and it was concluded that mechanisms of selective attention play an important role in the
execution of perceptual training with highly variable stimuli.
By demonstrating that auditory phonetic training might constitute an effective method of helping
Chinese learners overcome difficulties regarding EP-L2 stop perception, the present work contributed to
widen the range of L1-L2 combinations in perceptual training studies while at the same time providing
data that might be useful in designing pedagogical materials for teaching European Portuguese as a
second language. Additionally, the current study adds to the scarce literature on the interaction between
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individual differences in cognitive ability and degree of learning success in perceptual training programs,
building on the long-standing and prevalent claim that the development of accurate perceptual
representations of L2 sounds is fundamentally guided by selective attention mechanisms.
Limitations of the Study
The first major limitation in the study was the lack of control for order effects in the administration
of L2 perception and cognitive tasks. Results suggested that undergoing HVPT might have changed, even
if temporarily, the trained participants’ pre-training mode of selectively attending to auditory stimuli. Thus,
by the time the participants’ auditory selective attention ability was assessed, their habitual mechanisms
of directing attention towards a stimulus or stimulus dimension while ignoring distracting stimuli or
stimulus dimensions might have been transformed as a result of perceptual training with L2 stops. While
this potential side-effect seems to provide additional support to the hypothesis that mechanisms of
selective attention in the auditory modality are implicated in the execution of HVPT programs (were they
not implicated they would not have been changed in the process), it limits the discussion of the role of
auditory selective attention within the threefold conceptualization of attention proposed, especially in what
concerns the view of attention as a state. For example, the fact that scores in the dichotic listening task
did not correlate with pretest accuracy scores does not mean necessarily that mechanisms of selective
attention are not relevant in forms of phonological learning other than through HVPT (e.g., naturalistic
learning) – it means that selective attention processes as shaped by HVPT are not associated to L2
speech perception performance at a given point in the time-course of learning.
Other limitation in the study is related to the validity of the dichotic listening task as a measure
of auditory selective attention. Results did not in any way suggest that the measure provided by the task
did not adequately represent the intended cognitive process – in fact, convergent and discriminant
evidence gathered pointed in the direction of confirming the validity of the task. Still, an additional
validation procedure should have been implemented. Indeed, stimuli in the task (the 32 sentences
containing a color-number combination) were validated by a Mandarin native speaker, in terms of
correctness, intelligibility, comprehensibility and accent; additionally, when stimuli were elicited based on
a model recording, talkers did not manifest any difficulty in comprehending and reproducing the
sentences; moreover, Chinese individuals who pilot-tested the dichotic listening task did not mention any
difficulty in understanding the phrases (actually, pilot test scores were at ceiling). However, all sentences
should have been blindly validated, one at a time in binaural listening, by a group of Chinese individuals
prior to task administration – this way more confidence could be gained that inability to correctly identify
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the color-number coordinates was due to less efficient auditory selective attention mechanisms and not
to any characteristic intrinsic to stimuli that rendered them less intelligible.
Finally, the study would benefit greatly from two additions: 1) including a perceptual assimilation
task would allow for a more informative and sustained discussion of the reasons why the voiceless stop
was presumably more resistant to learning than /b/; assimilation patterns would help shed more light
into the question of which type of information (acoustic, phonological, orthographic…) was privileged by
Chinese learners of EP when perceptually linking L2 stops to native units, not only amplifying the spectrum
of studies analyzing the perceptual assimilation of L2 stops, by adding an untested L1-L2 combination,
but also contributing with experimental data to a more theoretical discussion at the core of L2 speech
perception research (Bohn, 2018; Chang, 2019); 2) having the complete set of EP stops tested:
conclusions drawn for bilabial stops are not generalizable to alveolar and velar phonemes, especially
since there is prior data suggesting that patterns of EP stop assimilation by Chinese learners vary as a
function of place of articulation (Oliveira, 2016; Oliveira & Rato, 2019).
Directions for Future Research
Interpreting results and making inferences based on a single study requires caution. It might be
the case that results obtained were entirely due to chance. Therefore, a first step would be to replicate
the study to verify whether observations are repeatable. If results are replicated, then it would be
interesting to test whether performance of low-attention individuals, considering auditory attentional
selectivity, in HVPT is impaired relative to a low variability condition in a way that compromises robustness
of learning. It might be the case that learning for individuals with less efficient mechanisms of selective
attention is more robust (whether in terms of generalization to untrained voices and phonetic contexts,
retention of learning over time or transfer to production) if they train in low variability conditions than
when they undergo a HVPT program. Examining whether high variability per se precludes access to the
target features in the trained sounds for low-attention individuals or whether they can cope with highly
variable stimuli as long as it is gradually introduced in training procedures is another question worth
examining. Perrachione et al. (2011) found that perceptually-weak learners were impaired by high
variability conditions in the learning of L2 tones relative to low-variability procedures and that trial-by-trial
uncertainty was the most detrimental condition. However, we have no knowledge of similar studies for
segmental L2 learning.
Additionally, considering that the researcher had known the students for at least three months at
the time of data collection, it was observed that individuals with certain personality traits seemed to
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struggle more in the realization of the perceptual tasks. Specifically, participants who were thought to
prefer more controlled learning environments seemed more disoriented and frustrated. At the time, it was
hypothesized that learning conditions as the ones proposed by HVPT, in which knowledge is built
individually and perceptually with a high degree of uncertainty, could be less advantageous to specific
learner profiles. Therefore, it could be interesting to explore the link between certain personality traits and
degree of success in perceptual training. The ultimate advantage of examining further the interactions
between cognitive factors, such as auditory selective attention, or personality traits and training paradigms
is obtaining information that might sustain the designing of training procedures at the individual level,
that is, considering the individual needs, limitations and potentialities.
Finally, considering specifically CLI in the mapping of L2 to L1 stops, longitudinal perceptual
assimilation studies are needed. The literature review in the present work signaled a few empirical studies
pointing to diverse assimilation scenarios in aspiration-L1 to voicing-L2 transitions. For instance, Antoniou
et al. (2012) found that English advanced learners of Greek tended to map L2 voicing-lead stops to native
short-lag units, presumably favoring phonological equivalence in L2-to-L1 mappings. Oliveira and Rato
(2019) disclosed a similar trend amongst Chinese elementary learners of EP (a phonologically-motivated
association evidenced by stronger association of L2 voiced stops than voiceless stops to native short-lag
categories). However, if assimilation movements can be inferred from misidentification patterns, then the
current study suggested that voiced L2 stop (/b/) was not so strongly associated to the Mandarin shortlag phoneme as EP /p/ was, thus disclosing a more acoustically-motivated mapping of L2-to-L1 stops.
Additionally, Gong et al. (2017), by testing perceptual assimilation of Chinese naïve listeners before and
after 16 training sessions on Spanish stops, found that, with no prior knowledge of the L2, voiced stops
were uncategorized and voiceless L2 stops were associated to short-lag Mandarin categories; after
training, however, voiced L2 units were more strongly mapped to Mandarin voiceless unaspirated
phonemes. Considering the multiple scenarios, it was proposed that perceptual linking between L2 and
L1 stops might privilege acoustic information or might be phonologically motivated depending on a
number of different reasons which, if not individual, might include proficiency in the non-native language,
L2 metalinguistic awareness, orthographic mismatches between the native and non-native codes and so
forth; crucially, differences might be related to developmental trends which are worth uncovering by
manipulating L2 proficiency (indexing metalinguistic knowledge, for instance) while controlling for
confounding variables, such as stop position in the word, stimulus type (syllable, word, pseudoword) and
others deemed relevant. If developmental trends are found in L2 stop assimilation, training programs
might be optimized in terms of task type and specifications.
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Appendix 1

Consent form

CONSENTIMENTO INFORMADO, LIVRE E ESCLARECIDO PARA PARTICIPAÇÃO EM INVESTIGAÇÃO
de acordo com a Declaração de Helsínquia e a Convenção de Oviedo

Por favor, leia com atenção a seguinte informação. Se achar que algo está incorreto ou não está claro,
não hesite em solicitar mais informações. Se concorda com a proposta que lhe foi feita, queira assinar
este documento.
Título do estudo: Auditory selective attention and performance in high variability phonetic

training: The perception of Portuguese stops by Chinese L2 learners
Enquadramento do estudo: Este estudo enquadra-se no projeto de doutoramento individual da
investigadora abaixo identificada (doravante investigadora responsável), no ramo de Ciências da
Linguagem, na especialidade de Linguística Aplicada, a ser conduzido no Centro de Estudos
Humanísticos do Instituto de Letras e Ciências Humanas da Universidade do Minho, com a supervisão
de Anabela Rato, professora auxiliar na Universidade de Toronto, e Cristina Flores, professora auxiliar na
Universidade do Minho.
Explicação do estudo: O presente estudo visa avaliar os efeitos do treino percetivo na capacidade de
identificação de sons não-nativos por parte de aprendentes do português europeu. Adicionalmente,
pretende-se investigar a relação que existe entre a capacidade de atenção seletiva e o desempenho no
treino percetivo.
Para tal, solicitar-se-á aos participantes que preencham um questionário biográfico e linguístico e
realizem um conjunto de testes e tarefas, tais como descritos a seguir.
1. Questionário biográfico e linguístico: Trata-se de um questionário a preencher online que visa
obter dados pessoais, como o género, a idade e a nacionalidade do participante, e outros relativos
ao seu conhecimento de línguas. Será conduzido pela investigadora responsável numa sala de
computadores da Universidade do Minho e terá a duração aproximada de 15 minutos.
2. Teste de proficiência linguística em Português: Trata-se de um questionário de escolha múltipla
que visa recolher informação sobre o nível de proficiência do participante na competência de
compreensão do oral de Português como língua estrangeira. Será realizado online e conduzido pela
investigadora responsável numa sala de computadores da Universidade do Minho e terá a duração
aproximada de 10 minutos.
3. Tarefa de atenção seletiva auditiva: Trata-se de uma atividade em que o participante é exposto a
dois estímulos áudio em simultâneo, através de auscultadores, sendo-lhe depois colocada uma
questão relativa ao conteúdo linguístico de um desses estímulos. A resposta será indicada através
de dois cliques em dois de 12 botões disponíveis (escolha múltipla). Será utlizado um software
especializado para gestão de apresentação de estímulos e recolha de respostas. A tarefa será
conduzida pela investigadora responsável numa sala de computadores da Universidade do Minho e
terá a duração aproximada de 30 minutos.
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4. Tarefas de perceção: Trata-se de um conjunto de tarefas integrantes de um programa de treino
percetivo de sons consonânticos do português europeu (pré-teste, treino, pós-teste e teste de
generalização). Consoante se trate de uma tarefa de identificação (1) ou de discriminação (2), será
solicitado ao participante que ouça um conjunto de estímulos áudio e (1) identifique o som inicial
do estímulo ouvido, selecionando uma das respostas disponíveis, ou (2) indique se dois estímulos
apresentados consecutivamente são iguais ou diferentes. Todas as tarefas serão realizadas em
software próprio, numa sala de computadores da Universidade do Minho e com recurso a
auscultadores. A indicação da resposta consiste no clique em botão no ecrã. O programa de treino
será dividido em duas sessões, conduzidas pela investigadora responsável, com a duração
aproximada de 30 a 45 minutos cada.
Condições de participação: A participação neste estudo é voluntária e não está sujeita a qualquer
pagamento ou contrapartida. Da participação não resultarão quaisquer prejuízos, assistenciais ou outros,
em caso de não-aceitação ou desistência. Este estudo mereceu o parecer favorável da Comissão de Ética
da Universidade do Minho.
Confidencialidade e anonimato dos participantes: Os dados recolhidos serão utilizados para fins de
investigação exclusivamente e serão acedidos apenas pela investigadora responsável. É garantida a
confidencialidade dos dados e o anonimato dos participantes.

A investigadora responsável agradece a sua colaboração neste estudo.
Nome da investigadora responsável: Diana Moreira de Oliveira
Profissão: Estudante de doutoramento
Local de trabalho: Centro de Estudos Humanísticos da Universidade do Minho
Contacto telefónico: (+351) 253604184
Assinatura da investigadora responsável:_____________________________________
Eu,
___________________________________________________________________,
declaro ter lido integralmente este documento e tê-lo compreendido cabalmente, bem como todas as
informações adicionais fornecidas oralmente pela pessoa que assina acima. Foi-me garantida a
possibilidade de, em qualquer momento, interromper a minha participação, sem que daí advenham
quaisquer consequências. Assim, aceito participar neste estudo e permito a utilização dos dados que
voluntariamente forneço, desde que estes sejam utilizados exclusivamente para fins de investigação e
sempre no respeito pelas garantias de confidencialidade e anonimato prestadas pela investigadora
responsável.
Assinatura do(a) participante:______________________________________________
BI/CC N.º: ________________________________________ Validade: ____/____/____
ESTE DOCUMENTO É COMPOSTO DE 2 PÁGINAS E FEITO EM DUPLICADO: UMA VIA PARA A
INVESTIGADORA, OUTRA PARA A PESSOA QUE CONSENTE.
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Appendix 2

Background questionnaire

Dados biográficos
Esta secção refere-se a dados biográficos. Toda a informação prestada é confidencial.
1. Código de participante

____________________

2. Idade

____________________

3. Nacionalidade

____________________

4. Sexo

____________________

5. Tem problemas de audição diagnosticados por um médico? *
Sim □

Não □

6. Escreve com a mão direita?
Sim □

Não □

7. Distingue facilmente "esquerda" de "direita"?
Sim □

Não □

8. Tem alguma dificuldade de aprendizagem diagnosticada por um médico?
Sim □

Não □

Perfil linguístico
Esta secção refere-se à sua língua materna e à aprendizagem de línguas estrangeiras. Toda a
informação prestada é confidencial.
9. Qual foi a primeira língua que aprendeu?
Mandarim □

Cantonês □

Outra ____________________

10. Qual a sua língua materna?
Mandarim □

Cantonês □

Outra ____________________

11. Que língua fala no seu dia a dia (em casa, escola, trabalho...)?
Mandarim □

Cantonês □

Outra ____________________

12. Que línguas estrangeiras aprendeu ou está a aprender?
Português □

Inglês □

Francês □

Espanhol □

Italiano □

Outra ____________________
13. Indique a ordem de aprendizagem das línguas estrangeiras (Ex.: 1.º Inglês; 2.º Português; 3.º
Francês...).
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___________________________________________________________________________
14. Indique o seu nível de proficiência nas línguas estrangeiras indicadas antes. Ex.: Inglês B2; Francês
A1... [A1-A2 = Elementar; B1-B2 = Intermédio; C1-C2 = Avançado]
___________________________________________________________________________
15. Com que idade começou a aprender Português?
____________________
16. Há quantos anos aprende Português?
____________________
17. Qual o seu nível de proficiência em Português (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2)?
____________________
18. Toca algum instrumento musical?
Sim □

Não □
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Appendix 4

Intensity normalization Praat script

#determine praat version
ver1$ = left$(praatVersion$, (rindex(praatVersion$, ".")-1));
ver1 = 'ver1$'
if ver1 < 5.2
exit Please download a more recent version of Praat
endif
if ver1 == 5.2
ver2$ = right$(praatVersion$, length(praatVersion$) - (rindex(praatVersion$, ".")));
ver2 = 'ver2$'
if ver2 < 4
exit Please download a more recent version of Praat (minor)
endif
endif
beginPause ("Equalize RMS Levels Instructions")
comment ("1. Select a folder containing the wave files to be normalized")
comment ("2. Wave files will be analyzed and the optimal RMS value will be calculated")
comment ("3. You may choose to reduce the optimal RMS value to a value if you wish")
comment ("4. Select an output folder for the normalized wave files to be saved to")
comment ("Click 'Next' to begin")
clicked = endPause("Next", 1);
#wavefile folder path
sourceDir$ = chooseDirectory$ ("Select folder containing wave files")
if sourceDir$ == ""
exit Script exited. You did not select a folder.
else
sourceDir$ = sourceDir$ + "/";
endif
Create Strings as file list... list 'sourceDir$'/*.wav
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings
levels$ = ""
for ifile to numberOfFiles
select Strings list
currentList = selected ("Strings")
filename$ = Get string... ifile
Read from file... 'sourceDir$'/'filename$'
currentSound = selected ("Sound")
oldRmsLevel = Get root-mean-square... 0 0
extremum = Get absolute extremum... 0 0 None
oldRmsLevel = Get root-mean-square... 0 0
newLevel = 0.99 * oldRmsLevel / extremum
select currentSound
Remove
levels$ = levels$ + "'newLevel'" + ","
endfor
levels$ = left$ (levels$, length(levels$)-1)
minPa = min ('levels$')
minRMS = 20 * log10('minPa'/0.00002)
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minRMS = floor('minRMS')
select currentList
Remove
beginPause ("Equalize RMS levels")
comment ("This is the optimal RMS. You may set this to a lower value if you wish:")
real("OptimalRMS", minRMS)
clicked = endPause("Next", 1);
#output folder path - where the wave files get saved
outputDir$ = chooseDirectory$ ("Select folder to save wave files")
if outputDir$ == ""
exit Script exited. You did not select a folder.
else
outputDir$ = outputDir$ + "/";
endif
Create Strings as file list... list 'sourceDir$'/*.wav
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings
new_RMS_level = 0.00002 * 10^('optimalRMS'/20)
for ifile to numberOfFiles
select Strings list
currentList = selected ("Strings")
filename$ = Get string... ifile
Read from file... 'sourceDir$'/'filename$'
currentSound = selected ("Sound")
oldRmsLevel = Get root-mean-square... 0 0
Formula... 'new_RMS_level'*self/'oldRmsLevel'
extremum = Get absolute extremum... 0 0 None
if extremum > 0.99
exit We refuse to clip the samples in file "'sourceDir$'\'filename$'"!!!
endif
Write to WAV file... 'outputDir$'/'filename$'
select currentSound
Remove
endfor
#clean up
select currentList
Remove
#clear the info window
clearinfo
#print success message
printline Successfully equalized 'numberOfFiles' wave files.

Retrieved from: Linguistic labs at Northwestern University
http://groups.linguistics.northwestern.edu/documentation/v2/scripts.html
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Appendix 5

Duration adjustment Praat script

#sourceDir$ = "C:\Users\User1\Desktop\praat\audios"
form adjust duration
comment Input (Paste here your input folder path):
text sourceDir C:\Users\User1\Desktop\audio_rms\1_adjusted_rms
comment Output (Paste here your output folder path):
text outputDir C:\Users\User1\Desktop\audio_rms\3_adjusted_duration_50dB
comment Threshold for onset detection (in Db):
real intensityOnset 60
comment Threshold for offset detection (in Db):
real intensityOffset 60
endform
#sourceDir$ = "C:\Users\User1\Desktop\audio_rms\adjusted_rms"
#outputDir$ = "C:\Users\User1\Desktop\audio_rms\adjusted_duration"
filelist = Create Strings as file list: "fileList", sourceDir$+"\"+"*.wav"
appendInfoLine: "audio",tab$,"onset",tab$,"offset",tab$,"duration","ratio"
#intensity for onset and offset detection(in Db)
#intensityOnset = 60
#intensityOffset = 60
minDuration = 100
maxDuration = 0
sumDuration = 0
sumAdjustedDuration = 0
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings
for ifile to numberOfFiles
select Strings fileList
filename$ = Get string: ifile
Read from file: sourceDir$+"\"+filename$
currentSound = selected ("Sound")
currentSoundName$ = selected$("Sound")
select currentSound
#get total duration
dur = Get total duration
if dur < minDuration
minDuration = dur
endif
if dur > maxDuration
maxDuration = dur
endif
sumDuration = sumDuration+dur
#detect onset
To Intensity: 100, 0
onset = 0
numFrames = Get number of frames
iframe = 0
repeat
intensity = Get value in frame: iframe
if intensity > intensityOnset
onset = Get time from frame: iframe
endif
iframe = iframe + 1
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until onset > 0
#detect offset
offset = 0
#starts from the last frame
iframe = numFrames
repeat
intensity = Get value in frame: iframe
if intensity > intensityOffset
offset = Get time from frame: iframe
endif
iframe = iframe - 1
until offset > 0
onset[currentSoundName$] = onset
offset[currentSoundName$] = offset
adjustedDuration = offset-onset
sumAdjustedDuration = sumAdjustedDuration+adjustedDuration
appendInfoLine: filename$,tab$,fixed$ (onset, 3),tab$,fixed$ (offset, 3),tab$,fixed$ (dur,3), tab$
#remove intensity object
Remove
#Remove sound
select currentSound
Remove
endfor
meanDuration = sumDuration / numberOfFiles
meanAdjustedDuration = sumAdjustedDuration / numberOfFiles
appendInfoLine: "Longest audio duration:", fixed$(maxDuration,2)
appendInfoLine: "Shortest audio duration:", fixed$ (minDuration,2)
appendInfoLine: "Average audio duration:", fixed$ (meanDuration ,2)
appendInfoLine: "Average adjusted audio duration (offset-onset):", fixed$ (meanAdjustedDuration,2)
for ifile to numberOfFiles
select Strings fileList
filename$ = Get string: ifile
Read from file: sourceDir$+"\"+filename$
currentSound = selected ("Sound")
currentSoundName$ = selected$("Sound")
select currentSound
To Manipulation: 0.01, 75, 600
#Remove sound
select currentSound
Remove
Create DurationTier: currentSoundName$, 0, 5
adjustedRawDuration = offset[currentSoundName$]-onset[currentSoundName$]
adjustedDurationRatio = meanAdjustedDuration/adjustedRawDuration
appendInfoLine: filename$,tab$,tab$,tab$,tab$,tab$,tab$,adjustedDurationRatio
#before onset
Add point: onset[currentSoundName$]-0.0001, 0
#onset
Add point: onset[currentSoundName$], adjustedDurationRatio
#offset
Add point: offset[currentSoundName$], adjustedDurationRatio
#after offset
Add point: offset[currentSoundName$]+0.0001, 0
selectObject: "Manipulation 'currentSoundName$'"
plusObject: "DurationTier 'currentSoundName$'"
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Replace duration tier
selectObject: "Manipulation 'currentSoundName$'"
Get resynthesis (overlap-add)
selectObject: "Manipulation 'currentSoundName$'"
plusObject: "DurationTier 'currentSoundName$'"
Remove
filename_save$ = currentSoundName$
select Sound 'currentSoundName$'
Save as WAV file: outputDir$+"\"+filename_save$+".wav"
endfor

Retrieved from: Praat documentation
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Script_for_onset_detection.html
Adapted by: Juan Haro, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain
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